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Scientific abstract
This thesis is devoted to the study of geometric aspects of black holes and integrable structures
in string theory. In the first part, symmetries of the horizon and its bulk extension will be
investigated. We investigate the horizon conjecture beyond the supergravity approximation,
by considering α′ corrections of heterotic supergravity in perturbation theory, and show that
standard global techniques can no longer be applied. A sufficient condition to establish the
horizon conjecture will be identified. As a consequence of our analysis, we find a no-go theorem
for AdS2 backgrounds in heterotic theory.
The bulk extension of a prescribed near-horizon geometry will then be considered in various
theories. The horizon fields will be expanded at first order in the radial coordinate. The moduli
space of radial deformations will be proved to be finite dimensional, by showing that the moduli
must satisfy elliptic PDEs.
In the second part, geometric aspects and spectral properties of integrable anti-de Sitter
backgrounds will be discussed. We formulate a Bethe ansatz in AdS2×S2×T 6 type IIB super-
string, overcoming the problem of the lack of pseudo-vacuum state affecting this background.
In AdS3 × S3 × T 4 type IIB superstring, we show that the S-matrix is annihilated by the
boost generator of the q-deformed Poincare´ superalgebra, and interpret this condition as a
parallel equation for the S-matrix with respect to a connection on a fibre bundle. This hints
that the algebraic problem associated with the scattering process can be geometrically rewritten.
This allows us to propose a Universal S-matrix.
Keywords and AMS Classification Codes:
Black holes (83C57), Supergravity (83E50), Extension of spaces (54D35), Graded Lie (su-
per)algebras (17B70), Exactly solvable models; Bethe ansatz (82B23), Fiber bundles (55R10).
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Lay summary
For much of the 20th century, particles in nature were mathematically described by points. The
idea of String Theory is to replace the point particle with a string, whose characteristic length
scale is assumed to be the Planck length. This simple substitution brings great consequences.
Most notably, it is formulated in order to unify all fundamental interactions of nature, known as
Einstein’s dream. The quantum theory of interactions between point-like particles brings short-
distance divergences which one must remove, and in the case of the gravitational interaction,
such removal procedure cannot be applied. Remarkably, the quantisation of String Theory
does not bring short-distance divergences at all. As such, String Theory is the most promising
candidate theory of Quantum Gravity. However, for consistency reasons, String Theory must
live in a ten-dimensional spacetime, even though the Universe at human scales requires only
four dimensions. This problem is solved by assuming that the extra dimensions are wrapped
into tiny tubes, smaller than the Planck length.
Part of my research aims to study Black Holes in String Theory. In four dimensions, Unique-
ness Theorems state that black holes are spherical. The presence of extra dimensions in String
Theory violates such theorems, and more exotic types of black holes appear. I am interested in
studying the black hole horizons, which describe the shape of the black holes, by investigating
their symmetries, classifying their geometries, and studying how to extend them away from the
region near to the horizon.
In the context of String Theory, there is a notion of a holographic principle. This states
that a theory of gravity in a certain spacetime is equivalent to a theory of only light and
nuclear forces, without gravity, living on the boundary of the spacetime, like a hologram. I am
interested in understanding whether the holographic principle is a general feature of nature, by
considering string theories in different spacetimes which retain a nice mathematical structure,
i.e. integrability. Integrable mathematical systems typically do not exhibit chaotic properties,
but are instead “exactly solvable”.
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1
Introduction
The 20th century was particularly fruitful in terms of discoveries in theoretical physics, which
completely changed the way we describe nature. The two most important and fascinating
discoveries of this period are General Relativity and Quantum Mechanics. In the 18th century,
there was a belief that the gravitational and the electric forces share the same behaviour. This
is motivated by the Newton’s and Coulomb’s laws, which classically describe the force of the
two interactions as
F g = G
M1M2
r2
, F e = k
Q1Q2
r2
.
The 20th century completely changed this picture. It was discovered that gravity is complicated
to describe, and in particular its analogy with the electric force is no longer satisfactory.
The first theory of gravity to be obtained from an action principle was developed by A.
Einstein and nowadays it is known as General Relativity. Einstein introduced the scientific
community to two extremely important concepts: the spacetime and gravity as the curvature
of spacetime. The first one is related to the fact that space and time are the same concept, in
contrast to the standard picture of Newton’s mechanics where time is just a parameter governing
the evolution of a system which moves in space. A key motivation for developing this context
is the inconsistency of Maxwell’s equation with the Galilean transformations. This led Einstein
to formulate the so-called theory of Special Relativity, where the Galilean transformations are
substituted by the Lorentz transformations. In Special Relativity, time and space are treated at
the same footing, and both become coordinates of the four-dimensional spacetime.
After the discovery of Special Relativity, Einstein came up with the idea that an object with a
certain mass exhibits its gravitational force by curving the geometry of the spacetime. Therefore
when we think of spacetime, we shall not refer to a flat spacetime, but instead to a spacetime
that can be curved, where the curvature is a measure of the intensity of the gravitational force.
In Einstein’s idea of gravity as curvature of spacetime, the gravitational force is associated
with a gravitational field, which is the metric gµν of the spacetime. Therefore in Einstein’s idea
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the metric of the spacetime is a dynamical quantity, which must satisfy Einstein’s equation
Rµν − 1
2
Rgµν =
8piG
c4
Tµν .
The formulation of a theory of gravity in this way brings at least two main physical consequences:
the existence of black holes and gravitational waves1. The concept of black holes emerges by
considering a static object of mass M with spherical symmetry in the vacuum. K. Schwarzschild
solved the Einstein’s equation for such configuration, and he found the celebrated Schwarzschild
metric
ds2 = −
(
1− r∗
r
)
dt2 +
(
1− r∗
r
)−1
dr2 + r2dΩ2 , r∗ =
2GM
c2
.
The surface r = r∗ defines the event horizon, where every particle that enters in the region
r < r∗ will never be able to reach the region r > r∗ again. The event horizon in this case is a
2-dimensional sphere and asymptotically the spacetime is flat.
The Schwarzschild black hole was later generalised to the cases where the object of mass M
carries an electric charge Q (Reissner-Nordstro¨m), or it is rotating with angular momentum J
(Kerr), or it is both charged and rotating (Kerr-Newman). In all cases, the event horizon is a
2-dimensional sphere and asymptotically the spacetime is flat. At this point, one may wonder
if there exists even further types of black hole solutions than the ones just mentioned above.
The answer is negative, because in the later years (around 1970), uniqueness theorems for black
holes were discovered by Hawking et al. [1–7]. The statement is the following
“Any asymptotically flat and analytic black hole, which is solution to the 4-dimensional
Einstein equations, is uniquely determined by the data (M,Q, J), and its metric is the
Kerr-Newman metric”
and it is known under the name of no-hair theorem.
The second revolutionary discovery of the 20th century is quantum mechanics. The trigger-
ing fact was again an inconsistency of the Maxwell equations. Consider a black body at thermal
equilibrium. According to Maxwell theory, the black body emits radiations in the whole spec-
trum of frequencies, and the power of the radiation emitted is proportional to the square of the
frequency. Therefore the total energy emitted, which is the sum of the energy in all frequen-
cies, is infinite, in contradiction with the principle of conservation of energy. This is called the
ultraviolet catastrophe, which was solved by M. Planck in 1900 by introducing the concept that
the radiation is not continuum in frequencies, but instead it comes in “discrete packets”, called
quanta, which nowadays we call photons.
In 1924, L. de Broglie proposed that particles exhibit also a wave-like behaviour, which was
supported by the experiment on the diffraction of electrons. This led to the concept that at
1Both of them have been recently directly confirmed with the experiments LIGO and VIRGO.
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quantum scales, one can describe quanta either as particles or waves (known as wave-particle
duality). Based on this intuition, W. Heisenberg discovered the uncertainty principle, which
states that in a measuring process, position x and momentum p of a particle cannot be simul-
taneously determined with arbitrary precision. The errors ∆ in the measure of x and p must
satisfy
∆x∆p ≥ ~
2
.
From the Rydberg-Ritz combination principle of spectral lines of atoms, Heisenberg understood
that at quantum level observables (e.g. position and momentum) have an interpretation as
non-commutative operators. In his interpretation, position and momentum are matrices which
satisfy the commutation relation
[x, p] = i~ ,
and the uncertainty principle is a consequence of this. Criticized for being physically counterintu-
itive, Heisenberg theory was abandoned in favour of the wave-like description of E. Schro¨dinger.
In Schro¨dinger’s perspective, the particle is described by a function ψ(t, x), whose square has
the meaning of probability density of finding the particle at point x if a position measurement
is made at time t. The function ψ, called wave function, must satisfy Schro¨dinger’s equation
i~
∂ψ
∂t
=
[
− ~
2
2m
∇2 + V
]
ψ .
The Schro¨dinger picture of quantum mechanics was satisfactory because it can explain many
physical systems with accuracy, e.g. the energy levels of the hydrogen atom. However the
Schro¨dinger equation is not relativistic: the rest energy mc2 is not included, and the equation
is not Lorentz covariant. An attempt to modify the Schro¨dinger equation in order to include
the rest energy is given by the Klein-Gordon and Dirac equations. However these two equations
suffer from some problems, one of them is that the energy spectrum is unbounded from below
(it extends down to −∞) and therefore there exists no ground state. The problems of Klein-
Gordon and Dirac equations are due to the fact that we are ignoring an important relativistic
phenomenon, which is particle production, where particles can be dynamically created and an-
nihilated. The solution comes with the introduction of Quantum Field Theory, where the wave
function of quantum mechanics is replaced by a state which can dynamically change its particle
content. In this framework, there exists a state which contains no particles, the vacuum state.
The single particle of quantum mechanics is associated with a single excitation produced above
the vacuum state. Such excitations are produced by fields, which are objects depending on the
spacetime coordinates, and satisfy a certain dynamics.
A way to introduce the quantum behaviour, is by imposing that the fields must satisfy com-
mutation relations, which must be compatible with the causality principle of special relativity.
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This is called canonical quantization. A physical quantity of interest to compute is the probab-
ility that a certain initial state evolves to a certain final state, called the amplitude. In case of
a scattering process, the amplitude is proportional to the modulus squared of the cross section,
which can be measured with an experiment. An alternative way to quantise the theory is via
the path integral formulation of R. Feynman. In this formulation, the amplitude is computed by
summing the weight function eiS/~ over all possible field configurations between the initial and
final states.
A typical issue which affects a quantum field theory when computing amplitudes is the
presence of ultraviolet divergences. This happens for instance in quantum electrodynamics
when computing the self-energy of the electron. A possible way to avoid this problem is by
making a redefinition of the fields, so that the divergent terms disappear. This procedure is
called renormalization, and the theories for which this procedure can be applied are called
renormalizable. G. ’t Hooft proved that non-abelian gauge theories are renormalizable. This
implies that the interactions of the Standard Model (electromagnetic, weak and strong nuclear)
can be consistently described within the quantum field theory formalism. It turns out that
General Relativity is not renormalizable. For this reason, it can only be regarded as an effective
theory of quantum gravity. String theory represents nowadays the best candidate theory of
quantum gravity.
1.1. String Theory
The first concepts in string theory were introduced by G. Veneziano for the purpose of explaining
the nuclear force (e.g. the Regge behaviour). String theory is based on the idea that fundamental
particles are not point-like, but excitations of a string. Therefore we need to determine the
dynamics of a string in spacetime.
To begin, we recall that the dynamics of a point-like particle of mass m moving in Minkowski
spacetime is given by2
S = −m
∫
ds .
Consider now a string of length `s moving in Minkowski spacetime. The analogous quantity to
mass for the string is the tension T , which has dimensions of mass per unit length of the string.
The dynamics is governed by the Nambu-Goto action
S = −T
∫
dA ,
where dA is the infinitesimal area element of the string world-sheet.
2We set ~ = c = 1.
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The Nambu-Goto action is inconvenient because the background spacetime must be Minkowski.
An alternative action, which is classically equivalent, is the Polyakov action, which describes a
two-dimensional sigma model
S = −T
∫
d2σ
√−γ∇aXµ∇bXνγabgµν ,
where {σa} and γab are coordinates and metric on the string world-sheet respectively, and gµν is
the spacetime metric, which cannot be generic, but specified shortly. Classically, the Polyakov
action is invariant under a conformal rescaling of the world-sheet metric γ. However, after
quantization, conformal symmetry might not be preserved. We require that conformal invariance
is preserved at quantum level, and therefore the Polyakov action describes a 2-dimensional
conformal field theory. Cancellation of conformal anomalies imposes an equation for the metric
gµν , which at leading order is Einstein’s equation, together with subleading higher order terms,
which are powers and derivatives of the curvature multiplied by appropriate powers of the string
scale `s.
Associated to each 2-dimensional conformal field theory there is a number c, the so-called
central charge. For a free theory, c is just the number of scalar fields. Then in our case, c is
the dimension of the spacetime. The requirement that unphysical states with negative norm
disappear imposes c = 26. This implies that the dimension of the spacetime must be 26.
At this level, the string describes only bosons. Quantum mechanically, one aims to define a
vacuum state and treat the Fourier modes of the string coordinates Xµ as ladder type operators.
In this way, the excitations created above the vacuum state describe particles with integer spin.
In doing that, one discovers that the vacuum state is a tachyon. The new ingredient which
removes the tachyonic behaviour of the vacuum state and also allows the inclusion of fermions
in the spectrum is called supersymmetry.
Supersymmetry relates each particle to its corresponding superpartner, which has opposite
statistic. However supersymmetry is not just a symmetry between bosons and fermions. Su-
persymmetry is an extension of the Poincare´ symmetry, which is the symmetry of Minkowski
spacetime. In this sense the spacetime acquires new extra fermionic directions, which are de-
scribed by Graβmann numbers3. Mathematically, the supersymmetry algebra is a Z2 graded
Lie algebra, where there are odd-type generators which anti-commute between themselves, the
so-called supercharges 4.
String theory, after introducing supersymmetry, becomes the so-called superstring theory,
3Historically, supersymmetry was introduced first in the context of the string world-sheet, and later generalised
to the full spacetime.
4Supersymmetry has also found some phenomenological application from the standard model perspective, such
as the resolution of the hierarchy problem, the unification of the gauge coupling of the standard model interactions,
and a candidate particle for dark matter.
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and its action looks like
S = −T
∫
d2σ
√−γ
(
γabgµν∇aXµ∇bXν − igµνψµρa∇aψν
)
,
where ψµ is a fermion, and ρa are the gamma matrices in the 2-dimensional world-sheet.
Quantum mechanical consistency of superstring theory now requires that the dimension of the
spacetime is 10.
The spectrum of the closed string contains a massless particle of spin two, which has precisely
the right properties to be the graviton. Furthermore, the spectrum of the open string contains
massless spin one gauge fields, like those in the standard model, with the right gauge symmetries
incorporated. In 1974, this observation led J. Scherk and J. H. Schwarz to propose string theory
as a unified theory of all forces, including gravity [8], which goes towards Einstein’s dream of
a unified theory of all interactions. The connection of string theory to general relativity at low
energies was described by Yoneya [9, 10].
In the point-like description, any attempt to quantize general relativity produces ultraviolet
divergences, which makes the theory non-renormalizable at least at perturbation level. The
advantage of string theory is that it is ultraviolet finite at all orders in perturbation theory. The
intuitive reason is that perturbatively the point-like interaction brings short-distance singular-
ities, while this is removed in the string-like interaction, as shown in the picture below.
Figure 1.1: Point-like vs string-like interactions.
In a perturbative quantum field theory, scattering amplitudes are typically computed by
Taylor expanding the S-matrix in the coupling constant. There is a prescription for computing
the coefficients of the expansion, which consists in summing Feynman diagrams with a certain
number of loops. The number of loops is related to the power of the coupling constant that we
are considering in the expansion; though it is possible for tree level diagrams to be of higher
power in the coupling constant under certain circumstances.
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Computing scattering amplitudes in string theory is different. The trajectory of the string
is a surface, therefore the g-loop, n-point scattering amplitude can be described in terms of
Riemann surfaces with genus g and n punctures. Computing scattering amplitudes in string
theory consists in computing an integral over the moduli space of Riemann surfaces with g and
n as specified.
Though string theory is ultraviolet finite, it still suffers from the infrared divergences which
affect quantum field theories. Typically in quantum field theory, infrared divergences (e.g.
tadpole) appear because the vacuum state is incorrectly identified. In string theory, infrared
divergences are caused by integrating over singular Riemann surfaces. Singularities in Riemann
surfaces appear when there is a degeneration, which consists in squeezing any possible handle
or connection between a pair of Riemann surfaces. As explained in [11], a possible resolution of
this problem consists in considering a quantum field theory which has the same amplitudes of
superstring theory, the so-called superstring field theory. Then in superstring field theory one
can remove the infrared singularities in exactly the same way as in an ordinary quantum field
theory.
1.1.1. The first superstring revolution
The discovery that triggered the first superstring revolution was that Type I superstring is
anomaly free. This is connected to the existence of gauge, gravitational and mixed anomalies
in parity-violating theories in 4k + 2 dimensional theories which spoils general covariance, as
pointed out by L. Alvarez-Gaume´ and E. Witten [12], based on a first result of [13].
An anomaly occurs when a local symmetry for the classical action is not preserved after
quantization. In terms of path integral quantization, an anomalous symmetry is a symmetry of
the action S, but not of the measure dµ, such that the partition function
Z =
∫
dµ exp
(
iS/~
)
,
is not invariant under the symmetry considered [14]. In the point-like quantum field theory, a
failure of gauge invariance is measured by the failure of Ward identities.
In 4-dimensional gauge theories with parity-violating gauge couplings, an anomaly is gener-
ated by the presence of the triangle diagram, with external gauge bosons and a chiral fermion
running in the loop. In the standard electro-weak theory such anomalies cancel out, which is im-
portant for consistency. The analogous question in 10-dimensions involves the hexagon diagram,
with external gauge bosons and gravitons and a chiral fermion running in the loop.
It was observed in [12] that the gravitational anomaly cancel in type IIB supergravity5.
5Type IIB superstring theory does not contain elementary Yang-Mills gauge fields, and therefore it is trivially
free from gauge anomalies.
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However it appeared that type I superstring is anomalous for any choice of the gauge group.
This problem was solved by M. Green and J. H. Schwarz [15] in D = 10, N = 1 supergravity
coupled to a Yang-Mills gauge theory. The hexagon diagram has external bosons which are
combinations of the 2-form field strength and Ricci tensor, F 6, F 4R2, F 2R4, R6.
Figure 1.2: The triangle and hexagon diagrams, responsible for anomalies in four and ten di-
mensions respectively.
Green and Schwarz realized that the anomalies cancel if
(I) one imposes that the 2-form Kalb-Ramond field B transforms in a certain way under the
gauge and Lorenz groups, and
(II) one couples the classical action to the counterterm
SGS =
∫
B ∧X8 ,
where X8 is an exact 8-form, which is a combination
6 of trF 4, trF 2trR2, trR4, and
(III) the Yang-Mills gauge group has 496 generators.
In particular, condition (I) implies that the field strength of B, in order to be gauge invariant,
must be modified as
H = dB + CS(ω)− CS(A) ,
where CS(ω) and CS(A) are the Lorentz and Yang-Mills Chern-Simons forms. By taking the
exterior derivative, this equation implies the famous anomaly corrected Bianchi identity for H,
dH = trR2 − trF 2 .
The fact that the gauge group must have dimension 496 restricts its choice down to only two
possibilities: SO(32) or E8×E8. This led Green and Schwarz to construct an anomaly-free type I
6Here the powers stand for wedge product, and not for spacetime indices contraction. The trace trM stands
for the trace of M in the fundamental representation.
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superstring theory with gauge group SO(32). Ten dimensional anomaly-free chiral string theory
with gauge group SO(16)×SO(16) which is tachyon-free and without spacetime supersymmetry
has also been constructed [16, 17]. Furthermore, Green and Schwarz constructed the type IIA
and type IIB superstring theories, which were based on a earlier work of Gliozzi, Scherk and
Olive [18]. Type IIB is a chiral theory, which has vanishing anomaly as pointed out previously,
while type IIA is a non-chiral theory, and therefore the anomalies cancel straightforwardly.
However these theories were not considered from the phenomenological perspective because
they do not contain Yang–Mills gauge fields, and therefore exclude the possibility of obtaining a
chiral theory in four dimensions via a compactification7. Later with the discovery of D-branes,
also type II theories became of phenomenological interest.
A new type of anomaly-free string theory was constructed by Gross, Harvey, Martinec and
Rohm, which is called heterotic [20–22]. Anomaly cancellation allows two types of heterotic
superstring theory, with gauge group either SO(32) or E8 × E8.
A remarkable fact, is that all these superstring theories have no adjustable parameters. All
dimensionless parameters arise either dynamically as expectation values of scalar fields, or as
integers which count some quantities (e.g. topological invariants, number of branes or quantized
fluxes).
The E8 × E8 heterotic theory was particularly interesting from the phenomenological per-
spective. Candelas, Horowitz, Strominger and Witten found a vacuum solution where the space-
time has six compact directions, and the remaining four describe a Minkowski spacetime, which
resembles a connection with the standard model [23]. Such a vacuum solution preserves N = 1
supersymmetry in the 4-dimensional Minkowski spacetime. This condition imposes mathemat-
ical restrictions on the geometry of the 6-dimensional compact manifold, which must be Ricci
flat and Ka¨hler, and therefore a Calabi-Yau manifold. As was pointed out in [24], there are two
possible choices of Calabi-Yau manifolds that give rise to the same effective N = 1 theory in
4-dimensional flat spacetime. Such pairs of Calabi-Yau manifolds are known as mirror pairs,
and this led to the discovery of mirror symmetry. Mirror symmetry opened a new connection
with mathematics after the work of Candelas, de la Ossa, Green and Parkes [25], which shows
how to use mirror symmetry to solve problems in enumerative geometry8.
7To obtain an effective 4-dimensional theory containing chiral fermions via a compactification of a theory in
D > 4, one needs to require that the higher dimensional theory must contain chiral fermions and elementary
Yang-Mills gauge fields, [19].
8The problem solved consists in counting the number of rational curves of degree k in a particular Calabi-Yau
space.
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1.1.2. The second superstring revolution
The second superstring revolution, which happened in the mid-1990s, is associated with two
important discoveries: the string dualities, and the existence of branes.
The five types of string theories are not independent, but they are related between each
other via dualities. Hull and Townsend [26] and Witten [27] pointed out that all string theories
are different limits of a unique theory defined in eleven dimensions, called M-theory, which does
not contain strings. The string dualities consist of T-duality, S-duality, U-duality and mirror
symmetry.
M-theory
I IIA IIB
Het 
SO(32) E8 ⇥ E8
Het 
D = 10
D = 11
gs !1
gs !1
T-duality on 
T-duality on 
T-duality on 
S-duality
T-duality on 
R8,1 ⇥ S1
R8,1 ⇥ S1
R9,1 ⇥ S1
R9,1 ⇥ [0, 1]
S-duality
Figure 1.3: Web of string dualities.
• T-duality (R→ `2s/R). The abelian version of T-duality consists in considering a space-
time compactified on a circle of radius R and to substitute it with another circle of radius
`2s/R. One can show that this transformation leaves the spectrum of the bosonic string
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theory invariant, provided that momentum modes and winding modes are swapped9. In
the case of superstring theories, such transformation swaps the type, and therefore it can
be used as a duality. For instance, type IIA theory in R8,1 × S1, with circle radius R, is
equivalent to type IIB theory again in 9-dimensional Minkowski spacetime times a circle,
but with radius `2s/R.
• S-duality (gs → 1/gs). By inverting the string coupling, type I superstring theory is
equivalent to SO(32) heterotic theory, while type IIB is equivalent to itself. This means
that if we know the perturbative behaviour of these three theories, i.e. when gs is small,
then we also know how they behave when gs  1 [28,29]. The string coupling is not a free
parameter, but it is given by the exponential of the vacuum expectation value of the dilaton
field, i.e. gs = e
〈Φ〉. Therefore S-duality, as well as T-duality, is a field transformation,
given by Φ→ −Φ.
The U-duality was proposed by Hull and Townsend [26], and it is a combination of T and
S dualities in the context of toroidal compactifications. U-duality relates theories compactified
on a space of large (or small) volume, to theories at large (or small) coupling.
The second important discovery of the 1990s is the fact that string theory is not just a
theory of strings, but other extended objects called branes exist. Historically the name brane is
related to membrane, which is a 2+1 dimensional surface. Branes can be of various dimensions,
for instance a 0-brane is a point, a 1-brane is a string, and so on. Branes appear as non
perturbative objects in string theory, and their tension is inversely related to powers of gs.
One type of common brane is called D-brane, where D stands for Dirichlet, where the name
is because open stings with Dirichlet boundary conditions can end on D-branes. They were
introduced in string theory by Polchinski [30], where he discovered that D-branes are sources of
the Ramond-Ramond p-forms. The idea is that the endpoints of open strings can freely move
inside the D-brane, but can never leave, unless they join together to form a closed string. This
gives rise to a new way to view extra dimensions in string theory. Instead of thinking of extra
dimensions as tiny tubes, one can imagine that they are infinitely extended, and the universe
at human scales is reproduced by a 3 + 1 dimensional brane which can move inside the 10-
dimensional spacetime. Particles of the standard model are reproduced by the vibration modes
of the open strings attached to the brane. Outside the brane, only gravity can exist since the
graviton emerges from the spectrum of the closed string.
9T-duality can be formulated in a path integral approach, where the U(1) isometry associated to S1 plays a
central role. One may apply the same procedure in the case the isometry group is non-abelian. In this way one
obtains the non-abelian T-duality. In contrast to the abelian version, the non-abelian T-duality is not necessary
a symmetry of string theory.
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This model, also called large extra dimensions (LED) was proposed by Arkani-Hamed, Dimo-
poulos and Dvali [31], and it has a dramatic consequence. In the LED model the fundamental
scale of energy, namely the highest energy which can be measured, is lower than the Planck
scale. In particular the fundamental scale can range between few TeV to 1016 TeV. This means
that if the LED model is correct, quantum gravity and string effects can be measurable at the
Large Hadron Collider of CERN10.
The fact that extra dimensions in string theory can be large, and not necessarily compactified,
motivated the study of black holes in higher dimensions. If the LED model is realized in nature,
higher-dimensional black holes could be created at the LHC, or observed in the universe (for a
review, see e.g. [32]).
Furthermore, black hole uniqueness theorems do not hold in higher dimensions, and therefore
one expects a richer family of black holes. Determining all possible black hole solutions in higher
dimensions represents an interesting and challenging problem in general relativity.
The coexistence on the horizon of quantum effects and a strong gravitational field11, makes
black holes an important theoretical laboratory where to test quantum gravity. Bekenstein and
Hawking argued that a black hole must have an entropy, which is proportional to the area A of
the event horizon,
SBH =
A
4G
.
According to the microscopical interpretation of entropy, this suggests that the black hole must
have some microstates, whose number dmicro is given by
dmicro ∼ eSBH .
An explanation of the microscopical interpretation of the black hole entropy was first found by
Strominger and Vafa [33] in the context of string theory. First of all, we recall the notion that
black holes in string theory can be described as a superposition of branes (we shall give some
details later in section 1.2.). Therefore one may expect that black hole microstates are given by
all possible brane configurations which macroscopically reproduce the black hole. In general this
is difficult to check, however one may consider a black hole which saturates the BPS bound, and
therefore protected by quantum corrections in gs. In the weak coupling limit, one can show that
the “Schwarzchild radius” for the system of branes becomes smaller than the string length `s.
This means that the gravitational effects can be neglected, and this allows the computation of
the degeneracy of states. Supersymmetry allows this result to be extended to strong coupling,
10The most recent experiment at LHC started in 2015 and will stop on 3 December 2018 with a collision energy
of 13 TeV. Evidence of the model is still missing at this scale.
11This is not always the case, since large black holes can have quite small curvature on the horizon. This
happens for instance to supermassive black holes placed at the centre of galaxies, where the gravitational field on
the horizon is almost negligible. However in string theory we are not trying to model supermassive black holes.
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where the system of branes properly describes a black hole. In this way one can compute the
statistical entropy, which is given as
Sstat(Q) = ln ddeg(Q) ,
where Q is a set of charges of the BPS state, and ddeg(Q) is the number of BPS states which
carry the same set of charges Q. In the Strominger and Vafa computation, they found that
SBH(Q) = Sstat(Q) ,
which is a confirmation of the fact that
dmicro = ddeg(Q) .
For a review on this topic, see e.g. [34, 35].
1.2. Black holes in higher dimensions
In higher dimensions than four, uniqueness theorems for asymptotically flat black holes lose
their validity. The known black hole solutions in four dimensions have been generalised to higher
dimensions. For instance, there exists a solution to the Einstein equations in any dimension D,
which is a generalization of the Schwarzchild metric. This was discovered by Tangherlini [36],
and the metric is
ds2 = −
(
1− r
D−3∗
rD−3
)
dt2 +
(
1− r
D−3∗
rD−3
)−1
dr2 + r2dΩ2D−2 .
Furthermore, the Kerr metric, which describes a rotating black hole in four dimensions, can
be generalised to higher dimensions. This was found by Myers and Perry [37]. The Myers-
Perry solution is specified by the mass M and a set of angular momenta Jr, where r =
1, ..., rank [SO(D − 2)], and the horizon topology is SD−2. In D = 5, for solutions which have
only one non-zero angular momentum J1 = J 6= 0, they found the bound J2 ≤ 32GM3/(27pi),
which is a generalisation of the known four dimensional Kerr bound J ≤ GM2. However for
D > 5, the momentum is unbounded, and the black hole can be ultra-spinning. It was argued
in [38] that the Myers-Perry black hole in six or higher dimensions is unstable when the angular
momentum becomes sufficiently large, which reproduces a sort of dynamical Kerr bound. The
instability was a Gregory-Laflamme instability, and it suggested that there exists new stationary
black holes with rippled horizon of spherical topology.
The first evidence of the violation of the no-hair theorem is due to the discovery of the black
ring of Emparan and Reall [39]. The black ring is an asymptotically flat black hole in a pure
gravity theory in five dimensions. The topology of the black ring event horizon is S1 × S2. The
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violation of the black hole uniqueness theorem occurs because for a certain range of mass and
angular momentum, both Myers-Perry and Emparan-Reall solutions exist, whose horizons have
different topology. This means that the asymptotic data does not uniquely determine the black
hole solution.
We remark that uniqueness theorems have been proven for higher dimensional static asymp-
totically flat black holes [40–42]. In the static case and in any dimension, the only asymptotically
flat black hole is the Schwarzschild-Tangherlini solution. The violation of the uniqueness theorem
occurs when considering rotating black holes.
A class of black holes which are particularly relevant in string theory are the supersymmetric
black holes. Supersymmetric black holes are black hole solutions to a certain supergravity theory
which preserve some fraction of supersymmetry. This is equivalent to requiring that the solution
admits at least one Killing spinor. Killing spinors are spinors which satisfy a set of conditions
imposed by preservation of supersymmetry, called Killing spinor equations. Supersymmetric
black holes must be extremal, i.e. with vanishing surface gravity or equivalently with zero
temperature.
In N = 2, and D = 4 supergravity, whose bosonic sector is Einstein-Maxwell theory, there
are no supersymmetric and rotating asymptotically flat single-black holes which are non-singular
on the horizon, e.g. [43]. This means that when one takes the supersymmetric limit of the Kerr
black hole, at the same time one has to set the angular momentum to zero in order to preserve
the regular horizon.
This is not true in minimal D = 5 supergravity, where asymptotically flat supersymmetric
and rotating single-black holes, with a regular horizon, exists. The supersymmetric version of
the rotating Myers-Perry black hole in D = 5 is parametrised by the mass M and the angular
momenta J1 and J2, where no conditions are imposed by the BPS bound. However, in order for
the solution to be non-singular, a linear combination of the two angular momenta must vanish,
and the solution is described by only two parameters, M and J . This was first discovered by
Breckenridge, Myers, Peet and Vafa [44], also known as the BMPV black hole. The event horizon
of the BMPV black hole is not rotating, and the effect of the black hole rotation is to deform
the horizon geometry from S3 to a squashed S3 [45].
Based on the result of [46], which provides a classification of all supersymmetric bosonic
solutions of minimal supergravity in five dimensions, a supersymmetric version of the black ring
was constructed [47]. Asymptotically flat multi-center black holes in four dimensions which are
supersymmetric and rotating have been found via a dimensional reduction of the supersymmetric
black ring in a Taub-NUT background [48]. Later it was found that even more exotic solutions
can appear. It is possible indeed to superpose an arbitrary number of concentric black rings and
place a spherical black hole at the center. This configuration is called black Saturn, and it was
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first discovered by Gauntlett and Gutowski [49] when some supersymmetry is preserved.
Figure 1.4: Black Saturn.
Supersymmetry was instrumental in the construction of black Saturn solutions, because the
conditions imposed by supersymmetry are first order equations, and therefore the multi-black
hole solution is constructed as a superposition of harmonic functions. This is not the case for
non-supersymmetric black holes, where the second order Einstein equations must be solved. A
non-supersymmetric black Saturn solution was found by Elvang and Figueras [50], where they
used the inverse scattering method.
Another example of the black hole uniqueness theorem violation is given by the construction
of a 5-dimensional asymptotically flat black hole with a 2-cycle in the exterior. This solution
was constructed by Kunduri and Lucietti [51], which is characterised by a horizon with spherical
topology and a “bubble” in the exterior. This solution represents a further violation of the
uniqueness theorem because it has the same conserved charges of the BMPV black hole. Once
again, the role of supersymmetry was instrumental to construct this solution. From the fuzzball
literature one can find examples of supersymmetric smooth solitons with bubbles [52]. Because
of the linearity of the supersymmetry conditions, one can superpose a black hole solution to
such geometries with bubbles, to obtain the “bubbling” black hole described.
In string theory, black holes can be constructed as systems of intersecting branes. This was
found for instance in [53], where black hole solutions of five dimensional ungauged supergravity
can be uplifted to solutions of D = 11 supergravity which correspond to systems of intersecting
branes. Black holes in D = 5 gauged supergravity can also be uplifted to solutions in type IIB
supergravity [54]. We also mention that when uplifted to higher dimensions, the supersymmet-
ric black ring becomes a black supertube [55], and is reproduced in M-theory as a system of
intersecting M2- and M5-branes
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where the supersymmetric black ring is described by the coordinates x0, x, y, φ, ψ. The M5-
branes wrap a common circle described by ψ, and zi, with i = 5, ..., 10, are coordinates that
span a 6-dimensional torus.
1.3. Near-horizon geometries
The richness of gravity in higher dimensions is responsible for the existence of several new types
of black holes. Motivated by string and M theories, one is led to consider gravitational systems
in ten and eleven dimensions. In such higher dimensional spacetimes, one should expect even
more exotic black holes than the one described in D = 5. This is because the number of axes
around which the black hole can spin increases when the dimensions increase, and therefore one
has to deal with more degrees of freedom.
The family of black holes most relevant to investigate quantum gravity properties of string
theory, such as the microscopical interpretation of entropy, is represented by the extremal black
holes. Extremal black holes, as well as any degenerate Killing horizon12, admit a well defined
notion of near-horizon limit [56], which allows the consistent decoupling of the full spacetime
geometry from the horizon. In this way, one obtains the so-called notion of near-horizon geo-
metry.
An interesting feature of near-horizon geometries is that they admit a scale symmetry associ-
ated with the invariance of the metric under a coordinate rescaling. This extra symmetry, which
is not a symmetry of the full spacetime, makes it simpler to study analytically near-horizon
geometries, and in particular to attempt a classification [57]. To study near-horizon geometries,
one has in general to assume some conditions. There exists three approaches which are based
on the following assumptions
• Assume isometries on the near-horizon geometry, e.g. [58],
• Assume conditions on the stress-energy tensor Tµν (the blackfold approach), e.g. [59],
• Assume that the near-horizon geometry is supersymmetric, e.g. [60].
12A Killing horizon with vanishing surface gravity is called degenerate.
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For the purpose of this thesis, we shall describe the supersymmetric approach.
1.3.1. Supersymmetric near-horizon geometries
In the supersymmetric approach one assumes that on a neighbourhood of the event horizon there
exists at least one Killing spinor, which is a spinor that satisfies the Killing spinor equations.
Since the Killing spinor equations involve the bosonic fields of the theory, assuming supersym-
metry represents a way to impose further conditions on the bosonic solution. For instance,
near-horizon geometries in heterotic theory, without string corrections, have been classified by
the number of Killing spinors [60].
In many cases, supersymmetric near-horizon geometries exhibit the so-called supersymmetry
enhancement, which is here explained. If one assumes that the near-horizon geometry admits
one Killing spinor, then it is possible to construct a map in terms of the bosonic fields, such that
if applied to the given Killing spinor, it generates a second Killing spinor linearly independent
from the first one. Therefore supersymmetry is enhanced, because the near-horizon geometry
experiences a doubling of the number of preserved supersymmetries.
Supersymmetry enhancement implies symmetry enhancement. The whole family of Killing
spinors generated by supersymmetry enhancement can be paired to construct bilinears, which
are isometries of the near-horizon geometry. Typically the Killing vectors generated in this way
do not commute, but they generate an algebra which is at least sl(2,R). The sl(2,R) generated
in this way is a dynamical symmetry, since one has to use the equations of motion to prove it.
The supersymmetry enhancement and the sl(2,R) isometry algebra have been demonstrated
for near-horizon geometries in D = 11 supergravity [61], type IIB [62], type IIA [63], massive
type IIA [64], uncorrected heterotic [60], minimal gauged D = 5 supergravity [65], N = 2, D = 4
gauged supergravity [66]. This led to the formulation of the horizon conjecture. The first part
of the conjecture states a condition on the number of preserved supersymmetries. In particular,
if the index of a twisted Dirac operator vanishes, the number of preserved supersymmetries is
always even. To prove this part one needs to construct a generalised version of the Lichnerowicz
theorem, together with an index theory argument. The second part of the conjecture states
that every near-horizon geometry with non-trivial fluxes admit the sl(2,R) isometry algebra,
independently of the supergravity theory considered. To prove the second part, one needs to
generate new linearly independent spinors by using the map mentioned above, and to construct
bilinears out of them.
There are known examples of black holes and branes which exhibit a supersymmetry en-
hancement on the horizon, for instance the Reissner-Nordstro¨m and BMPV black holes, the
D3-, M2- and M5-branes, see e.g. [67]. In all these cases, the solution is half-maximally su-
persymmetric in the bulk, but its near-horizon geometry is maximally supersymmetric. It is
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interesting to investigate if this is a general behaviour or if there are other types of black holes
for which there is supersymmetry enhancement away from the horizon. To answer this question
one would need to extend the black near-horizon geometry into the bulk and to formulate a
Lichnerowicz type theorem. So far this question is still open.
From the physical perspective, the supersymmetry enhancement has an application in invest-
igating properties of black holes, like the entropy microstate counting e.g. [68], and in AdS/CFT,
where the enhancement of the isometry group to sl(2,R) is the minimal required to assert that
the dual field theory is conformal. From the geometric point of view, the supersymmetry en-
hancement implies a refinement of the G-structure of the horizon spatial cross section. This in
turn implies further geometric conditions, which are useful for a possible classification of the
near-horizon geometries.
Finally, we mention that many supersymmetric backgrounds of supergravity theories, such as
anti-de Sitter warped product solutions which are largely studied for their importance in string
theory, can be described as near-horizon geometries. Therefore general features of near-horizon
geometries, like the (super)symmetry enhancement and generalised Lichnerowicz theorems, are
also useful to classify these type of supersymmetric backgrounds, see e.g. [69–73].
1.4. AdS/CFT duality
The AdS/CFT duality is arguably the most striking discovery made in the context of string
theory. It represents the first example of the holographic principle, which informally states that
“Any theory of gravity on a spacetime M is equivalent to a gauge theory, with no gravity,
defined on ∂M”
The holographic principle compares different theories, one in D dimensions and the other in
D−1 dimensions. Therefore the gauge theory, which appears in the lower dimensional side, must
develop “enough” degrees of freedom in order to be equivalent to the dual higher dimensional
gravity theory. This is because theories in higher dimensions generically show a higher number
of degrees of freedom, e.g. the one-particle state in D dimensions is labelled by an additional
momentum parameter in comparison to states in D − 1 dimensions.
The solution to this issue is given by an observation of G. ’t Hooft, who considered a Yang-
Mills theory with gauge group SU(N) in the limit where N is large and the ’t Hooft coupling
g2YMN ≡ λ is fixed. This is also called the ’t Hooft limit. In this limit, ’t Hooft [74] showed that
only planar diagrams, with quarks on the edge, dominate, and he pointed out that the partition
function in this limit resembles the one of an interacting dual string. In the ’t Hooft limit, the
partition function admits a 1/N perturbative expansion, where powers of 1/N are related to the
genus of the Feynman diagrams associated to that coefficient. In the perturbative expansion,
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the ’t Hooft coupling λ also appears, whose powers enumerate the number of quantum loops.
Schematically, the partition function is
ZYM =
∞∑
g=0
1
N2g−2
∞∑
`=0
cg,`λ
` ,
where cg,` are suitable coefficients evaluated at fixed genus g and loop order `. The form in
which the partition function is written resembles the partition function of a string theory, which
is written as a perturbative expansion in gs, whose powers are related to the genus of the
associated string diagrams, schematically
Zstring =
∞∑
g=0
g2g−2s Fg ,
for some suitable coefficients Fg which depend by the genus g. The question now is which string
theory one must consider? The concrete idea was given by J. Maldacena [75], who conjectured
that
“Type IIB superstring on AdS5 × S5 = N = 4, SU(N) super Yang-Mills on ∂AdS5”
On the string side, the AdS5 × S5 background arises as the near-horizon limit of a stack of N
parallel D3-branes. In the duality, the number N of D3-branes corresponds to the rank N of the
SU(N) Yang-Mills gauge group. The N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory is a quantum conformal
theory, as its beta function vanishes exactly. For this reason, Maldacena’s conjecture is also
called the AdS/CFT duality. This duality comes equipped with a dictionary, which translates
each physical quantity of one side of the duality to quantities defined on the other side. A
comprehensive review on the AdS/CFT correspondence is in [76].
AdS5 ⇥ S5
bulk
 
 |AdS5 = J
Figure 1.5: Sources generation in the dual CFT.
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The fields defined on the string side in AdS5 × S5, which we denote collectively by φ, have a
meaning for the dual CFT. The fields evaluated at the boundary of the spacetime, i.e. φ|AdS5 ,
are the sources J , or equivalently conserved currents, of the dual CFT.
In the ’t Hooft limit and in the supergravity approximation where string corrections can be
ignored, the equivalence between the two theories can be stated as
ZCFT [J ] = e−Ssugra(φ,J=φ|AdS5 ) .
The AdS5×S5 string sigma model contains the parameters gs and RAdS , which is the radius of
AdS5. On the other side of the duality, N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory contains the parameters
N and gYM , or equivalently λ. The AdS/CFT duality imposes relations between the parameters
of the two theories
4piλ
N
= gs ,
√
λ =
R2AdS
`2s
.
The main idea of the AdS/CFT duality is that the two theories describe the same physics, which
is not obvious since a priori gravitational and gauge theories look differently. In particular, the
AdS/CFT is a strong/weak duality, in the sense that highly coupled gauge fields correspond to
classical weak supergravity, and weakly coupled gauge fields correspond to strings propagating
in highly curved backgrounds. This is showed in the diagram below, where every point in the
box is a physical configuration which can be either described via the “gauge” or the “gravity”
axes. Therefore the AdS/CFT duality gives a prescription on how to compute correlators on
strongly coupled gauge theories.
N
Perturbative gauge theory Classical weak supergravity
 
gs
`s/RAdS
Figure 1.6: The box of physics in the AdS/CFT duality.
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1.4.1. The spectrum conjecture and integrable spin chains
A concrete way to test the AdS/CFT duality consists in computing the spectrum on both
theories and check if there is any matching, for a review see [77]. We collectively denote string
excitations in AdS5×S5 by |OA〉, with A being a multi index, which are responsible to generate
fields in the bulk. They are eigenstates of the world-sheet Hamiltonian Hws, with eigenenergies
EA which depend on `s/RAdS and gs,
Hws|OA〉 = EA|OA〉 .
On the CFT side, the analogous of the string excitations |OA〉 are composite gauge invariant
operators, e.g. OA = Tr[φ`1 · · ·φ`n ], where each field (φ`i)ab is an elementary gauge field ofN = 4
super Yang-Mills theory in the adjoint representation of SU(N). In a conformal field theory,
the two-point function of gauge invariant operators is fully specified by the scaling dimension ∆
of the operators. In the case that OA is a scalar operator,
〈OA(x),OB(y)〉 = δAB
(x− y)2∆A ,
where ∆A depends on λ and 1/N . In the AdS/CFT duality, it is conjectured that
EA = ∆A .
To check this equality exactly, one has to determine the string spectrum at all orders in the genus
and `s/RAdS and the complete dependence of the scaling dimensions on λ and 1/N . This is still
a difficult problem, however there is a regime where some simplification occurs. This happens
when the string theory contains non-interacting strings (i.e. gs = 0) and the dual gauge theory
is in the planar limit. In the diagram 1.6, this regime corresponds to the green line. In this
regime, one has a certain control on the classical weak supergravity and the weakly coupled
gauge theory. However the two theories, which are both in their perturbative regime, are not
dual to each other. In particular, a classical weak supergravity is dual to a strongly coupled
gauge theory and a weakly coupled gauge theory is dual to a string theory on a highly curved
background.
A solution comes from Berenstein, Maldacena and Nastase [78], who considered a point-like
configuration of the string which is spinning with large angular momentum J around the equator
of S5. In the limit J → ∞ and J2/N is fixed, which is called BMN limit, the background
geometry detected by the fast moving point particle is the gravitational plane-wave. String
fluctuations around this background can be exactly quantised in the light-cone gauge [79, 80].
The eigenenergies of the string fluctuations have been computed exactly at all loops, which gives
a prediction of the scaling dimensions,
∆n = J + 2
√
1 +
λ
J2
n2 ,
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where λ/J2 becomes a loop counter for the effective gauge theory in the BMN limit. From the
gauge theory side, the scaling dimensions in the formula above have been correctly reproduced
up to the three loop order [81–84].
We shall briefly review how to compute scaling dimensions in a conformal field theory. In
general, the two-point function 〈OA(x),OB(y)〉 is not proportional to δAB, but it may contain
off-diagonal terms. This is known as the operator mixing problem. Therefore one has to find a
suitable basis for the operators OA which diagonalizes the two-point function. The supercon-
formal group of N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory is PSU(2, 2|4), and one of its generators is the
dilatation generator D. The dilatation generator acts as an operator on OA and its eigenvalues
are the scaling dimensions, i.e.
DOA = ∆AOA .
Diagonalizing the dilatation operator suffices to solve the operator mixing problem. The dilata-
tion operator receives quantum corrections, and perturbatively it can be expanded out as13
D =
∞∑
n=0
λnD(n) .
This in turn implies that the scaling dimensions also gain quantum corrections
∆ = ∆(0) +
∞∑
`=1
λ`∆(`) ,
such that
D(n)O = ∆(n)O ,
where ∆(0) is the bare scaling dimensions, which is obtained by summing up the dimensions of
the elementary fields inside the operator O, and ∆(`) are the anomalous scaling dimensions.
In the field content ofN = 4 super Yang-Mills theory there are six real scalar fields φ1, · · · , φ6
which transform under the SO(6) R-symmetry inherited from the S5 internal space of the dual
string theory. These scalar fields can be combined into three complex scalar fields
Z =
1√
2
(φ1 + iφ2) , W =
1√
2
(φ3 + iφ4) , U =
1√
2
(φ5 + iφ6) .
The dual string is moving around the equator of S5, specifically on the submanifold S3. This
means that the R-symmetry reduces from SO(6) to SU(2), and the corresponding closed SU(2)
subsector of scalar fields is {Z,W}. Composite gauge invariant operators are built up in terms
of Z and W , e.g.
Tr[Z · · ·Z] , Tr[Z · · ·ZWZ · · ·Z] .
13In principle this is a double expansion, where the second perturbative parameter is 1/N whose powers depend
on the genus of the string diagrams. Since we are in the regime of non-interacting strings (i.e. gs = 0), this second
expansion do not appear.
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Minahan and Zarembo [85] showed that D(1) acts on composite gauge invariant operators, built
up in terms of Z and W , as the periodic Heisenberg XXX quantum spin chain Hamiltonian,
D(1) = 1
8pi2
HXXX = 1
4pi2
L∑
i=1
(
1
4
− ~σi · ~σi+1
)
,
where ~σi are the three Pauli matrices acting on the spin at the i
th site. Therefore the gauge
invariant operators shown above can be interpreted as excitations of a ferromagnetic 1/2-spin
chain, where W = +1/2 and Z = −1/2,
Tr[Z · · ·Z] ≡ | ↓ · · · ↓〉 ,
Tr[Z · · ·ZWZ · · ·Z] ≡ | ↓ · · · ↓↑↓ · · · ↓〉 ,
Consider a spin chain of length L, i.e. the total number of elementary fields Z and W in the
trace is L. The state Tr[Z · · ·Z] is the ground state of the ferromagnetic spin chain, while
Tr[Z · · ·ZWZ · · ·Z] corresponds to the first excitation, the so-called magnon,
|p〉 ≡ 1√
L
∑
n
eipn Tr[Z · · ·ZWZ · · ·Z] ,
where W is in the nth position. The magnon |p〉 is a wave propagating around the spin chain
with momentum p.
Magnon excitations of the spin chain are analogous to string excitations in the BMN limit.
Since the bare scaling dimension ∆(0) is the sum of the dimensions of the elementary fields,
which in our case are the scalar fields Z and W in the spin chain, we have that ∆(0) = L.
The anomalous scaling dimensions can be found diagonalizing the Heisenberg XXX spin chain
Hamiltonian, which was done in 1931 by H. Bethe with a technique named after his name, called
Bethe ansatz [86]. This allowed the verification of the spectrum conjecture at one-loop. The
fact that the gauge theory side of the duality can be described in terms of the XXX spin chain
implies that the theory is quantum integrable at one-loop expansion.
This argument can also be generalised to n-loop [81–84]. The one-loop dilatation operator
describes a spin chain with only nearest interactions. The two-loop operator acts on the closed
SU(2) sector introducing next-to-nearest neighbours interactions. In general, the n-loop oper-
ator introduces interactions at most with the nth nearest neighbour. Therefore the dilatation
operator can be perturbatively rewritten as a Hamiltonian acting on a spin chain with the
range of interaction given by the order in perturbation theory considered. In practice, analysing
properties of the full Hamiltonian is difficult, which motivates consideration of the S-matrix.
Since all these spin chains are quantum integrable, there is a strong evidence that N = 4 super
Yang-Mills theory is exactly quantum integrable in the planar limit. However, this is a highly
non-trivial result to prove.
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This argument is also supported from the string theory side. Bena, Polchinski and Roiban
[87] proved that the Green-Schwarz string classical action on AdS5 × S5 is integrable. This
motivates to further explore the holographic principle for string backgrounds which are not
AdS5 × S5, but whose sigma model is still classically integrable.
1.4.2. Black holes in AdS/CFT
The AdS/CFT duality provides a prescription on how to compute the entropy of asymptotically
anti-de Sitter (AdS) black holes: the microstates of the asymptotically AdS black hole are states
of a dual CFT. Classical AdS black holes are dual to strongly coupled CFTs [88], and if the
black hole is non-extremal, the dual CFT thermalize. For the asymptotically AdS3 Ban˜ados-
Teitelboim-Zanelli (BTZ) black hole, it is possible in the dual 2-dimensional CFT to count states
with the same quantum numbers of the black hole by using the Cardy formula [89]. However
this argument cannot applied in higher dimensions, and one has little control on the dual CFT
since strongly coupled quantum field theories are poorly understood.
A way to overcome this issue consists in considering supersymmetric asymptotically AdS
black holes. The states of the dual strongly coupled CFT are in a short representation, and it is
not expected that the number of states with the same quantum numbers change when the CFT
coupling varies. Therefore for this class of black holes, one can count the degeneracy of BPS
states of the dual CFT at weak coupling.
By using localization techniques, this counting was possible for a class of supersymmetric
black holes which are asymptotically AdS4 × S7, and whose dual field theory is a topologically
twisted ABJM theory [90]. Although much is known about BPS states in N = 4 super Yang-
Mills theory, a microscopic description of the entropy for the Gutowski-Reall black hole [91,92]
and its extension [93–95], which are asymptotically AdS5×S5, is still an open problem. This is
also the case for the class of black holes which are asymptotically AdS7 × S4.
The AdS/CFT, or more generically the holographic principle, provides a potential way to
define a theory of quantum gravity. The AdS/CFT relates string theories on a certain background
to some quantum mechanics or quantum field theories, which we know how to quantize. However
there are still some outstanding limitations to this idea. For instance the AdS/CFT requires
that the string theory is defined on backgrounds with special boundary conditions, which is not
suitable to cosmological spacetimes or realistic compactifications.
A big puzzle of modern theoretical physics, is the information loss problem of black holes,
for reviews see e.g. [96,97]. The problem consists in the fact that if an external observer throws
bits of information in a pure state inside the black hole, after the black hole evaporation, the
external observer will only detect states which are mixed. This transition from pure to mixed
states means that we are losing information, or equivalently, the process is not unitary. However
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if we consider asymptotically AdS black holes, the AdS/CFT tells us that this process admits a
description on the dual quantum field theory in absence of gravity, which we know to be unitary,
and therefore there is no information loss. Of course this argument applies only to black holes
which are asymptotically AdS, and to extend it to the most general black hole one would need
the holographic principle.
Several solutions have been proposed to the information loss paradox. Recently Hawking,
Perry and Strominger [98] have shown that four dimensional black holes do have soft hairs,
which are relevant at the quantum level. Soft hairs appear as a consequence of the invariance of
the black hole spacetime at future and past null infinity under the Bondi, van der Burg, Metzner
and Sachs (BMS) group, which includes in addition to the Poincare´ transformations an infinite
set of diffeomorphisms, known as supertranslations. This is further discussed in [99, 100]. The
authors of [98] argue that soft hairs store the information associated to particles crossing the
event horizon, and this might lead to a solution of the information loss paradox.
1.5. Plan of this thesis
This thesis is organised as follows:
Chapter 2 is an introduction to supersymmetric near-horizon geometries, with some examples
(the BMPV black hole and the supersymmetric black ring). The horizon conjecture will be
stated and proved schematically in the context of type IIA supergravity.
Chapter 3 aims to extend the horizon conjecture outside the supergravity approximation. The
analysis presented is in the context of heterotic supergravity with α′ corrections and based
on [131]. A consequence of our analysis is the no-go theorem 3.2. In the case of supersymmetry
enhancement, the spacetime near-horizon geometry will be described. Finally, horizons with
broken supersymmetry will be considered and the geometry described.
Chapter 4 describes how to extend a prescribed near-horizon geometry into the bulk, in order
to recover the black hole solution. This work is based on [132] and consists in a first order ex-
pansion in the radial coordinate of the near-horizon fields. The theories considered are heterotic
supergravity in absence of string corrections and D = 11 supergravity. The main result obtained
is that the space of radial deformations of the near-horizon geometry is finite dimensional. Sta-
bility issues of the extended solution will be discussed.
Chapter 5 introduces the idea of exploring the holographic principle for integrable theories.
The notion of classical integrability will be introduced, with some examples regarding the KdV
and Sine-Gordon equations, and supercoset sigma-models. Properties of the scattering matrix in
integrable theories will be given, together with their formulation in the mathematical framework
of Hopf algebras. Finally, the algebraic Bethe ansatz will be reviewed, in the context of models
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which admit an su(2) algebra.
Chapter 6 is devoted to the study of massless modes of AdS2×S2×T 6 type IIB background and
is based on [243]. A set of solutions for the relativistic massless R-matrix will be determined and
connected to known non-relativistic massless solutions. This will allow us to provide a further
evidence of the Zamolodchikov’s conjecture 6.1. The asymptotic Bethe ansatz is formulated by
using a technique based on the free-fermion condition in both relativistic and non-relativistic
cases.
Chapter 7 focusses on massless modes of AdS3 × S3 × T 4 type IIB background and is based
on [244]. A specific non-relativistic massless R-matrix is chosen, and its invariance under the q-
deformed super Poincare´ symmetry is investigated. The pseudo-invariance of the R-matrix under
the boost generator leads us to rewrite the algebraic scattering problem in a geometric language,
based on fibre bundles. In this new language, a candidate universal R-matrix is proposed.
Finally, we show that the boost invariance of the R-matrix admits a second interpretation as
an auxiliary Scho¨dinger equation. This quantum approach is supported by a coordinate Bethe
ansatz, where the Hamiltonian involved in the Schro¨dinger problem is constructed.
Appendices. This thesis ends with several appendices. In appendix A, we list our spinorial
geometry convention for heterotic near-horizon geometries. In appendix B, we list the spin
connection and Ricci tensor components of a generic horizon metric. In appendix C, we list
relevant bosonic field equations and their decomposition in Gaussian null coordinates. In ap-
pendix D, we report the detailed analysis for the simplification of the heterotic reduced KSEs.
In appendix E we show that in heterotic theory one can always construct additional spacetime
parallel spinors, without making any assumption on the spacetime geometry. In appendix F,
we report the detailed proof of the Lichnerowicz theorem in heterotic theory including α′ cor-
rections. In appendix G, we show how to write an AdSn+1 space as a warped fibration over
AdSn, and we comment its implications. In appendix H, we show that the integral expression of
the AdS3 massless R-matrix correctly reproduces the known R-matrix solution, via integrating
along a straight line. In appendix I, we speculate about alternative interpretations of the boost
pseudo-invariance of the R-matrix.
Part I
Black Holes in String Theory
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2
Introduction
2.1. Near-horizon geometries
We are interested in studying the geometry of black hole horizons. Therefore we assume that
the D-dimensional spacetime admits a Killing horizon.
Definition 2.1 (Killing horizon). A null hypersurface H is a Killing horizon if there exists a
Killing vector field V , defined in a neighbourhood of the spacetime which contains H, such that
V is normal to H.
A set of coordinates (u, r, yI) can be adapted in a neighbourhood of the spacetime which
containsH, the so-called Gaussian null coordinates, where u, r ∈ R and yI are spatial coordinates
with I = 1, ..., D − 2 [101,102]. In these coordinates, the Killing vector field V is simply
V =
∂
∂u
, (2.1)
and the Killing horizon H is located at r = 0.
In a neighbourhood of the spacetime which contains H, the metric decomposes as follows:
ds2 = −rfdu2 + 2dudr + 2rhIdudyI + γIJdyIdyJ , (2.2)
where f is a scalar, h a 1-form and γ is the metric of the spatial cross section S, which is a
co-dimension 2 manifold. The metric components f, h, γ are independent of u, because of the
Killing vector V , and also we assume that they are analytic in r. We also assume that the
spatial cross section S is smooth, compact and connected without boundary.
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Since we assumed that f, h, γ are analytic in r, we Taylor expand them at r = 0:
f(r, y) =
∞∑
n=0
rn
n!
∂nr f
∣∣
r=0
,
hI(r, y) =
∞∑
n=0
rn
n!
∂nr hI
∣∣
r=0
,
γIJ(r, y) =
∞∑
n=0
rn
n!
∂nr γIJ
∣∣
r=0
. (2.3)
We remark that the surface gravity1
iV dV
∣∣
r=0
= f(0, y)V
∣∣
r=0
, (2.4)
is proportional to f(0, y). Thus if f(0, r) is not zero, the black hole has temperature.
Since we are interested in the black hole horizon, we must decouple the horizon from the rest
of the spacetime. A consistent way to make it is via the near-horizon limit [56], which consists
in the following substitution
u→ u
ε
, r → εr , yI → yI , ε→ 0 . (2.5)
This limit would produce a divergent term in (2.2) arising from −rfdu2. However if we impose
the vanishing of f(0, y), which means that the black hole has no temperature, then the divergent
term disappears. Therefore we shall consider only extremal horizons.
After taking the limit (2.5), the metric (2.2) becomes
ds2 = −r2∆du2 + 2dudr + 2rhIdudyI + γIJdyIdyJ , (2.6)
where now
hI = hI(0, y) , γIJ = γIJ(0, y) , ∆ = −∂rf
∣∣
r=0
. (2.7)
The metric obtained in (2.6) is the near-horizon geometry, and its components {∆, hI , γIJ} are
the so-called near-horizon data, which depend only on yI . It turns out to be convenient to
introduce the following non-coordinate basis, the so-called light-cone frame
e+ = du , e− = dr + rh− 1
2
r2∆du , ei = eiJdy
J , (2.8)
where eiJ is a vielbein transformation, such that the metric (2.6) becomes
ds2 = 2e+e− + δijeiej . (2.9)
1Here we use the same symbol for the Killing vector V and its dual 1-form.
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The near-horizon geometry (2.6), in addition to V = ∂u, admits an extra symmetry associated
with the scaling symmetry u → u/α and r → αr, with α ∈ R. This isometry is generated by
the Killing vector
D = −r∂r + u∂u , (2.10)
which does not commute with V , i.e.
[V,D] = V . (2.11)
In chapter 3 we aim to investigate whether a (supersymmetric) near-horizon geometry admits
even more extra symmetries, while in chapter 4 we shall consider the inverse problem of extending
a near-horizon geometry into the bulk.
2.1.1. Examples of near-horizon geometries
In this section we shall illustrate some concrete examples of near-horizon geometries associated
with some black holes: the BMPV black hole [44,45] and the supersymmetric black ring [47].
BMPV black hole
The BMPV (Breckenridge, Myers, Peet and Vafa) black hole appears in the bosonic sector of
D = 5 gauged supergravity, which is Einstein-Maxwell theory with a Chern-Simons term. The
metric is given in terms of a Gibbons-Hawking space
ds2 = −f2(dt+ ω)2 + f−1ds2(R4) , (2.12)
where f and ω are a scalar and 1-form on R4 respectively, given by
f−1 = 1 +
µ
ρ2
, ω =
j
2ρ2
σ3 , (2.13)
where µ and j are parameters proportional to the mass and the angular momentum, ρ ∈ [0,+∞[
is the radius, and σ3 is defined as follows
σ1 = − sinψdθ + cosψ sin θdφ ,
σ2 = cosψdθ + sinψ sin θdφ ,
σ3 = dψ + cos θdφ , (2.14)
where σi are left-invariant 1-forms on SU(2) ' S3 given in terms of the Euler angles θ, φ, ψ,
where θ ∈ [0, pi], φ ∈ [0, 2pi], ψ ∈ [0, 4pi]. In these coordinates, the metric on R4 becomes
ds2(R4) = dρ2 +
ρ2
4
(
(σ1)2 + (σ2)2 + (σ3)2
)
. (2.15)
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The horizon is located at ρ = 0. Then we perform the following coordinate transformation
dt = du+ Z(ρ)dρ , (2.16)
dψ = dψˆ +W(ρ)dρ , (2.17)
where Z and W are fixed by imposing that the terms dρ2 and dρ(dψˆ + cos θdφ) vanish. In this
way, one obtains
Z(ρ) = 1
ρ3
√
(ρ2 + µ)3 − j2 ,
W(ρ) = 2j
ρ
√
(ρ2 + µ)3 − j2 . (2.18)
Then we set
r ≡ ρ2 , (2.19)
and finally we perform the transformation
− r + µ√
(r + µ)3 − j2dr = 2dR , (2.20)
The metric becomes
ds2 = −
(
1 +
µ
R
)−2
du2 + 2dudR
− jR
(R+ µ)2
du(dψˆ + cos θdφ) +
1
4
(R+ µ)(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2)
+
[
1
4
(R+ µ)− 1
4
j2
(R+ µ)2
]
(dψˆ + cos θdφ)2 + .... , (2.21)
where the ellipses are subleading terms in R.
From (2.21), we can read off the spatial cross section of the horizon
ds2horizon =
µ
4
(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2) +
(
µ
4
− j
2
4µ2
)
(dψˆ + cos θdφ)2 , (2.22)
which describes the geometry of a squashed S3.
The metric (2.21) in the near-horizon limit
u→ u
ε
, R→ εR , ε→ 0 , (2.23)
becomes
ds2 = −R
2
µ2
du2 + 2dudR− j
µ2
Rdu(dψˆ + cos θdφ)
− µ
4
(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2) +
(
µ
4
− j
2
4µ2
)
(dψˆ+ cos θdφ)2 , (2.24)
which is known as the BMPV near-horizon geometry.
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Supersymmetric black ring
The theory considered is the bosonic sector of D = 5 minimal supergravity, which is Einstein-
Maxwell theory with a Chern-Simons term. The solution for the metric field is
ds2 = −f2(dt+ ω)2 + f−1ds2(R4) , (2.25)
where f and ω are a scalar and 1-form on R4 respectively. The metric on R4 is written as
ds2(R4) =
R2
(x− y)2
[
dy2
y2 − 1 + (y
2 − 1)dψ2 + dx
2
1− x2 + (1− x
2)dφ2
]
, (2.26)
where x ∈ [−1, 1], y ∈]−∞,−1] and φ, ψ ∈ [0, 2pi]. The scalar function f is
f−1 = 1 +
Q− q2
2R2
(x− y)− q
2
4R2
(x2 − y2) , (2.27)
and the non-vanishing components of the 1-form ω are
ωφ = − q
8R2
(1− x2)[3Q− q2(3 + x+ y)] ,
ωψ =
3
2
q(1 + y) +
q
8R2
(1− y2)[3Q− q2(3 + x+ y)] , (2.28)
where Q and q are positive constants, which are proportional to the net charge and the local
dipole charge of the ring, respectively.
We shall introduce Gaussian null coordinates to describe the horizon, which is located at
y = −∞. First we define
r ≡ −R
y
, (2.29)
such that the horizon is located at r = 0. Then we perform the following coordinate transform-
ation
dt = du−B(r)dr ,
dφ = dφ′ − C(r)dr ,
dψ = dψ′ − C(r)dr , (2.30)
where
B(r) =
B2
r2
+
B1
r
+B0 ,
C(r) =
C1
r
+ C0 , (2.31)
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and the constants {Bi, Ci} are chosen such that the metric components are finite at r = 0. They
are given as follows
B2 = q
2 L
4R
, C1 = − q
2L
,
B1 =
Q+ 2q2
4L
+ L
Q− q2
3R2
,
C0 = −(Q− q
2)3
8q3RL3
,
B0 =
q2L
8R3
+
2L
3R
− R
2L
+
3R3
2L3
+
3(Q− q2)3
16q2RL3
, (2.32)
where
L ≡
√
3(Q− q2)2
4q2
− 3R2 . (2.33)
In these coordinates, the metric becomes
ds2 = −16r
4
q4
du2 +
2R
L
dudr +
4r3 sin2 θ
Rq
dudφ′ +
4R
q
rdudψ′ +
3qr sin2 θ
L
drdφ′
+ 2
[
qL
2R
cos θ +
3qR
2L
+
(Q− q2)(3R2 − 2L2)
3qRL
]
drdψ′
+ L2dψ′2 +
q2
4
[
dθ2 + sin2 θ(dφ′ − dψ′)2
]
+ .... , (2.34)
where we set x = cos θ, and the ellipsis are subleading terms which contains integer powers of r.
The geometry of the event horizon spatial cross section can be read off from (2.34), which is
ds2horizon = L
2dψ′2 +
q2
4
(dθ2 + sin2 θdχ2) , (2.35)
where χ ≡ φ′ − ψ′ = φ− ψ. This metric describes the geometry of S1 × S2.
Next, we rescale the radial coordinate as
r ≡ L
R
r˜ , (2.36)
and we take the near-horizon limit
u→ u
ε
, r˜ → εr˜ , ε→ 0 , (2.37)
where the remaining spatial coordinates θ, ψ′, φ′ are unchanged. In this limit, the metric (2.34)
becomes
ds2 = 2dudr˜ +
4L
q
r˜dudψ′ + L2dψ′2 +
q2
4
(dθ2 + sin2 θdχ2) . (2.38)
which describes the geometry of AdS3 × S2. We mention that this is also the near-horizon
geometry of the black string [103]. Therefore we expect that at certain point the bulk extension
of the near-horizon geometry AdS3 × S2 shows a bifurcation.
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The BMPV black hole and the supersymmetric black ring are half-maximal supersymmetric
in the bulk (4 out of 8 preserved real supersymmetries), but their near-horizon geometries are
maximally supersymmetric (8 out of 8 preserved real supersymmetries). This is due to the
mechanism of supersymmetry enhancement which occurs on the horizon. Moreover, it is known
that all D = 4 and D = 5 supergravity black holes undergo supersymmetry enhancement in
the near-horizon limit [104, 105]. Also, the supersymmetric asymptotically AdS5 black hole
found in [91] undergoes a supersymmetry enhancement from N = 2 to N = 4 (half-maximal
supersymmetric) in the near-horizon limit.
2.2. The horizon conjecture
We are interested in supersymmetric near-horizon geometries, i.e. which admit at least one
Killing spinor, well defined on the Killing horizon H. Supersymmetric near-horizon geometries
which admit one Killing spinor generically experience an enhancement of supersymmetry, which
means that there exists a second Killing spinor, linearly independent from the first one. This
feature has been demonstrated in a case by case basis [60–66], and it implies a symmetry en-
hancement of the isometry algebra to (at least) the sl(2,R) algebra. This enhanced symmetry
is dynamical since in the proof the equations of motion are required. This leads to
Conjecture 2.1 (Horizon conjecture). A near-horizon geometry in supergravity theories has
the following properties
1. The number of preserved supersymmetries N is always
N = 2N+ − Index(Dλ) , (2.39)
or equivalently
N = 2N− + Index(Dλ) , (2.40)
where N± ∈ N is non-vanishing2, and Dλ is the Dirac operator twisted by the fluxes on the
spatial cross section S, which depends on the supergravity theory considered.
2. when the fluxes are not trivial and N± 6= 0, the near-horizon geometry admits a sl(2,R)
isometry algebra, which is also a symmetry of the fluxes.
The first part of the horizon conjecture is a direct consequence, together with an index
theory argument, of the fact that generalised Lichnerowicz theorems can be constructed for
near-horizon geometries. In what follows, we shall review the key ideas necessary for the proof
of the horizon conjecture in the context of type IIA supergravity [63].
2This is the number of positive or negative light-cone chirality spinors that one assumes for the supersymmetric
near-horizon geometry to preserve initially, and we shall define it later.
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The bosonic field content of IIA supergravity is the spacetime metric g, the real scalar dilaton
field Φ, the 2-form NS-NS gauge potential B, the 1- and 3-forms RR gauge potentials A and
C respectively. In addition, there are non-chiral fermionic fields, which are the gravitino ψ and
dilatino λ. We are interested in supersymmetric vacuum solutions, which means that ψ = λ = 0,
and their supersymmetric variations3
δψ = 0 , δλ = 0 , (2.41)
admit a solution for the spinor . The equations in (2.41) are the so-called Killing Spinor
Equations (KSEs), and the solution  is called Killing spinor.
The field strengths of the gauge potentials are
F = dA , H = dB , G = dC −H ∧A , (2.42)
with associated Bianchi identities
dF = 0 , dH = 0 . dG = F ∧H . (2.43)
We do not list here the equations of motion for the bosonic fields, which can be found in [63].
We consider a Killing horizon in the near-horizon limit, therefore the metric is given in (2.9).
Furthermore we assume that the IIA fields are well-defined in the near-horizon limit, and the
isometry V = ∂u is a symmetry of the full solution, i.e.
L∂uΦ = L∂uH = L∂uF = L∂uG = 0 . (2.44)
The IIA fields decompose in the near-horizon limit as
Φ = Φ(y) , (2.45)
and
H = e+ ∧ e− ∧ L+ re+ ∧M + H˜ , (2.46)
and
F = Se+ ∧ e− + re+ ∧ T + F˜ , (2.47)
3We remind that the expectation value of any fermion in any vacuum is zero. Here we give the reasoning.
Consider a generic Lagrangian theory of bosons and fermions. In the quantum description, consider a generic
vacuum state |0〉. If the vacuum |0〉 has fermionic number α, then the state ψ|0〉, where ψ is a fermionic field,
has fermionic number α+ 1. Since the fermionic number is conserved in any process (because the Lagrangian is
a boson), then the following object
〈0|ψ|0〉 = 0 ,
which is vanishing for the superselection rule of conservation of fermionic number. This proves the initial state-
ment.
At the supergravity level, all fields are classical, therefore the statement above implies that all fermionic fields
are set to zero. (We gratefully thank Alessandro Torrielli for a useful discussion over this point).
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and
G = e+ ∧ e− ∧X + re+ ∧ Y + G˜ , (2.48)
where S is a scalar function, T, L are 1-forms , F˜ ,M,X are 2-forms, H˜, Y are 3-forms and G˜
is a 4-form, which are all defined on S and u, r-independent. We assume that all these fields
components, including the near-horizon data {∆, h, γ}, are at least C 2 differentiable.
At this stage the u, r-dependence of all bosonic fields is known. Therefore the bosonic
field equations and Bianchi identities decompose into a set of equations which only involves
{∆, h, γ,Φ, L,M, H˜, S, T, F˜ ,X, Y, G˜}. We do not write here these equations, which can be found
in [63].
The Killing spinor equations (2.41) for type IIA supergravity are:
Dµ ≡ ∇µ+
(
1
8
Hµλ1λ2Γ
λ1λ2Γ11 +
1
16
eΦFλ1λ2Γ
λ1λ2ΓµΓ11
+
1
8 · 4!e
ΦGλ1λ2λ3λ4Γ
λ1λ2λ3λ4Γµ
)
 = 0 , (2.49)
A ≡
(
∇µΦΓµ + 1
12
Hµ1µ2µ3Γ
µ1µ2µ3G11 +
3
8
eΦFµ1µ2Γ
µ1µ2Γ11
+
1
4 · 4!e
ΦGµ1µ2µ3µ4µ5Γ
µ1µ2µ3µ4µ5
)
 = 0 , (2.50)
where  is a Majorana, but not Weyl, spinor of Spin(1, 9). We assume that the near-horizon
geometry is supersymmetric, i.e. there exists at least one  6= 0 solution of (2.49) and (2.50).
It is a standard approach to supersymmetric solutions to assume the KSEs and to use the
integrability conditions to imply the bosonic field equations and Bianchi identities. This allows
one to analyse the KSEs only, which are first order PDEs instead of the bosonic field equations,
which are second order PDEs. Our approach is in the other way around: by assuming the
bosonic field equations and Bianchi identities we reduce the KSEs to a minimal set of necessary
and sufficient conditions for the spinor . This approach allows us to identify the minimal set of
equations in order to establish supersymmetry, which will be useful later when considering the
supersymmetry enhancement mechanism.
The gravitino KSE (2.49) can be integrated along the e+, e− directions, since after taking the
near-horizon limit the u, r-dependence of all bosonic fields is known. To do this, it is useful first
to split the spinor  into light-cone chiralities4. The projectors associated with such splitting
are
P± ≡ 1± Γ+−
2
, P 2± = P± , P± · P∓ = 0 , ± ≡ P± , (2.51)
where +, − are the positive and negative light-cone chiralities spinors respectively. Therefore
4This notion of chirality is unrelated to the one induced by Γ11.
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we have that
 = + + − , (2.52)
where ± satisfies
Γ+−± = ±± , Γ±± = 0 . (2.53)
Integrating first the µ = − and then the µ = + components of (2.49), one obtains
+ = φ+ , − = φ− + rΓ−Θ+φ+ , (2.54)
where ∂rφ± = 0, and
φ− = η− , φ+ = η+ + uΓ+Θ−η− , (2.55)
where ∂rη± = ∂uη± = 0, and
Θ± =
1
4
hiΓ
i ∓ 1
4
Γ− 11LiΓi − 1
16
eΦΓ11(±2S + F˜ijΓij)
− 1
8 · 4!e
Φ(±12XijΓij + G˜`1`2`3`4Γ`1`2`3`4) . (2.56)
The reduced spinors η± arise as constants of integrations, and they depend only on y. The fact
that the spinor (2.52) must satisfy the KSEs (2.49) and (2.50) implies that the reduced spinors
η± must satisfy a set of equations, the so-called reduced KSEs, which can be found in [63].
Assuming the bosonic field equations and the Bianchi identities, one can show that some of
the reduced KSEs are implied by the others. In [63] the authors show that the minimal set of
necessary and sufficient reduced KSEs is the following
∇˜(±)i η± = 0 , A(±)η± = 0 , (2.57)
where
∇˜(±)i = ∇˜i + Ψ(±)i , (2.58)
with
Ψ
(±)
i =
(
∓ 1
4
hi ∓ 1
16
eΦX`1`2Γ
`1`2Γi +
1
8 · 4!e
ΦG˜`1`2`3`4Γ
`1`2`3`4Γi
)
+ Γ11
(
∓ 1
4
Li +
1
8
H˜i`1`2Γ
`1`2 ± 1
8
eΦSΓi − 1
16
eΦF˜`1`2Γ
`1`2Γi
)
, (2.59)
and
A(±) = ∇˜iΦΓi +
(
∓ 1
8
eΦX`1`2Γ
`1`2 +
1
4 · 4!e
ΦG˜`1`2`3`4Γ
`1`2`3`4
)
+ Γ11
(
± 1
2
LiΓ
i − 1
12
H˜`1`2`3Γ
`1`2`3 ∓ 3
4
eΦS +
3
8
eΦF˜ijΓ
ij
)
. (2.60)
Therefore the necessary and sufficient reduced KSEs (2.57) turns out to be the naive restriction
of the spacetime KSEs (2.49) and (2.50) to the spatial cross section S. The conditions for
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the near-horizon geometry to be supersymmetric reduces to the existence of at least one non-
vanishing η+ or η− which satisfies (2.57), and the spacetime spinor  is then given as a function
 = (u, r, η±) via (2.52), (2.54) and (2.55).
2.2.1. Generalised Lichnerowicz Theorems and Index Theory
In this section we shall prove the first part of the conjecture 2.1. First of all, we shall recall the
Lichnerowicz Theorem. In what follows ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection, Γi∇i is the associated
Dirac operator, 〈·, ·〉 is the Dirac inner product and R is the Ricci scalar.
Theorem 2.2 (Lichnerowicz Theorem). On any compact without boundary spin manifold M:∫
M
〈Γi∇i,Γj∇j〉 =
∫
M
〈∇i,∇i〉+
∫
M
R
4
〈, 〉 , (2.61)
Then:
• If R > 0, there are no zero modes for the Dirac operator.
• If R = 0, the zero modes of the Dirac operator are in a one-to-one correspondence with
spinors parallel with respect to ∇.
Proof. Consider the identity∫
M
〈Γi∇i,Γj∇j〉 =
∫
M
〈∇i,∇i〉 −
∫
M
〈Γij∇i∇j, 〉 , (2.62)
where we used the fact that (Γi)† = Γi, and ΓiΓj = Γij +δij . On the RHS of (2.62), there is also
a total divergence term which disappeared becauseM has no boundary. By using the following
identity
[∇i,∇j ] = −1
4
Rij,mnΓ
mn , (2.63)
we find that
Γij∇i∇j = −1
8
Rij,mnΓ
ijmn− 1
2
RijΓ
ij− 1
4
R . (2.64)
The first two terms on the RHS of (2.64) vanish because of the Bianchi identity and the symmetry
property of the Ricci tensor. This proves (2.61).
Suppose that R > 0. Since 〈∇i,∇i〉 is semi-positive definite, the RHS of (2.61) is always
strictly positive. This implies that 〈Γi∇i,Γj∇j〉 can never vanish, and therefore there are no
zero modes for the Dirac operator Γi∇i.
Suppose that R = 0 and ∇ = 0. Then (2.61) implies that 〈Γi∇i,Γj∇j〉 must also vanish,
and therefore Γi∇i vanishes, i.e.  is a zero mode of the Dirac operator Γi∇i.
Suppose that R = 0 and Γi∇i = 0. Then (2.61) implies that 〈∇i,∇i〉 vanishes, and
therefore ∇ = 0. This concludes the proof.
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We are interested in generalising the Lichnerowicz Theorem to Killing spinors in type IIA
supergravity, and identifying them with the zero modes of certain Dirac operators. These type
of theorems have been proved in various theories [61–66].
For this purpose, we introduce the modified connection ∇ˆ(±):
∇ˆ(±)i ≡ ∇˜(±)i + κΓiA(±) , (2.65)
and the modified Dirac operator D (±):
D (±) ≡ Γi∇˜(±)i −A(±) , (2.66)
where κ ∈ R. Then in [63] the authors show
Theorem 2.3 (Generalised Lichnerowicz Theorem for IIA horizons). Killing spinors are in a
one-to-one correspondence with zero modes of the modified Dirac operator, i.e.
∇˜(±)η± = 0 , A(±)η± = 0 ⇐⇒ D (±)η± = 0 , (2.67)
provided that −14 < κ < 0.
Proof. Suppose that η± is a Killing spinor, i.e. a solution of (2.57). Then η± is straightforwardly
also a solution of the Dirac equation D (±)η± = 0.
Suppose that D (±)η± = 0, i.e. η± is a solution of the Dirac equation. Then one can compute
the Laplacian acting on ‖η±‖2 ≡ 〈η±, η±〉 and use the bosonic field equations and Bianchi
identities to simplify it. For the case involving η+, after using D (+)η+ = 0 one can establish the
equality
∇˜i∇˜i‖η+‖2 − (2∇˜iΦ + hi)∇˜i‖η+‖2 = 2‖∇ˆ(+)η+‖2 + (−4κ− 16κ2)‖A(+)η+‖2 , (2.68)
If we impose that κ lies in the interval −14 < κ < 0, then the RHS of (2.68) consists of a sum
of two semi-positive quantities, which is never negative. The Hopf maximum principle [106]
can be applied, since we assumed that all fields are smooth, and S compact. This implies that
‖η+‖2 = const., which in turns implies that η+ satisfies both gravitino and algebraic KSEs in
(2.57), i.e. η+ is a Killing spinor. For the case involving η−, after imposing D (−)η− = 0 one still
finds that η− is a Killing spinor, though not the condition ‖η−‖2 = const.. The details can be
found in [63]. This ends the proof of the generalised Lichnerowicz theorem for IIA horizons.
We remark that an alternative way to prove the generalised Lichenrowicz theorem is by
considering the following functional
I(±) ≡
∫
S
ecΦ
(
〈∇ˆ(±)i η±, ∇ˆ(±) iη±〉 − 〈D (±)η±,D (±)η±〉
)
, (2.69)
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where c ∈ R. One can use the bosonic field equations and Bianchi identities to simplify I(±) and
obtain an equality where under the restrictions on κ made above, and the fact that D (±)η± = 0,
one implies that η± is also a Killing spinor.
Let N be the total number of preserved supersymmetries. One can assume that the solution
preserves a certain number of linearly independent η+ and η− spinors, which we denote by N+
and N− respectively. Then
N = N+ +N− . (2.70)
A corollary of the generalised Lichnerowicz theorem is that
N+ = dim KerD
(+) , N− = dim KerD (−) . (2.71)
It turns out that there is a relation between D (−) and
(
D (+)
)†
, which is(
e2ΦΓ−
)(
D (+)
)†
= D (−)
(
e2ΦΓ−
)
, (2.72)
which implies that
dim KerD (−) = dim Ker
(
D (+)
)†
. (2.73)
The index of the Dirac operator D (+) is [107]
Index(D (+)) = dim KerD (+) − dim Ker(D (+))† , (2.74)
which allows us to rewrite (2.70) as
N = 2N+ − Index(D (+)) , (2.75)
or equivalently
N = 2N− + Index(D (+)) . (2.76)
This proves the first part of the horizon conjecture 2.1.
Since type IIA supergravity is non-chiral, the spin bundle associated with S splits into
S = S+ ⊕ S−, where S+ and S− are isomorphic Spin(8) bundles associated with the Majorana,
but not Weyl, 16 representation. The Dirac operator D (+) is a map D (+) : Γ(S+) → Γ(S+),
where Γ(S+) is a generic section of S+. Moreover the Dirac operator D (+) and the standard Dirac
operator Γi∇˜i have the same principal symbol. Since the index of Γi∇˜i acting on Majorana, but
not Weyl, spinors vanishes [107], the index of D (+) also vanishes. This implies that
N = 2N± , (2.77)
and therefore the number of preserved supersymmetries is always even. Hence if we assume that
the supersymmetric near-horizon geometry has only one Killing spinor, i.e. N = 1, then this
turns out to be incorrect, because (2.77) tells us that N = 2 at least, and therefore there must
exist at least a second Killing spinor. This is called supersymmetry enhancement, and in the
next section we shall show how to construct the second Killing spinor.
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2.2.2. The map η− → η′+
In [63] the authors observe that if η− is a Killing spinor solution to the “−” set of (2.57), then
η′+ ≡ Γ+Θ−η− , (2.78)
is also a solution to the “+” set of (2.57), and hence a new Killing spinor.
Therefore Γ+Θ− is the map that generates the supersymmetry enhancement. This is the
case provided that the new Killing spinor η′+ is non-vanishing. However this does not happen
because in [63] the authors show that
Ker Θ− = {0} . (2.79)
We remark that the new Killing spinor η′+ is always linearly independent from the parental η−,
since it is of the opposite chirality. Moreover, since Γ+Θ− is a linear map, (2.79) states that
Γ+Θ− is injective, and therefore in the case where we have several η
(k)
− , the generated Killing
spinors η
′(k)
+ are also linearly independent between each other. This implies that the Killing
spinors in the set {η(k)± , η′(k)∓ }, with k = 1, ..., n < 16, are all linearly independent.
We remark that if one would be able to prove that there exists a map also in the other way
around, i.e. a given η+ Killing spinor implies the existence of a second Killing spinor η
′−, then
this would be enough to establish the supersymmetry enhancement, without the need of using
index theory arguments together with generalised Lichenrowicz theorems. This happens in the
case of uncorrected heterotic near-horizon geometries [60], but it does not in the cases of type
IIA, massive IIA, IIB and D = 11 supergravities [63,64,62,61].
2.2.3. The sl(2,R) symmetry
In this section we show that the supersymmetry enhancement previously discussed implies a
symmetry enhancement. We assume that there exists a non-vanishing Killing spinor η−, from
which one can generate a second new Killing spinor η′+ = Γ+Θ−η−.
The spacetime spinors 1 = (u, r, η−) and 2 = (u, r, η′+) are
1 = η− + uΓ+Θ−η− + urΓ−Θ+Γ+Θ−η− , (2.80)
2 = η
′
+ + rΓ−Θ+η
′
+ . (2.81)
Given two generic Killing spinors ζ1, ζ2, one can construct the 1-form bilinear:
K(ζ1, ζ2) = 〈(Γ+ − Γ−)ζ1,ΓAζ1〉 eA , (2.82)
where eA = {e+, e−, ei}, such that K is a a symmetry of all bosonic fields of IIA supergravity.
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In [63] the authors consider the 1-form bilinears associated with 1, 2 given by K1(1, 2),
K2(2, 2), K3(1, 1), and show that their dual vector fields are
5
K1 = −2u‖η+‖2∂u + 2r‖η+‖2∂r + V i∂˜i ,
K2 = −2‖η+‖2∂u ,
K3 = −2u2‖η+‖2∂u + (2‖η−‖2 + 4ru‖η+‖2)∂r + 2uV i∂˜i , (2.83)
where
Vi ≡ 〈Γ+η−,Γiη+〉 . (2.84)
The vector fields (2.83) satisfy the following commutation relations
[K1,K2] = 2‖η+‖2K2 , [K2,K3] = −4‖η+‖2K1 , [K3,K1] = 2‖η+‖2K3 , (2.85)
which are the commutation relations defining the sl(2,R) algebra. This ends the proof of the
second part of the horizon conjecture 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: The horizon conjecture.
5We use the same symbol for the 1-forms and their dual vector fields.

3
String corrected near-horizon geometries
In this chapter we shall investigate the horizon conjecture 2.1 beyond the supergravity approxim-
ation, by including the string corrections. The first systematic classification of supersymmetric
near-horizon geometries in a higher derivative theory [108], was done in [109], where the only
assumption made was that the solution should preserve the minimal amount of supersymmetry.
At the uncorrected level, the theory reduces to ungauged D = 5 supergravity. In this limit,
it is known that every near-horizon geometry is maximally supersymmetric with constant scal-
ars [110], which is consistent with the standard picture of the attractor mechanism. However,
when higher corrections are considered, the list of near-horizon geometries fond in [109] includes
the maximally supersymmetric solutions (which were classified in [111]), but also a class of
solutions which are half-maximal supersymmetric. Although it is unclear if these solutions can
be extended to a full black hole solution, this is a first evidence that string corrections can
alter the mechanism of supersymmetry enhancement which generically occurs for near-horizon
geometries. The five dimensional theory considered is not the most general, which suggests to
further investigate this issue in a ten dimensional theory. Among the various possibilities, the
heterotic theory is the most promising choice for at least two reasons. First, in the limit α′ → 0,
much more is known about general supersymmetric solutions and supersymmetric near-horizon
geometries of heterotic supergravity, when compared to the type II theories. In particular, as a
consequence of the spinoral classification techniques developed in [112,113], all supersymmetric
near-horizon geometries have been classified [60]. The second reason is that α′ corrections in
heterotic theory are significantly simpler compared to the other theories, and also better under-
stood in terms of geometric quantities, e.g. the α′ corrections to the Bianchi identity for the
3-form flux H are described in terms of Pontryagin forms.
Our conventions for the α′ corrected heterotic theory are consistent with those of [115],
except with relabelling ∇(+) with ∇(−), and vice versa.
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3.1. Heterotic near-horizon geometries
The heterotic field content is the metric g, the real 3-form H, the real scalar dilaton field Φ,
and the non-abelian gauge potential A. We assume that the bosonic fields and Killing spinors
admit a perturbative Taylor series expansion in α′, i.e.
ξ = ξ[0] + α′ξ[1] +O(α′2) , (3.1)
where ξ is a generic field1. We shall consider only terms which are first order in α′.
We assume that the spacetime contains a Killing horizon, to which we adapt Gaussian null
coordinates and take the near-horizon limit, as explained in section 2.1.. The metric g is then
given in (2.9).
We assume that all heterotic fields admit a well-defined near-horizon limit, and that V = ∂u
is a symmetry of the full solution:
L∂uΦ = 0 , L∂uH = 0 , L∂uA = 0 . (3.2)
The bosonic fields decompose in Gaussian null coordinates and in the near-horizon limit as
Φ = Φ(y) , (3.3)
and
H = e+ ∧ e− ∧N + re+ ∧ Y +W , (3.4)
and
A = rPe+ + B , (3.5)
where N , Y and W are u, r-independent 1-, 2- and 3-forms on S respectively, while P and B
are a u, r-independent G-valued2 scalar and 1-form on S respectively.
The Bianchi identity for H includes α′ corrections coming from the anomaly cancellation
mechanism, and is given in (C.1). The non-abelian 2-form field strength F is given by
F = dA+A ∧A . (3.6)
with associated Bianchi identity
dF +A ∧ F − F ∧A = 0 . (3.7)
1This means that the perturbed solutions is sufficiently close to the unperturbed one, and therefore a set of
Gaussian null coordinates can still be adapted on a neighbourhood of the horizon.
2Where G = SO(32) or E8 × E8.
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Since in our investigation we keep α′ corrections, we treat the 3-form flux H as a fundamental
field, which must satisfy the anomaly corrected Bianchi identity (C.1). This is not the case for
the non-abelian 2-form field strength F , whose Bianchi identity is solved in terms of a non-
abelian 1-form A. In this case, A is the fundamental field and the Bianchi identity does not
imply further conditions on the A components.
For the supersymmetric solutions, we shall assume that there is at least one zeroth order in
α′ Killing spinor, [0] 6= 0.
3.2. Killing Spinor Equations
We are interested in supersymmetric near-horizon geometries, so we assume that there exists
at least one Majorana-Weyl Killing spinor , which is non-vanishing at zeroth order in α′, i.e.
[0] 6= 0.
We remark that the KSEs of heterotic supergravity have been solved in [112] and [113] for a
generic class of backgrounds which admits at least one Killing vector. Therefore the solutions to
the KSEs which we consider here correspond to a subclass of the solutions in [112,113]. However
in the case of near-horizon geometries we have that the global assumptions on the spatial cross
section S, like compactness, allow us to derive additional conditions on the spinors and on the
geometry. So it is particularly useful to re-solve the KSEs in the way explained in section 2.2..
We shall decompose the spinor  into positive and negative light-cone chiralities,  = + +−,
where
Γ±± = 0, Γ+−± = ±± . (3.8)
and extract from the KSEs conditions on ±. These conditions will be useful to carry on global
analysis on S and obtain further conditions on the bosonic fields.
3.2.1. Gravitino KSE
The gravitino equation is the following
∇(−)µ  ≡ ∇µ−
1
8
Hµλ1λ2Γ
λ1λ2 = O(α′2) , (3.9)
where ∇(−) is the connection with torsion defined in (A.5). Since in the near-horizon limit
the u, r-dependence of all bosonic fields is known, the equation (3.9) can be straightforwardly
integrated along the e+ and e− directions.
First, by integrating the µ = − component of (3.9), we find that
+ = φ+ +O(α′2) , − = φ− + 1
4
r(h−N)iΓ−Γiφ+ +O(α′2) , (3.10)
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where ∂rφ± = 0. Next, by integrating the µ = + component of (3.9), we find
φ− = η− +O(α′2) , φ+ = η+ + 1
4
u(h+N)iΓ+Γ
iη− +O(α′2) , (3.11)
where ∂rη± = ∂uη± = 0. In additon, the µ = + component of (3.9) implies a number of algebraic
conditions3: (
1
2
∆ +
1
8
(h2 −N2)− 1
8
(dh+ Y + h ∧N)ijΓij
)
φ+ = O(α′2) , (3.14)
and (
− 1
2
∆− 1
8
(h2 −N2)− 1
8
(dh+ Y + h ∧N)ijΓij
)
η− = O(α′2) , (3.15)
and (
1
4
(∆hi − ∂i∆)Γi − 1
32
(dh+ Y )ijΓ
ij(h−N)kΓk
)
φ+ = O(α′2) . (3.16)
We remark that (3.14) and (3.15) are equivalent to4
1
2
∆ +
1
8
(h2 −N2) = O(α′2) , (3.17)
(dh+ Y + h ∧N)ijΓijφ+ = O(α′2) , (3.18)
and
(dh+ Y + h ∧N)ijΓijη− = O(α′2) , (3.19)
respectively. Furthermore, using these conditions, (3.16) can also be rewritten as(
1
4
(∆hj − ∂j∆)− 1
8
(h−N)k(dh+ Y + 2h ∧N)jk)Γjφ+ = O(α′2) . (3.20)
3The µ = + component of (3.9) can be schematically written as∑
rnA+n +
∑
rmA−m = 0 , (3.12)
where A+n ,A−m are expressions on the bosonic fields and the spinors, which are of positive and negative chirality
respectively. In the near-horizon limit, the coordinate r is small, therefore every power of r in (3.12) must vanish
separately. Furthermore, terms which are of different chirality must also vanish separately. This implies that
A+n = 0 , A−m = 0 , ∀ n,m , (3.13)
which in turn implies the algebraic conditions (3.14), (3.15), (3.16).
4We take the inner product of (3.14) with φ+, and we use the fact that 〈φ+, φ+〉 is real, while 〈φ+,Γijφ+〉
is purely imaginary, due to the fact that Γij is anti-hermitian. This implies that the two terms must vanish
separately. However 〈φ+, φ+〉 never vanishes, which implies (3.17) and consequently (3.18). The same argument
applies to (3.15).
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Next, we consider the µ = i components of (3.9). This implies
∇˜iφ+ +
(
1
4
(N − h)i − 1
8
WijkΓ
jk
)
φ+ = O(α′2) , (3.21)
and
∇˜iη− +
(
1
4
(h−N)i − 1
8
WijkΓ
jk
)
η− = O(α′2) , (3.22)
together with the algebraic condition(
∇˜i(h−N)j + 1
2
(hiNj − hjNi)− 1
2
(hihj −NiNj)
−(dh− Y )ij − 1
2
Wijk(h−N)k
)
Γjφ+ = O(α′2) . (3.23)
These conditions exhaust the content of (3.9).
3.2.2. Dilatino and Gaugino KSEs
We consider the dilatino KSE:(
Γµ∇µΦ− 1
12
Hλ1λ2λ3Γ
λ1λ2λ3
)
 = O(α′2) . (3.24)
On making use of the conditions coming from the analysis of the gravitino equation, it is straight-
forward to show that the dilatino KSE is equivalent to the following three conditions(
Γi∇˜iΦ + 1
2
NiΓ
i − 1
12
WijkΓ
ijk
)
φ+ = O(α′2) , (3.25)
and (
Γi∇˜iΦ− 1
2
NiΓ
i − 1
12
WijkΓ
ijk
)
η− = O(α′2) , (3.26)
and ((
Γi∇˜iΦ− 1
2
NiΓ
i − 1
12
WijkΓ
ijk
)
(h−N)`Γ` + YijΓij
)
φ+ = O(α′2) . (3.27)
Then we consider the gaugino KSE:
FµνΓ
µν = O(α′) . (3.28)
This implies the following conditions(
2P + F˜ijΓij
)
φ+ = O(α′) , (3.29)
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and (
− 2P + F˜ijΓij
)
η− = O(α′) , (3.30)
and (
1
4
(− 2P + F˜ijΓij)(h−N)`Γ`
+ 2
(
hP + PB − BP − dP)
i
Γi
)
φ+ = O(α′) , (3.31)
where we have introduced
F˜ = dB + B ∧ B . (3.32)
The conditions (3.29) and (3.30) imply that
P = O(α′) , (3.33)
and so F = F˜ +O(α′). Therefore (3.28) is equivalent to
F˜ijΓ
ijφ+ = O(α′) , (3.34)
and
F˜ijΓ
ijη− = O(α′) , (3.35)
and
F˜ijΓ
ij(h−N)`Γ`φ+ = O(α′) . (3.36)
This exhaust the content of the dilatino and gaugino KSEs.
We have shown that the heterotic KSEs for the spacetime spinor  decompose into a set of
differential and algebraic conditions for the near-horizon spinors η±, which are sections of the
positive and negative chirality spin bundle associated with S. These conditions are the so-called
reduced KSEs, which can be reduced to a minimal set of necessary and sufficient conditions for
the spinors η±.
3.3. Necessary and sufficient reduced KSEs
The reduced KSEs can be simplified. The details of this simplification are delegated to ap-
pendices D.1., D.2. and D.3.. The analysis consists in considering the two cases for which
either φ
[0]
+ ≡ 0 or φ[0]+ 6≡ 0, and the general idea is to compute the Laplacian acting on the
norm of the spinors and apply the Hopf maximum principle to extract conditions on the bosonic
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near-horizon fields. In appendix D.3. only local analysis is needed, therefore the bosonic field
equations together with the Bianchi identities are sufficient.
It turns out that the independent reduced KSEs are:
∇˜(−)η± ≡ ∇˜iη± − 1
8
WijkΓ
jkη± = O(α′2) , (3.37)
Aη± ≡
(
Γi∇˜iΦ± 1
2
hiΓ
i − 1
12
WijkΓ
ijk
)
η± = O(α′2) . (3.38)
This result holds irrespectively on whether φ
[0]
+ ≡ 0 or φ[0]+ 6= 0. This simplification turns out to
be useful when we will consider the supersymmetry enhancement. To establish supersymmetry
on the horizon, one needs only to check that there exists either η+ or η− that satisfies the
conditions (3.37) and (3.38), instead of the full set of reduced KSEs.
Furthermore, we obtained the following conditions on the bosonic fields
∆ = O(α′2) , N = h+O(α′2) , Y = dh+O(α′2) , (3.39)
which implies that the 3-form flux can be written as
H = d(e− ∧ e+) +W +O(α′2) . (3.40)
3.4. Supersymmetry enhancement at zeroth order in α′: A review
In this section we shall review the supersymmetry enhancement mechanism which hold for the
uncorrected heterotic supergravity [60]. In this section only, we shall neglect α′ corrections and
set α′ = 0.
We calculate the Laplacian acting on h2. To avoid the trivial case when h2 = 0, in which it
can be shown by considering the dilaton field equation that Φ = const., H = 0 and S is Ricci
flat, we assume that h 6= 0. We obtain
∇˜i∇˜ih2 + (h− 2dΦ)j∇˜jh2 = 2∇˜(ihj)∇˜(ihj) +
1
2
(dh− ihW )ij(dh− ihW )ij , (3.41)
In computing this expression, we made use of the Einstein equation (D.40) together with the
gauge field equations (D.37) and (D.38), neglecting the α′ corrections. Since all fields are smooth,
S is compact and the RHS of (3.41) is semi-positive definite, one can apply the Hopf maximum
principle to (3.41) and imply the following conditions:
h2 = const , ∇˜(ihj) = 0 , dh− ihW = 0 . (3.42)
which in turn imply the following condition
∇˜(−)i hj ≡ ∇˜ihj −
1
2
Wijkh
k = 0 , (3.43)
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i.e. h is parallel with respect to the connection with torsion ∇˜(−). Moreover the conditions
(3.42) imply
ihdh = 0 , (3.44)
LhW = 0 , (3.45)
LhΦ = 0 , (3.46)
where (3.44) is a consequence of the third condition in (3.42), (3.45) is implied by the third
condition in (3.42) and the fact that dW = 0, (3.46) is implied by the second equation in (3.42)
and the +− component of the gauge field equation (C.6).
The necessary and sufficient reduced KSEs are:
∇˜(−)η± = ∇˜iη± − 1
8
WijkΓ
jkη± = 0 (3.47)
Aη± =
(
Γi∇˜iΦ± 1
2
hiΓ
i − 1
12
WijkΓ
ijk
)
η± = 0 . (3.48)
Assume that there exists one spinor η+ 6= 0 which satisfies (3.47) and (3.48) with the upper
sign. Then one can show by using the conditions (3.42) - (3.46) that the following spinor
η′− ≡ Γ−/hη+ , (3.49)
also satisfies (3.47) and (3.48) with the lower sign.
It is true also the other way around, i.e. suppose that there exists η− 6= 0 which satisfies
(3.47) and (3.48) with the lower sign, then
η′+ ≡ Γ+/hη− , (3.50)
also satisfies (3.47) and (3.48) with the upper sign.
This means that if we assume the existence of one Killing spinor, then we are able to construct
a second Killing spinor, which is linearly independent because of opposite chirality. This is
the case provided that /hη± 6= 0, which is true since we assumed h 6= 0. This is how the
supersymmetry enhancement takes place in the uncorrected heterotic supergravity. In the next
section we shall reintroduce again the α′ corrections.
3.5. Global Properties
3.5.1. Maximum principle on h2
In this section we shall investigate if the argument made in section 3.4. to imply the supersym-
metry enhancement at zeroth order also applies to the corrected case. To avoid the trivial case
when h2 = O(α′2), we take h[0] 6= 0.
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We calculate the Laplacian of h2 to find that
∇˜i∇˜ih2 + (h− 2dΦ)j∇˜jh2 = 2∇˜(ihj)∇˜(ihj) +
1
2
(dh− ihW )ij(dh− ihW )ij
−α
′
4
hihj
(
− 2dhi`dhj` + R˜(+)i`1`2`3R˜(+)j`1`2`3 − F˜i`abF˜j`ab
)
+O(α′2) , (3.51)
where in computing this expression, we made use of the Einstein equation (D.40) together with
the gauge field equations (D.37) and (D.38). The α′ terms in (3.51) originate from the α′ terms
in 2hihjR˜ij of the Einstein equation.
To begin, we consider (3.51) to zeroth order in α′. We then re-obtain the conditions found
in 3.4. via a maximum principle argument, i.e.
h2 = const +O(α′) , ∇˜(ihj) = O(α′) , dh− ihW = O(α′) . (3.52)
and
∇˜(−)i hj ≡ ∇˜ihj −
1
2
Wijkh
k = O(α′) , (3.53)
and
ihdh = O(α′) , LhΦ = O(α′) , LhW = O(α′) . (3.54)
Consider now (3.51) at first order in α′, which by using the conditions (3.52) and (3.54)
simplifies to
∇˜i∇˜ih2 + (h− 2dΦ)j∇˜jh2 = −α
′
4
hihj
(
R˜(+)i`1`2`3R˜
(+)
j
`1`2`3 − F˜i`abF˜j`ab
)
+O(α′2) , (3.55)
In what follows, we shall prove that the ihR˜
(+) term on the RHS disappears. As we showed in
section 3.4., if η+ satisfies (3.37) and (3.38), then η
′− ≡ Γ−hiΓiη+ also satisfies (3.37) and (3.38)
to zeroth order in α′. The integrability conditions of the gravitino equation for η+ and η′− imply
that5
R˜
(−)
ijmnh
mΓnη+ = O(α′) , (3.56)
and by using (A.8), this in turn implies6
R˜(+)mnijh
m = O(α′) . (3.57)
5One can show that if ∇ˆ is a generic connection, with connection symbols Γˆ, then according to our convention
in appendix A we have
[∇ˆi, ∇ˆj ]η+ = −1
4
R(Γˆ)ij,mnΓ
mnη+ − Tijk∇ˆkη+ ,
where T and R(Γˆ) are the torsion and the curvature of ∇ˆ respectively. In our case ∇ˆ = ∇˜(−), and since η+
satisfies the gravitino KSE the torsion term disappears.
6This is a consequence of spinorial geometry.
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On substituting these conditions back into (3.51) one finds that the remaining content of
(3.51), after rewriting the Laplacian term conveniently, is
∇˜i
(
e−2Φ∇˜ih2
)
+ e−2Φhj∇˜jh2 = α
′
2
e−2ΦhihjF˜i`abF˜j`ab +O(α′2) . (3.58)
On integrating both sides of (3.58) over the zeroth order horizon section, and by using the gauge
field equation (D.37), one finds that
ihF˜ = O(α′) , (3.59)
which in turn implies
h2 = const +O(α′2) . (3.60)
Therefore we do find the condition h2 = const +O(α′2), where the O(α′2) terms do not necessary
need to be constant, however we do not get
∇˜(ihj) = O(α′2) , dh− ihW = O(α′2) . (3.61)
We recall that (3.61) are crucial properties of the /h map in order to generate the supersym-
metry enhancement at right order in α′, and therefore at this stage we can only establish the
enhancement of supersymmetry at zeroth order in α′.
3.5.2. Lichnerowicz Type Theorem
In section 3.5.1. we showed that including α′ corrections in heterotic supergravity spoils the /h
map that generates the doubling of number of preserved supersymmetries. In this section we shall
investigate if one can construct a generalised Lichenerowicz theorem including α′ corrections. As
explained in the introduction 2.2., this would be useful because together with an index theory
argument it would imply that the number of preserved supersymmetries is even, and therefore
show the supersymmetry enhancement.
We introduce the modified connection with torsion ∇(κ)
∇(κ)i ≡ ∇˜(−)i + κΓiA , (3.62)
and the modified Dirac operator D
D ≡ Γi∇˜(−)i + qA , (3.63)
where κ, q ∈ R, and ∇˜(−) and A are defined by the independent reduced KSEs (3.37) and (3.38)
respectively. Then we have the following
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Theorem 3.1. If η± is a Killing spinor up to second order corrections in α′, then η± is also a
solution to the Dirac equation Dη± = O(α′2).
Conversely, if η± is a solution to the Dirac equation Dη± = O(α′2), then η± is a Killing
spinor at zeroth order in α′ only, i.e.
∇˜(−)i η± = O(α′) , Aη± = O(α′) . (3.64)
and also satisfies
dhijΓ
ijη± = O(α′) , F˜ abij Γijη± = O(α′) . (3.65)
Proof. The first part of the theorem is straightforward, since the fact that η± satisfies ∇˜(−)i η± =
O(α′2) and Aη± = O(α′2) implies that Dη± = O(α′2). For the second part of the proof we
consider the following functional:
I ≡
∫
S
ecΦ
(
〈∇(κ)i η±,∇(κ)iη±〉 − 〈Dη±,Dη±〉
)
, (3.66)
where c ∈ R, and we assume all the field equations. After some algebra, which is described in
appendix F, we find
I =
(
8κ2 − 1
6
κ
)∫
S
e−2Φ ‖ A η± ‖2 +
∫
S
e−2Φ〈η±,ΨDη±〉
− α
′
64
∫
S
e−2Φ
(
2 ‖ /dh η± ‖2 + ‖ /˜Fη± ‖2 −〈R˜(+)`1`2, ijΓ`1`2η±, R˜(+)ij`3`4,Γ`3`4η±〉
)
+O(α′2) ,
(3.67)
which is true if and only if q = 112 +O(α′2) and c = −2 +O(α′2), and the Ψ is defined as follows
Ψ ≡ 2
(
κ− 1
12
)
A† − 2Γi∇˜iΦ− 1
6
Γ`1`2`3W`1`2`3 +O(α′2) . (3.68)
The values of q and c are fixed by requiring that certain terms in the functional (3.66), which
cannot be rewritten in terms of the Dirac operator D, or A†A, and which have no fixed sign,
should vanish. Consider the zeroth order of (3.67). If 0 < κ < 148 , then the RHS is a sum of two
semi-positive quantities, which implies that
Dη± = O(α′2) =⇒ (3.64) (3.69)
and establishes the first part of the theorem. Next the integrability condition of ∇˜(−)η± = O(α′)
is
R˜
(−)
mn,`1`2
Γ`1`2η± = O(α′) , (3.70)
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which in turn implies that
R˜(+)`1`2,mnΓ
`1`2η± = O(α′) . (3.71)
Hence we shall neglect the term in (3.67) which is quadratic in R˜(+), as this term is O(α′3).
Then, by using (3.69), the part of (3.67) which is first order in α′ further implies (3.65). This
completes the proof.
Therefore we proved that generalised Lichenrowicz theorems are spoiled by the presence of
string corrections, because Dη± = O(α′2) does not imply the KSEs up to O(α′2) corrections.
3.6. A sufficient condition for supersymmetry enhancement
In the previous section we showed that standard theorems involving global properties of the
horizon do not hold when string corrections are considered.
In this section we shall show that one can establish supersymmetry enhancement, including
α′ corrections, provided that there exists at least one non-vanishing at zeroth order negative
light-cone chirality spinor, i.e. η
[0]
− 6= 0.
To prove this, it suffices to demonstrate that h leaves all fields invariant and that it is
covariantly constant with respect to the connection with torsion ∇˜(−) on S. Indeed, first note
that if there exists at least one η
[0]
− 6= 0, then one can consider (D.64), which implies that
∇˜(−)i hj ≡ ∇˜ihj −
1
2
Wijkh
k = O(α′2) . (3.72)
In particular, to both zeroth and first order in α′, h defines an isometry on S, with the following
properties implied by (3.72):
h2 = const +O(α′2) , ∇˜(ihj) = O(α′2) , dh− ihW = O(α′2) . (3.73)
Then the gauge equation (D.37) implies
LhΦ = O(α′2) . (3.74)
Also, the u-dependent part of (D.45) implies
(ihF˜ )iΓ
iη− = O(α′) , (3.75)
which implies that ihF˜ = O(α′). So in the gauge for which ihB = 0, one has
LhF˜ = O(α′) . (3.76)
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Next we consider LhW , where
LhW = −α
′
2
(
tr
(
(ihR
(+)) ∧R(+)))+O(α′2) , (3.77)
because dh = ihW + O(α′2). To evaluate this expression, note first that because of (3.72) the
spinors η− and /hη− satisfy
∇˜(−)i η− = O(α′2), ∇˜(−)i (h`Γ`η−) = O(α′2) (3.78)
for which the associated integrability conditions are
R˜
(−)
ijpqΓ
pqη− = O(α′2), R˜(−)ijpqΓpq(h`Γ`η−) = O(α′2) (3.79)
from which we obtain the condition
h`R˜
(−)
ij`q = O(α′2) , (3.80)
and hence, as a consequence of (A.8),
h`R˜(+)`qij = O(α′) . (3.81)
Moreover,
h`R(+)`q+− = hi(dh)iq = O(α′2) . (3.82)
It follows that the contribution of ihR
(+) to the RHS of (3.77) is of at least O(α′), and hence
LhW = O(α′2) . (3.83)
So, we have shown that to both zero and first order in α′, the Lie derivative of the metric on S,
as well as h,Φ and W with respect to h vanishes, and the Lie derivative of F˜ with respect to h
vanishes to zeroth order in α′.
Supersymmetry is therefore enhanced, because if η+ satisfies (3.37) and (3.38), then so does
η′− = Γ−hiΓiη+. Conversely, if η− satisfies (3.37) and (3.38), then so does η′+ = Γ+hiΓiη−. This
establishes a 1-1 correspondence between spinors η+ and η− satisfying (3.37) and (3.38), so the
number of supersymmetries preserved is always even. Thus we have found a sufficient condition
which guarantees the supersymmetry enhancement, namely the existence of at least one η
[0]
− 6= 0.
3.7. A No-Go Theorem
In this section we show an implication from the facts that ∆ = O(α′2), as explained in (3.39),
and that h is an isometry at zeroth and first order in α′, provided that there exists at least one
η
[0]
− 6= 0.
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Theorem 3.2. There are no AdS2 ×w S backgrounds in uncorrected heterotic supergravity, for
which all fields are smooth and the internal space S is smooth, compact and without boundary.
The result extends up to second order corrections in α′, provided that there exists at least one
η
[0]
− 6= 0.
Proof. Consider the case where there exists at least one η
[0]
− 6= 0. The uncorrected case does
not need such requirement, and it follows immediately by mathematically setting α′ = 0 in the
following formulæ. The condition (3.39) implies that we can set ∆ = O(α′2) in the near-horizon
metric (2.6). As a consequence of (3.72), the vector field h is an isometry. We introduce local
coordinates such that h can be written as
h =
∂
∂ψ
, (3.84)
where ψ is a local spatial coordinate. The metric (2.6) becomes
ds2 = 2dudr + 2rhdu+
1
k2
h⊗ h+ ds2(7) +O(α′2) , (3.85)
where we set h2 = k2 + O(α′2), with k a constant, and the 1-form dual to (3.84), which we
indicate with the same symbol h, is given by
h = k2(dψ + α) , (3.86)
where α is a 1-form only locally defined, while dα is a 2-form globally defined. The metric (3.85)
can be written as
ds2 = 2dudr + 2k2rdu(dψ + α) + k2(dψ + α)2 + ds2(7) . (3.87)
This metric locally describes an AdS3 fibration over a 7-dimensional manifold B7, and therefore
there are no AdS2 ×w S backgrounds.
We shall remark that the existence of near-horizon geometries which are locally AdS3 × B7
does not contradict theorem 3.2. This is because if one attempts to write
AdS3 = AdS2 ×w Y , (3.88)
where Y is a 1-dimensional manifold, then one violates one or more conditions on S, which we
assumed from the beginning. In particular one finds the following possibilities for Y :
• Y = R, which violates compactness,
• Y = [0, 1], which violates the no boundary condition,
• Y = S1 with discontinuous warp factor, which violates smoothness.
This result can be found in detail in appendix G. Of course this is not the case in type II
supergravities, where AdS2 backgrounds, with global conditions on S as assumed, exist.
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3.8. Description of the spacetime geometry
In the uncorrected case [60], horizons with non-trivial fluxes preserve an even number of super-
symmetries. Furthermore horizons with more than 8 supersymmetries are trivial, i.e. h vanishes.
Therefore the non-trivial heterotic horizons preserve 2, 4, 6 and 8 supersymmetries.
Up to O(α′), the investigation of the horizon geometry is identical to [60] for heterotic
horizons with H closed. Here we shall describe the geometry of the horizons that admit a η−
Killing spinor up to O(α′2). We have seen that for such horizons h is parallel with respect to
the connection with torsion up to O(α′2). Because of this, the geometry of such horizons is very
similar to that of horizons with closed 3-form flux. The only difference between the geometries
of the two cases are solely located in the modified Bianchi identity for the 3-form flux.
In what follows we shall describe the geometry of horizons preserving 2 and 4 supersymmet-
ries, including α′ corrections, for which there exists at least one Killing spinor η[0]− 6= 0. For the
cases which preserve 6 and 8 supersymmetries, see [60,131].
3.8.1. Horizons with G2 structure
These horizons admit two supersymmetries up to O(α′2) corrections, which are
η1+ = 1 + e1234 , η
2
− = Γ−Γ
ihi(1 + e1234) , (3.89)
where h satisfies (3.72). The associated spacetime Killing spinors are
1 = 1 + e1234 , 
2 = −k2u(1 + e1234) + Γ−Γihi(1 + e1234) . (3.90)
The isotropy group of both Killing spinors is G2 ⊂ Spin(9, 1). Since both 1 and 2 satisfy the
gravitino KSE, the holonomy of ∇(−) is also a subgroup of G2.
One can construct 1-form (mixed) bilinears in terms of the spacetime spinors (3.90), which
are as follows
λ− = e− , λ+ = e+ − 1
2
k2u2e− − uh , λ1 = k−1(h+ k2ue−) , (3.91)
where k2 ≡ h2 is constant up to O(α′2). One can check that the vector fields associated to
λ−, λ+, λ1 satisfy the sl(2,R) algebra.
The spacetime metric can be written as
ds2 = ηabλ
aλb + ds˜2(7) +O(α′2) , (3.92)
where the non-vanishing components of η are η+− = 2 and η11 = 1. The spacetime can be
locally described as a principle bundle with a SL(2,R) fibre over a 7-dimensional base space
manifold B7. We indicate the metric and 3-form flux data on B7 by ds˜2(7) and H˜(7) respectively.
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The connection ∇˜(−)(7) with torsion H˜(7) has holonomy contained in G2. The spacetime 3-form
flux can be written as
H = CS(λ) + H˜(7) +O(α′2) , (3.93)
where the 3-form CS(λ) is the Chern-Simons form of the principal bundle connection λa,
CS(λ) =
1
3
ηabλ
a ∧ dλb + 2
3
ηabλ
a ∧ Fb , (3.94)
and F is the curvature of λ, given by
Fa = dλa − 1
2
(λ ∧ λ)a . (3.95)
A direct computation shows that
CS(λ) = du ∧ dr ∧ h+ rdu ∧ dh+ k−2h ∧ dh . (3.96)
Moreover, the 3-form flux on B7 can be described in terms of the G2 structure as
H˜(7) = kϕ+ e
2Φ ?7 d
(
e−2Φϕ
)
+O(α′2) . (3.97)
where ϕ is the G2 fundamental 3-form, which descends from the fundamental Spin(7) 4-form φ
associated with the existence of one Killing spinor η+, via
ϕ =
1
k
ihφ+O(α′2) . (3.98)
The algebraic KSE implies that
θϕ = 2dΦ , ∂aΦ = O(α′2) , (3.99)
where θϕ is the Lee form of ϕ, defined for a generic p-form ξ as θξ = −16 ? (?dξ ∧ ξ). Therefore
the dilaton Φ depends only on the coordinates of B7. The system of equations for the geometric
data of G2 holonomy heterotic near-horizon geometries is
d[e−2Φ ?7 ϕ] = O(α′2) , (3.100)
k−2 dh ∧ dh+ dH˜(7) = −
α′
4
(
− 2dh ∧ dh+ tr(R(+)(8) ∧R
(+)
(8) − F ∧ F )
)
+O(α′2) , (3.101)
(dh)ijϕ
ij
k = O(α′2) , F˜ijϕijk = O(α′) . (3.102)
The condition (3.100) is the G2 holonomy condition, i.e. the condition required for B
7 to admit a
G2 structure compatible with a connection with torsion. The condition (3.101) is the anomalous
Bianchi identity of the 3-form field strength written in terms of B7 data, where the curvature
R
(+)
(8) is associated with the near-horizon section S with metric and 3-form flux
ds˜2(8) = k
−2h⊗ h+ ds˜2(7) +O(α′2) , H˜(8) = k−2h ∧ dh+ H˜(7) +O(α′2) . (3.103)
Finally, the two equations in (3.102), which descend from (D.47) and (D.49), imply that both
dh and the gauge connection are g2 instantons on B
7.
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3.8.2. Horizons with SU(3) structure
These horizons preserve 4 supersymmetries up to O(α′2) corrections, which are
η1+ = 1 + e1234 , η
2
− = Γ−Γ
ihi(1 + e1234) ,
η3+ = i(1− e1234) , η4− = iΓ−Γihi(1− e1234) , (3.104)
where again h satisfies (3.72). The associated spacetime spinors are
1 = 1 + e1234 , 
2 = −k2u(1 + e1234) + Γ−Γihi(1 + e1234) ,
3 = i(1− e1234) , 4 = −ik2u(1− e1234) + iΓ−Γihi(1− e1234) . (3.105)
The isotropy group of all these spinors is SU(3) ⊂ G2. Since the spinors 1, ..., 4 satisfy the
gravitino KSE, the holonomy of ∇(−) is a subgroup of SU(3).
One can construct 1-form spinor bilinears in terms of (3.105). The linearly independent ones
are again λ+, λ−, λ1 as in (3.91), and an additional λ6,
λ6 = k−1` , `i = hjIj i , (3.106)
where h2 = k2 is constant up to O(α′2), and I is the complex structure I2 = −δ, given as a mixed
bilinear of Killing spinors (3.104), which in holomorphic coordinates becomes Iα¯β = iδα¯β. The
vector field associated with λ6 generates a u(1) Lie algebra, and commutes with the remaining
vector fields associated with λ+, λ−, λ1, which generates the sl(2,R) algebra.
The spacetime metric can be written as
ds2 = ηabλ
aλb + ds˜2(6) +O(α′2) , (3.107)
where λa, a = +,−, 1, 6 are given in (3.91) and (3.106), and the non-vanishing components
of η are η+− = 2, and η11 = η66 = 1. Locally the spacetime is a principal bundle with a
SL(2,R)×U(1) fibre over a Ka¨hler with torsion manifold B6 with Hermitian form ω(6) [60]. By
using the algebraic KSE, one can show that
N(I) = 0 , (3.108)
where N is the Nijenhuis tensor of I. The fact that I is a bilinear in terms of Killing spinors
implies that I is an isometry of B6. The Hermitian form ω(8) generated as mixed bilinear
decomposes in terms of ω(6) as
ω(8) = k
−2h ∧ `+ ω(6) . (3.109)
The condition ∇˜(−)(8) ω(8) = O(α′2) reduces in terms of data of B6 as
∇˜(−)(6) ω(6) = O(α′2) . (3.110)
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The spacetime torsion can be written as
H = CS(λ) + H˜(6) +O(α′2) , (3.111)
where the Chern-Simons 3-form is given as in (3.96), and the 3-form flux on B6 is
H˜(6) = −iIdω +O(α′2) = e2Φ ?6 d[e−2Φω(6)] +O(α′2) . (3.112)
In addition, the algebraic KSE implies that the Ka¨hler with torsion manifold B6 is conformally
balanced, i.e.
θω(6) = 2dΦ +O(α′2) , (3.113)
where θω(6) is the Lee form of ω(6), together with the condition
∂aΦ = O(α′2) , (3.114)
i.e. the dilaton Φ depends only on the coordinates of B6. The system of equations for the
geometric data of SU(3) holonomy heterotic near-horizon geometries are
k−2dh ∧ dh+ k−2d` ∧ d`+ d
(
e2Φ ?6 d[e
−2Φω]
)
=
−α
′
4
(
− 2dh ∧ dh+ tr(R(+)(8) ∧R
(+)
(8) − F ∧ F )
)
+O(α′2) , (3.115)
dh2,0 = d`2,0 = O(α′2) , dhijωij(6) = O(α′2) , d`ijωij(6) = −2k2 +O(α′2) , (3.116)
F 2,0 = O(α′) , Fijωij(6) = O(α′) . (3.117)
R˜
(−)
(6) ijω
ij
(6) = −2k2d`+O(α′2) , (3.118)
The condition (3.115) is the anomalous Bianchi identity, where R
(+)
(8) is the curvature of the
connection with torsion on S. The metric and torsion on S are given by
ds˜2 = k−2(h⊗ h+ `⊗ `) + ds˜2(6) +O(α′2) ,
H˜ = k−2(h ∧ dh+ ` ∧ d`) + H˜(6) +O(α′2) . (3.119)
Note that ∇(−)(8) has holonomy contained in SU(3) and so R
(+)
(8) is a well defined form on B
6.
The conditions (3.116) and (3.117), which are implied by (D.47) and (D.49), states that both h
and the gauge connection are su(3) instantons on B6, while ` is a u(3) instanton on B6. Finally,
the condition (3.118) ensures that the U(3) structure on B6 lifts to a SU(3) structure on the
spacetime, or equivalently, on the spatial horizon section S.
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3.9. Nearly supersymmetric horizons with G2 structure
In this section, we shall consider solutions for which the supersymmetry is explicitly partially
broken, in the sense that such near-horizon geometries admit spinors which satisfy the gravitino
KSE (3.37) but do not satisfy the algebraic KSE (3.38). Our assumptions are the following:
(i) there exists exactly one η+, with η
[0]
+ 6= 0, solution to the gravitino KSE
∇˜(−)η+ = O(α′2) , (3.120)
(ii) the spinor η+ does not satisfy the algebraic KSE, i.e.(Aη+)[0] 6= 0 . (3.121)
(iii) The fields ∆ and H satisfy
∆ = O(α′2), H = d(e− ∧ e+) +W +O(α′2) . (3.122)
We recall that the condition (i) does not exclude the possibility to have a second spinor which is
O(α′) and satisfies (3.120). The condition (iii) was previously obtained via the supersymmetry
analysis; here we shall assume it. In particular, all of the conditions obtained from the global
analysis of the Laplacian of h2 in section 3.5.1. remain true.
Let us define the spinor τ+
τ+ ≡ Aη+ , (3.123)
which is not vanishing at zeroth order in α′. Then we have
Theorem 3.3. Suppose there exists one η+ which satisfies (i) and (ii). Then τ+ defined in
(3.123) is ∇˜(−)-parallel, i.e.
∇˜(−)τ+ = O(α′2) . (3.124)
Proof. First, we note the following useful identity
∇˜iW`1`2`3Γ`1`2`3η+ = ∇˜i(Aη+)−
1
8
Wi`1`2Γ
`1`2(Aη+)
+ 3W`1`2qWi`3
qΓ`1`2`3η+ −
(
6∇˜mΦ + 3hm)Wmi`Γ`η+
+
(
12Γ`∇˜i∇˜`Φ + 6∇˜ih`Γ`
)
η+ . (3.125)
The integrability conditions of (3.120) imply that
1
6
(
∇˜i(Aη+)− 1
8
Wi`1`2Γ
`1`2(Aη+)
)
− α
′
8
(F˜i`)abΓ
`(F˜q1q2)
abΓq1q2η+
−α
′
16
dhi`Γ
`dhq1q2Γ
q1q2η+ = O(α′2) , (3.126)
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and hence
1
6
〈η+,Γi∇˜i(Aη+)− 1
8
W`1`2`3Γ
`1`2`3(Aη+)〉+ α
′
8
〈(F˜`1`2)abΓ`1`2η+, (F˜q1q2)abΓq1q2η+〉
+
α′
16
〈dh`1`2Γ`1`2φ+, dhq1q2Γq1q2η+〉 = O(α′2) .
(3.127)
Integrating this expression over S yields the conditions
F˜ijΓ
ijη+ = O(α′), dhijΓijη+ = O(α′) , (3.128)
and substituting these conditions back into (3.126) implies that
∇˜i(Aη+)− 1
8
Wi`1`2Γ
`1`2(Aη+) = O(α′2) . (3.129)
The theorem 3.3 establishes that if there exists one spinor parallel with respect to ∇˜(−), which
do not satisfy the algebraic KSE, then one can constract a second spinor which is also ∇˜(−)-
parallel. This important feature will allow us to describe the geometry of S. We remark that
the presence of an additional ∇˜(−)-parallel spinor is not in contradiction with the assumption
(i) because τ+ is an odd spinor, while η+ is even
7.
The existence of the spinors η+ and τ+ implies that at zeroth order in α
′ the spatial cross
section S [0] admits a G2 structure. Furthermore, as a corollary of the theorem 3.3, the G2
fundamental 3-form is ∇˜(−)-parallel, and therefore the connection ∇˜(−) of S [0] has G2 holonomy.
Next, we show that the existence of extra ∇˜(−)-parallel spinors implies the existence of extra
isometries of the spatial cross section. We define the following vector field
Vi ≡ 〈η+,Γiτ+〉 , (3.130)
where τ+ is defined in (3.123). Then we have
Theorem 3.4. V is a symmetry of all bosonic fields on S up to O(α′2) terms.
Proof. As τ
[0]
+ 6= 0, this implies that V [0] 6= 0. In addition, as η+ and τ+ satisfy
∇˜(−)η+ = O(α′2) , ∇˜(−)τ+ = O(α′2) , (3.131)
it follows that
∇˜(−)V = O(α′2) , (3.132)
7We recall that the spinor Γ`1...`nη+ is even (resp. odd) if n is even (resp. odd).
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so that V 2 = const.+O(α′2), and V is an isometry of S to both zero and first order in α′.
Next, we consider the relationship of V to h. In particular, the spinors hiΓ
iAη+ and ViΓiAη+
are both parallel with respect to ∇˜(−) at zeroth order in α′. As we have assumed that (3.120)
admits only one solution, there must be a nonzero constant c such that
V = ch+O(α′) . (3.133)
Next we consider LVW , and we have
LVW = iV dW +O(α′2) , (3.134)
because dV = iVW +O(α′2) from (3.132). Also, as V = ch+O(α′) it follows that
LVW = cihdW +O(α′2) . (3.135)
As a consequence of ∇˜(−)i hj = O(α′), one has that ihdh = O(α′), and from the global analysis
of the Laplacian of h2, we find ihF˜ = O(α′) as well as R˜(+)mnijhm = O(α′). These conditions
imply that
LVW = O(α′2) , (3.136)
and so W is invariant.
Next we consider LV Φ. As V = ch+O(α′) it follows that
LV dh = cLhdh+O(α′) = O(α′) . (3.137)
Also we have
LV R˜ij,pq = O(α′2) , (3.138)
and (LV F˜ )ijabF˜ ijba = O(α′) , (3.139)
which follows from
LV F˜ = c[F˜ , ihB] +O(α′) . (3.140)
Hence we have
LV
(
α′
(− 2dhijdhij + R˜(+)ij,pqR˜(+)ij,pq − (F˜ij)ab(F˜ ij)ab)) = O(α′2) . (3.141)
So, on taking the Lie derivative of the trace of (D.40) with respect to V we find
LV
(
∇˜ihi + 2∇˜i∇˜iΦ
)
= O(α′2) , (3.142)
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and hence, as a consequence of the field equation (D.37), we find
LV
(
hi∇˜iΦ + ∇˜i∇˜iΦ
)
= O(α′2) . (3.143)
Also, on taking the Lie derivative of the dilaton field equation (D.41), we get
LV
(
− hi∇˜iΦ− 2∇˜iΦ∇˜iΦ + ∇˜i∇˜iΦ
)
= O(α′2) . (3.144)
On taking the sum of (3.143) and (3.144), we find
LV
(
∇˜i∇˜iΦ− ∇˜iΦ∇˜iΦ
)
= O(α′2) , (3.145)
and hence if f = LV Φ we have
∇˜i∇˜if − 2∇˜iΦ∇˜if = O(α′2) . (3.146)
We know LhΦ = O(α′) as a consequence of the analysis of the Laplacian of h2, so f = α′f [1] +
O(α′2). Then, on integrating, (3.146) implies that∫
S[0]
e−2Φ
[0]∇˜if [1]∇˜if [1] = 0 , (3.147)
so f [1] = β for constant β, and so
LV Φ = βα′ +O(α′2) . (3.148)
As we require that Φ must attain a global maximum on S, at this point LV Φ = 0 to all orders
in α′, for any V . This fixes β = 0, so
LV Φ = O(α′2) , (3.149)
which proves the invariance of Φ.
Next, we consider LV h. On taking the Lie derivative of the field equation of the 2-form
gauge potential (D.39) we find
d(LV h)ij − (LV h)kWijk = O(α′2) , (3.150)
and on taking the Lie derivative of the Einstein equation (D.40) we get
∇˜(i(LV h)j) = O(α′2) , (3.151)
where we have used
Lh
(
F˜i`
abF˜j
`
ab
)
= O(α′) . (3.152)
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It follows that
∇˜(−)i (LV h)j = O(α′2) . (3.153)
As V = ch+O(α′), it is convenient to write
LV h = α′Λ +O(α′2) , (3.154)
where
∇˜(−)Λ = O(α′) . (3.155)
As ΛjΓ
jAη+ and hjΓjAη+ are both parallel with respect to ∇˜(−) at zeroth order in α′, and
since we assumed that there is only one spinor parallel with respect to ∇˜(−) at zeroth order in
α′, we must have
Λ = bh+O(α′) , (3.156)
for constant b. It is also useful to compute
hi(LV hi) = hi
(
V j∇˜jhi + hj∇˜iV j
)
=
1
2
LV h2 + hihj∇˜iVj = O(α′2) , (3.157)
which follows because h2 = const +O(α′2), and ∇˜(−)V = O(α′2). This implies that b = 0, and
hence
LV h = O(α′2) . (3.158)
So V is a symmetry of the full solution to both zeroth and first order in α′.
3.9.1. Description of the geometry of S
In this section we use the results of the theorems 3.3 and 3.4 to describe the geometry of S. The
existence of one spinor η+ which is parallel with respect to ∇˜(−) implies that the structure group
Spin(8) of S reduces to Spin(7), i.e. the isotropy group of η+, and the fundamental self-dual
4-form φ of Spin(7) in S satisfies
∇˜(−)φ = O(α′2) . (3.159)
The torsion W is uniquely determined in terms of the metric on S and the self-dual 4-form φ,
without any additional condition on the Spin(7) structure on S [119].
The theorem 3.3 states that there exists an additional ∇˜(−)-parallel spinor, i.e. τ+, and
together with η+, it generates the vector field V , which is an isometry, symmetry of all bosonic
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fields on S, and ∇˜(−)-parallel. This implies that the Spin(7) structure group of S reduces to
G2, where the fundamental 3-form is given by
ϕ =
1
`
iV φ , ∇˜(−)ϕ = O(α′2) , (3.160)
where we set V 2 = `2 +O(α′2), with ` constant. This also implies that we can decompose the
metric and the 3-form W as follows
ds˜2 =
1
`2
V ⊗ V + ds2(7) +O(α′2) , W = `−2V ∧ dV +W(7) +O(α′2) , (3.161)
where ds2(7) is (locally) the metric on M
7 ⊂ S, which is the space of orbits of V in S, and
it is orthogonal to V . The 3-form W(7) is the torsion 3-form flux projected on M
7, which is
orthogonal to V , i.e. iVW(7) = O(α′2). This follows from the fact that dV = iVW +O(α′2).
The question now is whether M7 inherits the G2 structure inside S. In what follows we shall
prove that this is the case. To prove this we need to show that LV ϕ = O(α′2). First we notice
that (3.160) implies iV ϕ = O(α′2). Then we consider dV , which decomposes under the splitting
induced from the G2 3-form ϕ as
dV = dV 7 + dV 14 +O(α′2) , (3.162)
where we used the fact that iV dV = O(α′2). Then we use (E.3) together with ∇˜(−)ϕ = ∇˜(−)V =
O(α′2) and iV dW = O(α′2) to show that
∇˜(−)dV 7 = O(α′2) . (3.163)
As dV 7 is a vector8 in S orthogonal to V , if it does not vanish, it will generate an additional
∇˜(−)-parallel spinor on S of the same chirality as η+. As we have restricted the number of such
spinors to one, we have to set
dV 7 = O(α′2) . (3.164)
Consider now a generic k-form ζ. One can show that if U is a generic vector field such that
∇˜(−)U = O(α′2) , (3.165)
then the statement
LUζ = O(α′2) , (3.166)
is equivalent to
iUW[`1
qζ|q|`2...`k] = O(α′2) , (3.167)
which means that ζ is invariant under the infinitesimal rotation generated by iUW .
8dV 7 is a 2-form dual to a vector via the contraction with the 3-form ϕ.
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In our case U = V and ζ = ϕ. Since iVW = dV + O(α′2), and dV takes values in g2, by
definition of ϕ we conclude that
LV ϕ = O(α′2) . (3.168)
Therefore M7 admits a G2 structure compatible with connection with skew-symmetric torsion
given by the data (ds2(7),W(7)). In such a case W(7) can be determined uniquely in terms of ϕ
and ds2(7), provided a particular geometric constraint is satisfied [120].
This concludes the description of the geometry of S of nearly supersymmetric horizons in
the case where there exists one ∇˜(−)-parallel spinor η+. We do not report here the description
of the cases where one assumes the existence of more than one ∇˜(−)-parallel spinors. These
cases can be found in [131] and they follow a similar type of analysis presented here for the G2
structure case.
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Bulk extension of a near-horizon geometry
4.1. Radial deformation of a near-horizon geometry
We are interested in the inverse problem of determining all (extremal) black holes associated
with a prescribed near-horizon geometry. The metric of a near-horizon geometry is fully specified
via the data {∆(y), h(y), γ(y)}, which do only depend on the internal coordinates on S. In order
to extend the horizon into the bulk, one has to recover the r-dependence of the near-horizon
data which was suppressed by taking the near-horizon limit. Therefore our problem can be
formulated as follows: given the near-horizon data {∆(y), h(y), γ(y)}, can we extrapolate the
data {∆(r, y), h(r, y), γ(r, y)}? Our approach to this problem consists in Taylor expanding in r
the horizon data, and to show that the first order deformations of the horizon fields must satisfy
ellliptic PDEs. We shall also couple matter fields to the metric field, by considering radial
deformations of near-horizon geometries in heterotic supergravity and D = 11 supergravity.
Furthermore, we have also considered radial deformations of a near-horizon geometry in
Einstein-Maxwell-Dilaton theory in any dimension, including topological terms in D = 4, 5. The
analysis and the final result obtained is very similar to the heterotic and D = 11 supergravity
cases, and the details can be found in [132]. The aim of this chapter is to prove the following
Theorem 4.1. The moduli space of radial deformations of a given near-horizon geometry in
heterotic and D = 11 supergravities is finite dimensional.
4.1.1. Metric moduli and gauge freedom
In this section we shall describe the metric moduli, which are common to both heterotic and
D = 11 supergravities. Consider a near-horizon geometry with metric given in (2.6). We assume
that such near-horizon geometry belongs to a black hole, whose event horizon H is a Killing
horizon, and therefore on a neighbourhood of H one can adapt Gaussian null coordinates, where
the metric is given in (2.2). To determine the components of (2.2), we Taylor expand the horizon
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data in r,
∆ =
◦
∆(y) + rδ∆(y) +O(r2),
h =
◦
h(y) + rδh(y) +O(r2),
γ =
◦
γ(y) + rδγ(y) +O(r2) (4.1)
where {
◦
∆,
◦
h,
◦
γ} are the zeroth order terms, which are determined by the data of the given
near-horizon geometry. The first order radial deformations of the horizon data, which we call
metric moduli, are given by {δ∆, δh, δγ}. In our analysis, we shall neglect higher order terms,
i.e. terms which are not linear in the radial deformation δ, e.g. δ∆δh. We shall assume that the
near-horizon spatial cross section
◦
S, equipped with metric ◦γ, is compact and without boundary.
Gauge fixing
The near-horizon metric (2.6) admits two obvious isometries, generated by the vector fields V
in (2.1) and D in (2.10).
The horizon metric (2.2) truncated at first order in r admits a 1-parameter family of isomet-
ries, generated by the vector fields [127]
Kf =
1
2
f
(
dr + r
◦
h− 1
2
r2
◦
∆du
)
− 1
4
r2
( ◦
∆f + L◦
h
f
)
du− 1
2
rdf (4.2)
where f is an arbitrary smooth function on S, such that LKf (
◦
g + δg) = 0. Notice that when
f = const or f = u · const, the vector field Kf is proportional to V and D respectively. We
remark that the existence of a 1-parameter family of isometries is an artefact of the first order
expansion. This is because Gaussian null coordinates are unique, up to fixing coordinates on S.
However this artificial redundancy is expected to disappear once the contributions of all orders
in r are summed up in the metric.
Under the diffeomorphisms generated by Kf , the horizon data transform as
δγij → δγij +
◦
∇i
◦
∇jf −
◦
h(i
◦
∇j)f
δhi → δhi + 1
2
◦
∆
◦
∇if − 1
4
(
◦
∇i
◦
hj)
◦
∇
j
f − 1
4
◦
hi
◦
hj
◦
∇
j
f +
1
2
(
◦
∇j
◦
hi)
◦
∇
j
f +
1
4
◦
hj
◦
∇i
◦
∇
j
f
δ∆ → δ∆ + 1
2
◦
∇
i
f
( ◦
∇i
◦
∆−
◦
hi
◦
∆
)
, (4.3)
where indices i, j, . . . are with respect to the orthonormal basis ei
∣∣
r=0
on
◦
S, and
◦
∇ denotes the
Levi-Civita connection on
◦
S.
As we shall see later, in order to construct an elliptic PDE for δγ we need to fix the trace
modulus δγk
k. We shall show that this can be achieved via a gauge fixing. To see this note that
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under the transformation (4.3)
δγk
k → δγkk +Df (4.4)
where D, and its adjoint D†, are given by
D ≡
◦
∇
2
−
◦
h
i ◦
∇i , D† =
◦
∇
2
+
◦
h
i ◦
∇i +
◦
∇
i ◦
hi . (4.5)
We decompose δγk
k as a sum of two terms, φ ∈ ImD, and φ⊥ ∈ (ImD)⊥ as
δγk
k = φ+ φ⊥ . (4.6)
By definition, φ can be written in terms of an arbitrary smooth function τ , i.e.
φ = D(τ) , (4.7)
and since φ is orthogonal to φ⊥, we have
0 = (φ⊥, φ) = (D†φ⊥, τ) . (4.8)
As τ is arbitrary (because f is arbitrary), this implies
D†φ⊥ = 0 . (4.9)
Now we fix the gauge: on setting f = −τ in (4.4), we have
δγk
k = φ⊥ (4.10)
and hence ( ◦
∇
2
+
◦
h
i ◦
∇i +
◦
∇
i ◦
hi
)
δγk
k = 0 . (4.11)
This is an elliptic PDE which depends on the near-horizon data only. This equation can be
solved for δγk
k, and admits a finite number of solutions. This fixes the trace modulus. This
condition is independent of the matter content of the theory which we couple to gravity, and
is common to heterotic and D = 11 supergravity theories. We shall make use of this result in
the analysis of the metric moduli in the following sections, in particular the linearized Einstein
equations include a Hessian term in δγk
k. Without the gauge fixing condition, this term would
destroy the ellipticity of the associated equation. However, as the trace modulus is fixed by
(4.11), the linearized Einstein equation acting on the traceless part of δγ will be elliptic.
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4.2. Heterotic Supergravity
In this section we consider the bulk extension of a given near-horizon geometry in heterotic
supergravity without α′ corrections. The dynamic of the non abelian 2-form F decouples from
the rest of the heterotic fields, and therefore without loss of generality we shall set F = 0.
We assume that the Killing vector V = ∂u is a symmetry of the full solution,
L∂uΦ = L∂uH = 0 . (4.12)
In Gaussian null coordinates the heterotic fields decompose as
Φ = Φ(r, y) , (4.13)
and
H = du ∧ dr ∧N + rdu ∧ Y + dr ∧ Z +W , (4.14)
where N,Y and W are u-independent 1- 2- 3-forms on S respectively, which survive if one would
take the near-horizon limit. Here there is a novel term: Z is a u-independent 2-form on S which
disappears if one would take the near-horizon limit. We assume that all fields are analytic in r.
The Bianchi identity dH = 0 decomposes as
d˜Y = 0 , d˜W = 0 , d˜N − Y − rY˙ = 0 , d˜Z − W˙ = 0 , (4.15)
where we denote by d˜ the exterior derivative restricted to hypersurfaces r = const, and by ξ˙ the
Lie derivative of ξ along the vector field ∂∂r , i.e.
ξ˙ ≡ L ∂
∂r
ξ . (4.16)
We Taylor expand the heterotic fields Φ, N, Y,W as follows
Φ =
◦
Φ + rδΦ +O(r2) ,
N =
◦
N + rδN +O(r2) ,
Y =
◦
Y + rδY +O(r2) ,
W =
◦
W + rδW +O(r2) . (4.17)
The zeroth order terms {
◦
Φ,
◦
N,
◦
Y ,
◦
W} are fixed by the given heterotic near-horizon geometry.
The Z field is peculiar because it enters in H as dr ∧ Z, which scales linearly with r, therefore
it must be expanded as
Z = δZ +O(r) . (4.18)
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This is consistent the ε-expansion instead of the r-expansion, which requires that under the one
parameter family of diffeomorphism
(u, r, yI) −→ (ε−1u, εr, yI) , ε ∈ R>0 , (4.19)
all moduli scales linearly in ε. Moreover this is also consistent with the −− component of the
Einstein equation, which implies the expansion (4.18). This can be interpreted as a consequence
of the fact that the Z term disappears in the near-horizon limit, and therefore
◦
Z = 0. The flux
moduli are δN, δY, δZ, δW and the dilaton modulus is δΦ.
The moduli of a given heterotic near-horizon geometry are {δ∆, δh, δγ, δN, δY, δZ, δW, δΦ}.
In what follows we shall show that not all moduli are independent, but some of them can be
fixed in terms of the others by using the linearised Bianchi identities and field equations, which
are listed in appendix C.2..
The Bianchi identity (4.15) implies that
δY =
1
2
d˜δN , δW = d˜δZ , (4.20)
which we use to fix δY and δW in terms of δN and δZ.
The −i component of the gauge field equation for H given in (C.6) allows us to fix δN as
δNi =
◦
∇
j
δZji + δΦ
◦
N i + δγik
◦
N
k
− 1
2
δγk
k
◦
N i +
◦
h
j
δZij + δZij
◦
∇
j ◦
Φ . (4.21)
Moreover, considering the −i and +− components of the Einstein equations (C.13) and (C.11),
we fix δh and δ∆ respectively as follows
δhi = −1
2
∇˜jδγji + 1
2
◦
∇iδγkk − 1
4
◦
hiδγk
k +
1
2
δγij
◦
h
j
+
1
2
e−
◦
Φ
◦
N
j
δZij +
1
4
e−
◦
ΦδZjk
◦
W i
jk +
1
2
δΦ
◦
∇i
◦
Φ , (4.22)
and
δ∆ = −1
6
δγij
◦
∇
i ◦
h
j
+
1
3
◦
∇
i
δhi − 1
6
◦
h
j ◦
∇
i
δγij +
1
12
◦
hi
◦
∇
i
δγk
k
+
1
3
δγij
◦
h
i ◦
h
j
−
◦
h
i
δhi − 1
6
◦
∆δγk
k − 1
12
δγk
k
◦
hi
◦
h
i
+
1
4
δNi
◦
N
i
e−
◦
Φ
− 1
8
δγij
◦
N
i ◦
N
j
e−
◦
Φ − 1
8
δΦe−
◦
Φ(
◦
N i
◦
N
i
− 1
18
◦
W ijk
◦
W
ijk
) +
1
72
δWijk
◦
W
ijk
e−
◦
Φ
+
1
24
e−
◦
Φ(
◦
h ∧
◦
N)ijδZij − 1
24
e−
◦
Φ
◦
Y
ij
δZij − 1
48
δγije
−
◦
Φ
◦
W
i
`1`2
◦
W
j`1`2
− 1
72
e−
◦
Φ(
◦
h ∧ δZ)ijk
◦
W
ijk
. (4.23)
This allows us to reduce the full set of moduli down to {δZ, δγ, δΦ}, which we treat as inde-
pendent.
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In what follows we shall show that the independent moduli δZ, δγ and δΦ must satisfy elliptic
PDEs. We start with the δZ moduli. By taking the divergence of the Bianchi identity (4.20),
we obtain
◦
∇
` ◦
∇`δZij + 2
◦
∇[i
◦
∇
`
δZj]` − 2
◦
R`[iδZ
`
j] −
◦
∇
`
δW`ij = 0 , (4.24)
where
◦
R denotes the Ricci tensor of
◦
S. This is not exactly an elliptic PDE for δZ, except for
the Hessian term
◦
∇[i
◦
∇
`
δZj]`. However by using the ij component of the gauge field equation
(C.18), we can rewrite
◦
∇
`
δW`ij as
◦
∇
`
δW`ij = 2
◦
∇[i
◦
∇
`
δZj]` + Fij , (4.25)
where
Fij ≡ −2
◦
∇[i(
◦
N j]δΦ)− 2
◦
∇[i(δγj]k
◦
N
k
) +
◦
∇[i(
◦
N j]δγk
k)
− 2
◦
∇[i(δZj]k
◦
h
k
)− 2
◦
∇[i(δZj]k
◦
∇
k ◦
Φ) + 2(δh ∧
◦
N)ij + 2(
◦
h ∧ δN)ij
+ δhk
◦
W
k
ij +
◦
h
k
δWkij − δγk`
◦
h
k ◦
W
`
ij − δγk`
◦
∇
k ◦
Φ
◦
W
`
ij +
◦
W kij
◦
∇
k
δΦ
+ δWkij
◦
∇
k ◦
Φ + δγk`
◦
∇
k ◦
W
`
ij +
◦
W
`
ij
◦
∇
k
δγk` − 1
2
◦
W `ij
◦
∇
`
δγk
k
+
◦
∇kδγ`[i
◦
W j]
k` +
◦
W
k`
[j
◦
∇i]δγk` −
◦
∇`δγk[i
◦
W j]
k` + δΦ
◦
Y ij − δΦ(
◦
h ∧
◦
N)ij
− 2
◦
∆δZij + 2δγk[i(
◦
Y −
◦
h ∧
◦
N)j]
k − 1
2
δγk
k(
◦
Y −
◦
h ∧
◦
N)ij − 2
◦
h
k
(
◦
h ∧ δZ)ijk
+ δhk
◦
W
k
ij −
◦
∇
k ◦
Φ(
◦
h ∧ δZ)kij − δΦ
◦
h
k ◦
W kij +
◦
∇
k
(
◦
h ∧ δZ)kij −
◦
h
k
δWkij
− δγ`k
◦
h
k ◦
W
`
ij +
1
2
δγk
k
◦
h
` ◦
W `ij − 2δγ`[i
◦
W j]k`
◦
h
k
. (4.26)
Then we substitute this expression into (4.24); the
◦
∇[i
◦
∇
`
δZj]` terms cancel out. Furthermore,
the terms linear in δW , δN , and δh are rewritten using the Bianchi identity (4.20) and (4.21),
(4.22), producing terms linear in δZ, δγ, δΦ,
◦
∇δZ,
◦
∇δγ,
◦
∇δΦ. The resulting expression produces
an elliptic PDE for δZ, with principal symbol generated by
◦
∇
2
.
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Next we consider the δΦ modulus. The linearised dilaton field equation (C.19) provides
◦
∇
2
δΦ− δγij
◦
∇
i ◦
∇
j ◦
Φ−
◦
∇
i
δγij
◦
∇
j ◦
Φ− 1
2
◦
∇
i
δγk
k
◦
∇i
◦
Φ + δγij
◦
h
i ◦
∇
j ◦
Φ
−δhi
◦
∇
i ◦
Φ−
◦
hi
◦
∇
i
δΦ +
1
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δΦe−
◦
Φ
◦
N i
◦
N
i
− e−
◦
ΦδNi
◦
N
i
+
1
2
e−
◦
Φδγij
◦
N
i ◦
N
j
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12
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◦
Φ
◦
W ijk
◦
W
ijk
+
1
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e−
◦
ΦδWijk
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W
ijk
− 1
4
e−
◦
Φδγij
◦
W
i
`1`2
◦
W
j`1`2
+2
◦
∆δΦ− 2
◦
h
i ◦
∇iδΦ− δΦ
◦
∇i
◦
h
i
+ 2
◦
hi
◦
h
i
δΦ + δγij
◦
h
i ◦
∇
j ◦
Φ− δhi
◦
∇
i ◦
Φ
−1
2
δγk
k
◦
hi
◦
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i ◦
Φ +
1
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e−
◦
Φ
◦
Y
ij
δZij − 1
2
e−
◦
Φ(
◦
h ∧
◦
N)ijδZij
−1
6
e−
◦
Φ
◦
W
ijk
(
◦
h ∧ δZ)ijk = 0 . (4.27)
After rewriting the terms linear in δW , δN , and δh by using (4.20), (4.21) and (4.22), which
produces terms linear in δZ, δγ, δΦ,
◦
∇δZ,
◦
∇δγ,
◦
∇δΦ, we obtain an elliptic PDE for δΦ, with
principal symbol generated by
◦
∇
2
.
Finally, we consider the metric moduli δγ. The linearised ij component of the Einstein
equation produces the following equation
◦
∇
2
δγij −
◦
∇i
◦
∇jδγkk + (
◦
∇j
◦
∇k −
◦
∇k
◦
∇j)δγki + (
◦
∇i
◦
∇k −
◦
∇k
◦
∇i)δγkj = Hij , (4.28)
where
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which is a linear expression in δZ, δΦ, δγ,
◦
∇δZ,
◦
∇δΦ,
◦
∇δγ. Furthermore, in (4.28), terms of the
form (
◦
∇`
◦
∇j −
◦
∇j
◦
∇`)δg`i can be rewritten as terms linear in δγ and the Riemann tensor
◦
R,
hence can be incorporated into the algebraic term on the RHS. The trace term δγk
k is fixed by
the elliptic condition (4.11), so (4.28) is an elliptic set of PDEs for the traceless part of δγ, with
principal symbol generated by
◦
∇
2
.
Taken together the conditions (4.24), (4.27), (4.28) and (4.11) constitute elliptic PDEs on
the moduli δZ, δΦ, δγ. The remaining moduli {δ∆, δh, δN, δY, δW} are fixed in terms of
{δZ, δΦ, δγ} by (4.20), (4.21), (4.22) and (4.23). From standard Fredholm theory, it follows
that the moduli space is finite dimensional.
4.3. D = 11 Supergravity
In this section we shall investigate the bulk extension of a given near-horizon geometry in D = 11
supergravity, and the procedure that we will follow is similar to the heterotic case. The bosonic
field content of D = 11 supergravity is the D = 11 metric g, and a 4-form F , F = dC. The
field equations and their decomposition in Gaussian null coordinates is given in appendix C.3..
Since our analysis is purely bosonic, the coefficient q of the Chern-Simons topological term is
kept arbitrary.
We shall assume that the Killing vector ∂∂u is a symmetry of the full solution, i.e.
L ∂
∂u
F = 0 , (4.30)
We decompose F in Gaussian null co-ordinates as
F = du ∧ dr ∧Ψ + rdu ∧W + dr ∧ Z +X (4.31)
where Ψ is a u-independent 2-form, W,Z are u-independent 3-forms, and X is a u-independent
4-form on S, which are all assumed to be analytic in r.
The Bianchi identity dF = 0 decomposes as
d˜Ψ−W − rW˙ = 0, d˜W = 0, d˜Z − X˙ = 0, d˜X = 0 . (4.32)
We Taylor expand in r the F components as
Ψ =
◦
Ψ + rδΨ +O(r2)
W =
◦
W + rδW +O(r2)
X =
◦
X + rδX +O(r2) . (4.33)
As well as in the heterotic case, the Z term appears in F as dr ∧ Z, which scales linearly with
r. Therefore we shall expand Z as
Z = δZ +O(r) , (4.34)
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which is consistent with both the ε-expansion explained in (4.19), and with the −− component
of the Einstein equation.
The moduli of D = 11 supergravity are therefore {δ∆, δh, δγ, δΨ, δW, δX, δZ}, and we shall
show that not all of them are independent by using the linearised Bianchi identities and field
equations, which are listed in C.3..
The Bianchi identity provides the following conditions:
δW =
1
2
d˜δΨ , δX = d˜δZ , (4.35)
which we use to fix δW and δX in terms of δΨ and δZ. By using the −k1k2 component of the
gauge field equations (C.21), we further fix δΨ as
δΨk1k2 =
◦
∇
`
δZ`k1k2 −
◦
h
`
Z`k1k2 + δγk1
`
◦
Ψ`k2 − δγk2`
◦
Ψ`k1
− 1
2
δγ`
`Ψk1k2 −
q
72
k1k2
`1`2`3`4`5`6`7δZ`1`2`3
◦
X`4`5`6`7 . (4.36)
Also, by using the −i and +− components of the Einstein equations (C.29) and (C.27), we fix
δh and δ∆ respectively as follows
δhi =
1
2
◦
∇iδγkk − 1
2
◦
∇
j
δγji +
1
2
δγij
◦
h
j
− 1
4
◦
hiδγk
k
+
1
4
◦
Ψ`1`2δZi
`1`2 +
1
12
δZ`1`2`3
◦
Xi
`1`2`3 , (4.37)
and
δ∆ =
1
3
◦
∇iδhi + 1
12
◦
h
i ◦
∇iδγkk −
◦
h
i
δhi − 1
6
◦
∆δγk
k − 1
12
◦
hi
◦
h
i
δγk
k +
1
3
δγij
◦
h
i ◦
h
j
− 1
6
δγij
◦
∇
i ◦
h
j
− 1
6
◦
h
j ◦
∇
i
δγij +
1
9
δΨ`1`2
◦
Ψ
`1`2
− 1
9
◦
Ψ
`1
m
◦
Ψ
`2m
δγ`1`2
− 1
108
(
◦
W −
◦
h ∧
◦
Ψ)`1`2`3δZ
`1`2`3 +
1
216
δX`1`2`3`4
◦
X
`1`2`3`4
− 1
108
◦
X
m
`1`2`3
◦
X
n`1`2`3
δγmn − 1
216
(
◦
h ∧ δZ)`1`2`3`4
◦
X
`1`2`3`4
. (4.38)
We remark that the expressions for δΨ, δX and δh are linear in δZ, δγ,
◦
∇δZ,
◦
∇δγ, whereas
the expressions for δW and δ∆ involve some second order derivatives acting on δγ, δZ. The
remaining (unfixed) moduli are δγ and δZ.
We shall now show that the independent moduli δZ and δγ must satisfy elliptic PDEs. We
consider first the δZ moduli. By taking the divergence of the Bianchi identity (4.35), we obtain
◦
∇
i ◦
∇iδZk1k2k3 − 3
◦
∇[k1
◦
∇
`
δZk2k3]` − 3
◦
R`[k1δZ
`
k2k3] −
◦
∇
`
δX`k1k2k3 = 0 , (4.39)
and by using the k1k2k3 component of the gauge field equation (C.25), we express the divergence
of δX as follows
◦
∇
`
δX`k1k2k3 = −3
◦
∇[k1
◦
∇
`
δZk2k3]` + Bij (4.40)
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where
Bij ≡ 3
◦
∇[k1(
◦
h
`
δZk2k3]`) + 6
◦
∇[k1(δγk2`
◦
Ψk3]`)
+
3
2
◦
∇[k1(
◦
Ψk2k3]δγ`
`) +
q
72
[k1k2
`1`2`3`4`5`6`7
◦
∇k3](δZ`1`2`3
◦
X`4`5`6`7)
+
3
2
(
◦
∇mδγ`[k1 +
◦
∇[k1δγ|m|` −
◦
∇
`
δγm[k1)
◦
X
m
k2k3]` + δγij
◦
∇
i ◦
X
j
k1k2k3
+
◦
∇
m
δγm`
◦
X
`
k1k2k3 −
1
2
◦
∇
`
δγm
m
◦
X`k1k2k3 +
◦
∇
`
(
◦
h ∧ δZ)`k1k2k3
− 2
◦
∆δZk1k2k3 − δγij
◦
h
i ◦
X
j
k1k2k3 + 2δh
`
◦
X`k1k2k3 +
◦
h
`
δX`k1k2k3
+ 2(δh ∧
◦
Ψ)k1k2k3 + 2(
◦
h ∧ δΨ)k1k2k3 + 3δγ`[k1(
◦
W −
◦
h ∧
◦
Ψ)k2k3]`
+
◦
h
`
δX`k1k2k3 − 2
◦
h
`
(
◦
h ∧ δZ)`k1k2k3 −
1
2
δγ`
`(
◦
W −
◦
h ∧
◦
Ψ)k1k2k3
+
1
2
(−2
◦
h
`
δγ`
q +
◦
h
q
δγ`
`)
◦
Xqk1k2k3 + 3
◦
h
q
δγ[k1
`
◦
Xk2k3]`q
− q
24
k1k2k3
`1`2`3`4`5`6(δΨ`1`2
◦
X`3`4`5`6 +
◦
Ψ`1`2δX`3`4`5`6
−
◦
Ψ`1`2(
◦
h ∧ δZ)`3`4`5`6) +
q
12
δγ`1mk1k2k3
`1`2`3`4`5`6
◦
Ψ
m
`2
◦
X`3`4`5`6
+
q
6
δγ`3mk1k2k3
`1`2`3`4`5`6
◦
Ψ`1`2
◦
X
m
`4`5`6
+
q
18
k1k2k3
`1`2`3`4`5`6(
◦
W −
◦
h ∧
◦
Ψ)`1`2`3δZ`4`5`6 . (4.41)
On substituting this expression back into (4.39), the
◦
∇[k1
◦
∇
`
δZk2k3]` terms cancel out. Further-
more, there are a number of terms which are linear in δX, δh, δΨ which are eliminated on using
the Bianchi identity (4.35), together with (4.37) and (4.36), producing terms which are linear
in δZ, δγ,
◦
∇δZ,
◦
∇δγ. The resulting PDEs are an elliptic system for δZ, with principal symbol
generated by
◦
∇
2
.
Next, we consider the metric moduli δγ. The linearized ij component of the Einstein equa-
tions is
◦
∇
2
δγij −
◦
∇i
◦
∇jδγkk − (
◦
∇`
◦
∇j −
◦
∇j
◦
∇`)δγ`i − (
◦
∇`
◦
∇i −
◦
∇i
◦
∇`)δγ`j = Cij ,
(4.42)
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where
Cij ≡
◦
∇(i(δZj)`1`2
◦
Ψ`1`2) +
1
3
◦
∇(i(
◦
Xj)
`1`2`3δZ`1`2`3)
− 8
◦
h(iδhj) + 2(−
◦
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2
◦
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◦
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◦
hk
◦
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k
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◦
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◦
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◦
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◦
∇
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hj) − 2
◦
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k ◦
∇(iδγj)k
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h
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∇
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◦
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◦
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m
◦
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3
(
◦
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◦
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◦
γijδΨ`1`2
◦
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`1`2
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1
3
◦
γij
◦
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`
◦
Ψ
mq
δγ`q +
1
72
δγij
◦
X`1`2`3`4
◦
X
`1`2`3`4
+
1
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◦
γijδX`1`2`3`4
◦
X
`1`2`3`4
− 1
18
◦
γij
◦
X
m
`1`2`3
◦
X
n`1`2`3
δγmn +
1
9
◦
γij(
◦
W −
◦
h ∧
◦
Ψ)`1`2`3δZ
`1`2`3
− 1
36
◦
γij(
◦
h ∧ δZ)`1`2`3`4
◦
X
`1`2`3`4
− 1
6
δγij
◦
Ψmn
◦
Ψ
mn
, (4.43)
which is linear in δZ, δγ,
◦
∇δZ,
◦
∇δγ. Furthermore, in (4.42), terms of the form (
◦
∇`
◦
∇j−
◦
∇j
◦
∇`)δγ`i
can be rewritten as terms linear in δγ and the Riemann tensor
◦
R, hence can be incorporated
into the algebraic term on the RHS. The trace term δγk
k is again fixed by the elliptic condition
(4.11), so (4.42) is an elliptic set of PDEs for the traceless part of δγ, with principal symbol
generated by
◦
∇
2
.
Taken together, the conditions (4.39) and (4.42) and (4.11) constitute elliptic PDEs on the
moduli {δZ, δγ}, with the remaining moduli {δW, δΨ, δX, δh, δ∆} fixed in terms of {δZ, δγ} by
(4.35), (4.36), (4.37) and (4.38). The moduli space is therefore finite dimensional.
4.4. Stability conditions for the extended solution
A priori, there is no guarantee that a given near-horizon geometry belongs to a genuine black
hole. For example, there are known near-horizon geometries with toroidal topology. However
a generalization to higher dimensions of the Hawking’s horizon topology theorem [133], found
by Galloway and Schoen [134], shows that for asymptotically flat solutions the spatial topology
of the horizon must be such that it admits a metric with positive Ricci scalar (or equivalently,
positive Yamabe invariant). However general criteria which allows to systematically exclude
near-horizon geometries, like necessary and sufficient conditions for a horizon to belong to a
black hole, are still missing.
There are various necessary conditions that one can choose to impose on a near-horizon
geometry in order to belong to a black hole, for a review see [135]. One of these is that the
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spatial cross section S be a marginally trapped surface. Intuitively, a marginally trapped surface
is a surface such that every geodesic which intersects it cannot escape, but evolves inside the
surface. A marginally trapped surface describes well the idea of a black hole. Requiring that S
be a marginally trapped surface translates into geometric conditions for the metric deformations
δγij , and they have been discussed in [127].
Figure 4.1: The grey region is an example of marginally trapped surface.
Moreover, in [127] it has been considered radial deformations of the extreme Kerr near-
horizon geometry, such that S is a marginally trapped surface, and explicit solutions for the
PDE which involves the metric modulus have been found. In order to render the problem
tractable, the authors assumed that the isometries of the extreme Kerr near-horizon geometry
are also isometries of the deformed solution. They found that the solution for the metric modulus
is unique, and reproduces the first order data of the extreme Kerr black hole solution. Although
this sounds like a uniqueness theorem, one has to remember that the logic here is different from
the idea behind the black hole uniqueness theorem of Hawking et al.. In the latter case, one
has a control on the asymptotic data of the black hole, such as the geometry of the spacetime,
mass, charge and angular momenta of the black hole. But in the case considered here, the idea
is to begin with a horizon and try to get away from it, and for this reason the asymptotic data
is unknown. Nevertheless, we comment that it would be interesting to determine which extra
conditions the moduli must satisfy, instead of assuming that the isometries of the near-horizon
solution are inherited by the deformed one.
One may notice that if we choose a near-horizon geometry which belongs to a multi-black
hole, then the first order deformations might not carry the information about the various black
hole centres. From this perspective, a multi-black hole would be indistinguishable from a single-
black hole1. However we remark that in higher dimensions than four, multi-black holes do not
1This was questioned by G. W. Gibbons in a seminar which I gave at DAMTP, Cambridge.
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have a smooth horizon. For instance, in five dimensions the horizon metric components contain
fractional powers of r, e.g. r5/2, which renders the metric coefficients C 2, but not smooth [130].
Since our approach contemplates only horizons which are analytic in r, multi-black hole horizons
are excluded, and this issue does not appear.
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5
Introduction
5.1. Gauge/Gravity duality in integrable backgrounds
The first formulation of the gauge/gravity duality appears in the context of AdS5 × S5 back-
ground in Type IIB Superstring [76]. The duality was first tested for BPS operators, which
are protected from quantum corrections [143], however in the later years, the duality was also
tested for non-BPS operators. The key ingredient of the success is the fact that the string on
AdS5 × S5 background defines a classically integrable sigma-model [85,87].
We are interested in understanding how general is the gauge/gravity duality outside the
context of AdS5 × S5. However at the same time we also desire to retain a certain control in
such exploration. Therefore we are interested in studying the duality on backgrounds which still
give rise to classically integrable string sigma-model.
In this context, the scattering matrix must satisfy a set of fundamental equations which
completely determine its entries, and integrability imposes one of them, the so-called Yang-
Baxter equation. The set of fundamental equations is explained in detail in section 5.4..
Once the explicit solution for the scattering matrix is obtained, the next step consists in
formulating a Bethe ansatz. There exists a consolidated technique which uses the scattering
matrix to find the eigenvalues and eigenstates of the Hamiltonian governing the dynamics, and
therefore it solves the spectrum. This technique relies on the concept of the monodromy matrix
associated with the scattering matrix, and on the construction of a pseudo-vacuum state, which
allows to construct eigenstates by acting on it via ladder-type operators. A brief overview of
this technique is given in section 5.5..
The program which we shall describe is schematically the following:
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Figure 5.1: Gauge/Gravity duality outside AdS5/CFT4.
5.2. Supercoset spaces
The sigma-model associated with the AdS5×S5 background, including also the fermionic degrees
of freedom, can be described as a sigma-model associated with the following supercoset:
AdS5 × S5 = SO(4, 2)× SO(6)
SO(4, 1)× SO(5) ⊂
PSU(2, 2|4)
SO(4, 1)× SO(5) . (5.1)
The embedding of AdS5 × S5 into the supercoset (5.1) is such that the bosonic and fermionic
degrees of freedom are balanced, according to preservation of supersymmetry.
Motivated by exploring the gauge/gravity duality in other backgrounds different from AdS5×
S5, it would be convenient to have a classification of all supercoset spaces from where one can
potentially choose a background. In mathematics, there exists a classification of simple Lie
algebras and symmetric spaces, which was done by W. Killing and E. Cartan. Similarly, a
classification of simple Lie superalgebras has been done by V. G. Kac [144], and later V. V.
Serganova also classified symmetric superspaces [145]. However, not all symmetric superspaces
from Serganova’s classification provide a (classically) integrable sigma-model. The key ingredient
which guarantees integrability of the sigma-model is that the supercoset admits a Z4 outer
automorphism; in such a case a classically integrable action can be constructed (the reason is
summarized in section 5.3.).
Supercosets which admit a Z4 symmetry compatible with the commutation relations are
called semi-symmetric superspaces, and have been classified [146]. It is important to note that
there are additional conditions that need to be required in order for a semi-symmetric superspace
to define a consistent string background. The two extra conditions to impose are [146]:
1. the beta function vanishes, and
2. the total central charge is zero,
or equivalently, the Killing form is identically zero. The full classification of integrable string
backgrounds is still not available, although some progress has been made, see e.g. [146–149].
Some integrable string backgrounds of recent interest are listed in table 5.1.
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Integrable string σ-model Supercoset rep. Dual CFT
AdS5 × S5 in type IIB PSU(2,2|4)SO(4,1)×SO(5) N = 4 super Yang-Mills
AdS4 × CP 3 in type IIA [150,151] OSp(6|4)SO(3,1)×U(3) ABJM [152]
AdS3 × S3 × S3 × S1 in type IIB D(2,1;α)×D(2,1;α)SO(1,2)×SO(3)×SO(3) conjectured CFT2 [153–155]
AdS3 × S3 × T 4 in type IIB PSU(1,1|2)×PSU(1,1|2)SO(1,2)×SO(3) SymN (T 4) [156,157]
AdS2 × S2 × T 6 in type IIB PSU(1,1|2)U(1)×U(1) unknown chiral CFT2
or Quantum Mechanics
Table 5.1: Some integrable string backgrounds and their dual CFTs.
5.3. Classical integrability
In this section we shall review the concept of classical integrability in the context of a 1 + 1
dimensional field theory, i.e. in one spatial dimension x and time t. Lecture notes on this topic
can be found in e.g. [158,159].
The standard notion of integrability is based on the Liouville theorem, which relies on the
existence of conserved quantities in involution. This works well for systems with a finite number
of degrees of freedom, however it becomes inadequate when the number of degrees of freedom
is infinite, which is the case for field theories. The more appropriate way to express the concept
of integrability in field theories is based on the notion of Lax pair 1.
Suppose that the 2-dimensional field theory dynamic is governed by a Lagrangian, whose
associated Euler-Lagrange equations are known. Then we have:
1A Lax pair definition of integrability also exists in the context of systems with finite number of degrees of
freedom. In this case, definition (5.4) becomes
dU
dt
= [V,U ] . (5.2)
A system of n degrees of freedom is integrable a` la Liouville if it admits n independent integrals of motion in
involution, from which one can locally construct action-angle variables (Ij , θj), with j = 1, ..., n, such that the
equations of motion become
dIj
dt
= 0 ,
dθj
dt
=
∂H
∂Ij
, (5.3)
where H is the Hamiltonian. In a Liouville-integrable system, one can canonically construct a Lax pair in terms
of the action-angle variables, see e.g. [160].
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Definition 5.1 (Classical Integrability). A 2-dimensional field theory is called classically
integrable if the Euler-Lagrange equations can be written as
∂U
∂t
− ∂V
∂x
+ [U, V ] = 0 , (5.4)
where U, V are n× n matrices, which can depend on the so-called spectral parameter λ.
The two matrices {U, V } form the so-called Lax pair, and they are responsible for the integ-
rable structure as follows.
Let us introduce the so-called monodromy matrix M :
M ≡P exp
(∫ xB
xA
U(x, t;λ)dx
)
, (5.5)
where P exp is the path-ordered exponential, xA, xB are some spatial points of the real line,
such that xA < xB. One can show the following property:
∂tM = V (xB, t;λ)M −MV (xA, t;λ) . (5.6)
We assume that the spatial domain is compact and ranges in the interval [0, 2pi] with periodic
boundary conditions on the fields. Then by taking xA = 0, xB = 2pi we have
∂tM = [V (0, t;λ),M ] . (5.7)
This implies that the transfer matrix T , which is the trace of the monodromy matrix, i.e.
T ≡ trM , (5.8)
is conserved for all values of λ. This allows us to construct infinitely many conserved quantities
simply by Taylor expanding in λ the transfer matrix2 , i.e.
T (λ) =
∑
λnQn , ∂tQn = 0 , (5.10)
where we assumed analyticity of T in λ = 0.
The Euler-Lagrange equations for an integrable 2-dimensional field theory, written in the
language of Lax pair, admit at least two mathematical interpretations.
2There is also an alternative method to construct infinitely many charges from the monodromy matrix. One
can show that
H(n) = trMn , ∀n ∈ N , (5.9)
are conserved quantities, which are also called conserved hamiltonians. It turns out that every element in the
set {Qn} can be written as a linear combination of elements in the set {H(n)}, and therefore the two definitions
are equivalent. We should also remark that for a generic theory the conserved quantities {Qn}, or equivalently
{H(n)}, are not necessary linearly independent.
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1. Consistency of an auxiliary system of PDEs: Consider the following linear system of PDEs
of first order:
∂Ψ
∂x
= U(x, t;λ)Ψ ,
∂Ψ
∂t
= V (x, t;λ)Ψ , (5.11)
where Ψ is a rank n vector.
A consistency condition in order for (5.11) to admit a well-defined solution is obtained by
differentiating the first equation with respect to t and the second with respect to x, and
by imposing that the second order derivatives of Ψ must coincide. This implies (5.4).
2. Flat Lax connection: One can associate to the Lax pair the following 1-form:
L = Udx+ V dt , (5.12)
which is called Lax connection. Then the zero curvature condition for L , which is
dL −L ∧L = 0 , (5.13)
implies the Euler-Lagrange equations (5.4).
5.3.1. Example of classically integrable systems
A general method to finding a solution of (5.13) in terms of U and V is given by the dressing
method, which consists in solving a Riemann-Hilbert problem. It is not our purpose to discuss
here this method, but instead we report the Lax pairs of some known integrable models: the
KdV and Sine-Gordon models.
• KdV (Korteweg-de-Vries) equation
In 1 + 1 dimensions, with coordinates (t, x), the KdV equation for the field u(t, x) is
ut + 6uux + uxxx = 0 , (5.14)
where ut ≡ ∂u/∂t, and the same for ux. The Lax pairs is given by
U =
(
0 1
λ+ u 0
)
, V =
(
ux 4λ− 2u
4λ2 + 2λu+ uxx − 2u2 −ux
)
. (5.15)
and the curvature of the associated Lax connection is
∂tU − ∂xV + [U, V ] =
(
0 0
ut + 6uux − uxxx 0
)
. (5.16)
Thus the zero curvature condition for the Lax connection is equivalent to the KdV equation.
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• Sine-Gordon equation
Consider the Sine-Gordon equation for the field φ(t, x) in 2-dimensional Minkowski space
φtt − φxx + 8m
2
β
sin(2βφ) = 0 , (5.17)
where m and β are constant parameters, and the field φ is periodic, i.e. φ(t, x) ∼ φ(t, x) +
2pi/β. The Lax pair is
U = i
(
β
2φt mλe
iβφ − mλ e−iβφ
mλe−iβφ − mλ eiβφ −β2φt
)
,
V = i
(
β
2φx −mλeiβφ − mλ e−iβφ
−mλe−iβφ − mλ eiβφ −β2φx
)
, (5.18)
which satisfies the following condition
∂tU − ∂xV + [U, V ] = i
(
β
2φtt − β2φxx + 4m2 sin(2βφ) 0
0 −β2φtt + β2φxx − 4m2 sin(2βφ)
)
.
Therefore the Lax connection is flat if and only if the Sine-Gordon equation holds.
5.3.2. Classically integrable supercoset sigma-models
In this section we shall sketch the proof of the following:
Theorem 5.1. A supercoset sigma-model which admits a Z4 outer automorphism admits a
classically integrable action.
To construct the action of the G/H0 sigma-model we shall consider the generic field g(x),
which takes values in G, modulo the identification
g(x) ∼ g(x)h(x) , (5.19)
where h(x) is an element of H0, and x are the world-sheet coordinates. We introduce the
left-invariant current J ,
Jµ = g
−1∂µg , (5.20)
which is the Maurer-Cartan 1-form, and takes values in g, i.e. the Lie algebra of G. The action
of G on the left is a global symmetry, i.e. g(x)h(x)→ g′g(x)h(x) is a symmetry.
The action for a supercoset sigma model is of Metsaev-Tseytlin type [161], see e.g. [146,162],
and includes the kinetic and the topological Wess-Zumino terms 3. Schematically:
S ∝
∫
d2x Str
(
J ∧ ?J + J ∧ J
)
. (5.21)
3In some cases, which depends by the geometry of the supercoset, it is possible to introduce terms which
include the B field (θ-terms) or the field strength of B (WZW terms). For instance, if H0 contains a U(1) factor,
then a θ-term is allowed.
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The Z4 outer automorphism:
Ω : g→ g , Ω4 = id (5.22)
induces a decomposition of g as follows
g = h0 ⊕ h1 ⊕ h2 ⊕ h3 , (5.23)
where h0 is the Lie algebra associated with H0, the bosonic subalgebra of g is h0 ⊕ h2, and the
fermionic is h1 ⊕ h3. The subspaces hn are characterised under the Z4 automorphism by the
charges
Ω(hn) = i
nhn , (5.24)
and the graded commutation relations between elements of the subspaces are
[hn, hm} ⊂ h(n+m)mod4 . (5.25)
The Z4 decomposition (5.23) also induces a decomposition of the Maurer-Cartan 1-form J as
follows
J = J (0) + J (1) + J (2) + J (3) , (5.26)
where J (i) ∈ hi. The action (5.21) becomes
S ∝
∫
d2x Str
(
J (2) ∧ ?J (2) + J (1) ∧ J (3)
)
. (5.27)
By following a procedure analogous to the case of AdS5 × S5 in [87], one can show that the
equations of motion descending from varying the action (5.27) can be written in terms of a Lax
pair. The Lax connection is of the type
L = α0J
(0) + α1J
(1) + α2J
(2) + α3J
(3) , (5.28)
where the coefficients {αi} are fixed4 by imposing the zero curvature condition (5.13).
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In this section we shall explain how the S-matrix can be exactly determined in a 1+1 dimensional
integrable theory, which for our purpose is an integrable string supercoset sigma-model.
A subgroup of the isometries of the supercoset must be symmetries of the S-matrix, which
(partially) constrain its entries. Integrability implies that every n-body scattering can be fac-
torized into a series of 2-body scatterings. This is the physical meaning of the so-called Yang-
Baxter equation (YBE), which together with the background isometries completely determines
4One can show that the curvature of L is proportional to a sum of terms of the type cijJ
(i)∧J(j), where {cij}
depends on {αi}. By imposing cij = 0 independently for all (i, j), one obtains a system of equations, typically
with large degree of redundancy, which fixes {αi} (usually) in terms of a 1-parameter family.
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the entries of the S-matrix, up to an overall scalar factor, the so-called dressing factor. Cross-
ing symmetry, which is a consequence of the fact that anti-particles can be viewed as particles
travelling back in time, provides the last important equation which fixes the dressing factor.
In what follows, we shall first introduce the concept of single particle state, and how the
symmetry algebra acts on it. Then we will illustrate the aforementioned equations which every
S-matrix of an integrable theory must satisfy. Finally we will mention the proper mathematical
framework were these equations formalise, which is in the context of the Hopf algebras.
5.4.1. Single particle representation
The particles interested in the scattering are world-sheet excitations of the string propagating
in a given coset background. In AdS5 × S5, there exists a duality between world-sheet string
excitations and excitations of the spin-chain associated with the dual field theory, the so-called
magnons, see e.g. [77].
In order to define a magnon, one must introduce a vacuum state, from which all spin-chain
excitations can be generated by acting with ladder-type operators. In terms of world-sheet
excitations, defining a vacuum state implies that the full background isometry group is broken.
The remaining preserved symmetry subgroup is the little group associated with the vacuum
state.
We shall consider the supercoset G/H, with isometry supergroup G. Let K, with K ⊂ G,
be the little supergroup which leaves the vacuum state invariant, and let us denote by K the
associated Lie superalgebra.
The superalgebra K decomposes in terms of the Z2 grading as
K = K0 ⊕ K1 , (5.29)
where K0 and K1 are the bosonic and fermionic subalgebras respectively, such that
Km Kn ⊂ Km+n |mod 2 , m, n = 0, 1 . (5.30)
We denote by {a(0)i } and {a(1)α }, where i, α ∈ N , the set of generators of K0 and K1 respectively,
which satisfy
[a
(0)
i , a
(0)
j ] ⊂ K0 , [a(0)i , a(1)α ] ⊂ K1 , {a(1)α , a(1)β } ⊂ K0 , (5.31)
where [· , ·] (resp. {· , ·}) is the standard (anti)-commutator.
As we shall see in chapters 6 and 7, one can represent the generators {a(0)i , a(1)α } as operators
acting on states which are bosons or fermions. When a
(0)
i acts on a bosonic (fermionic) state
produces another bosonic (fermionic) state, while when a
(1)
α acts on a bosonic (fermionic) state
produces a fermionic (bosonic) state.
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5.4.2. Matrix representation
The type of superalgebras defined in terms of matrices are the most relevant for the physics in
AdS2 and AdS3 string sigma models. In what follows, we shall consider the action of the graded
linear maps on the complex superspace Cn|m.
• gl(2|2)
The elements of this group act linearly on C2|2, and can be represented as
M =
(
B F
Fˆ Bˆ
)
, (5.32)
where B, Bˆ ∈ gl(2) are 0-graded (bosonic), while F, Fˆ ∈ gl(2) are 1-graded (fermionic).
• sl(2|2)
The elements of this group are the elements of gl(2|2) given in (5.32) with the further
constraint
StrM ≡ trB − trBˆ = 0 , (5.33)
where Str denotes the supertrace.
• u(1, 1|2)
The elements of this group are elements (5.32) of gl(2|2) which satisfies the condition
M † = −η−1Mη , η = η−1 ≡ diag(1,−1, 1, 1) , (5.34)
which admits eight 0-graded and eight 1-graded solutions. Among the 0-graded solutions,
one finds the following two central elements
Id = diag(1, 1, 1, 1) , I˜d = diag(1, 1,−1,−1) . (5.35)
• su(1, 1|2)
The elements of this group are elements of u(1, 1|2) with the additional condition (5.33)
on the supertrace. Such condition does not admit I˜d as a solution, but it admits Id.
The superalgebra psu(1, 1|2), whose center is empty, is given by su(1, 1|2) \ {Id}.
• su(1|1)
The elements of this group are linear maps in C1|1 which can be represented as
M =
(
b f
fˆ bˆ
)
, (5.36)
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where b, bˆ ∈ C are 0-graded, and f, fˆ ∈ C are 1-graded. Furthermore (5.36) must satisfy
M † = −M , StrM = b− bˆ = 0 . (5.37)
The only central element of su(1|1) is the identity matrix, which when an appropriate
quotient is taken, produces the superalgebra psu(1|1).
5.4.3. Fundamental equations of the integrable scattering
We are interested in scatterings between string modes in a 1+1 integrable field theory. A generic
interacting integrable theory in 2-dimensions enjoys peculiar features, which heavily constrain
the scattering matrix:
1. The number of particles is conserved in any scattering process, i.e.
n −→ n , (5.38)
is the only type of allowed scattering.
2. Every single momentum is conserved, although permutations of the momenta are allowed:
|p1, p2, · · · , pn〉 −→ |ppi(1), ppi(2), · · · , ppi(n)〉 , pi : {1, · · · , n} → {1, · · · , n} . (5.39)
3. Every n-body scattering is reducible in terms of 2-body scatterings.
Therefore a generic scattering in an integrable 1 + 1 theory reduces to study only 2-body scat-
terings 2 → 2, which must behave like classical hard balls collisions. Quantum charges (e.g.
flavours) however can change in the process.
The two incident particles involved in the scattering are described by asymptotic states |u〉
and |v〉, where we assume that asymptotically there are no interactions. The states then evolve
in time, interact between each other and again some final asymptotic states are produced. The
scattering matrix is the object which tells us the linear relation between the initial and final
states. Since fermionic particles are involved in the scattering, it turns out to be more convenient
to talk about the R-matrix, instead of the S-matrix.
To define the R-matrix, first let us introduce the permutation operator Π, defined on a
two-particle state |u〉 ⊗ |v〉 as follows
Π|u〉 ⊗ |v〉 = (−1)|u||v||v〉 ⊗ |u〉 , (5.40)
where |u| is the parity of u, defined as
|u| =
0, if u = φ (boson)1, if u = ψ (fermion) (5.41)
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One can also define Π on a tensor product of superalgebra generators:
Π(a⊗ b) = (−1)|a||b|b⊗ a , (5.42)
where |a| is the parity of a ∈ K, defined as
|a| =
0, if a ∈ K01, if a ∈ K1 (5.43)
The relation between the R- and S-matrix on two-particle states is the following:
S|u〉 ⊗ |v〉 = Π ◦R ◦Π |u〉 ⊗ |v〉 , (5.44)
which means that first one has to permute the initial states, then act with the R-matrix, and
finally permute the final states.
The R-matrix must satisfy a set of fundamental equations. Integrability implies that the
R-matrix must satisfy the Yang-Baxter equation (YBE), which is defined as follows. Consider
the initial asymptotic state composed of three particles, which we denote by |u1〉 ⊗ |u2〉 ⊗ |u3〉,
and where p1, p2, p3 are the associated momenta. Then the YBE is
5
R12(p1, p2)R13(p1, p3)R23(p2, p3) = R23(p2, p3)R13(p1, p3)R12(p1, p2) , (5.45)
where both sides of (5.45) implicitly act on |u1〉⊗ |u2〉⊗ |u3〉. The YBE tells us that the 3-body
scattering factorizes into 2-body scatterings, and the order of the collisions is irrelevant6. The
action of R12(p1, p2) on the triple tensor product |u1〉 ⊗ |u2〉 ⊗ |u3〉 is defined as
R12(p1, p2)|u1〉 ⊗ |u2〉 ⊗ |u3〉 ≡ (R⊗ 1)|u1〉 ⊗ |u2〉 ⊗ |u3〉 , (5.46)
and in general Rij(pi, pj) only acts on the states |ui〉 and |uj〉, leaving |uk〉, k 6= i, j invariant.
In terms of particle world-lines, the YBE is pictorially represented as follows
1 2 3 1 2 3
Figure 5.2: Yang-Baxter equation.
5In what follows, any fermionic sign is implicit inside the definition of the formulæ.
6Recall that the space-time contains only one spatial dimension, therefore the particle 2 is always the first one
involved in the collision.
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Another fundamental equation which the R-matrix must satisfy is the so-called braiding unit-
arity, which is different from physical unitarity, as explained in [163], but it finds its motivation
on quantum groups. On a two-particle state |u1〉 ⊗ |u2〉, braiding unitarity is
(Π ◦R)R = 1⊗ 1 , (5.47)
or equivalently
R21(p2, p1)R12(p1, p2) = 1 . (5.48)
where one defines
R12(p1, p2) ≡ R|u1〉 ⊗ |u2〉 , R21(p2, p1) ≡ Π ◦R|u1〉 ⊗ |u2〉 , (5.49)
and the momenta in R21 have been exchanged by hand. Braiding unitarity, in terms of particle
world-lines, becomes
1 2
Figure 5.3: Braiding unitarity equation.
which means that if we collide two particles twice between themselves is equivalent, in terms of
final asymptotic states, to have no interaction.
From the physical observation that anti-particles can be interpreted as particles travelling
back in time, the R-matrix must satisfy the crossing symmetry equation, which is schematically
the following
R12(p1, p2)R1¯2(−p1, p2) = 1⊗ 1 , (5.50)
where 1¯ is the anti-particle of 1. A more rigorous version of the crossing symmetry equation
will be presented in section 5.4.5.. Crossing can be represented in terms of particle world-lines
as follows
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2
1
1
2 2
21
1
Figure 5.4: Crossing equation.
Finally, the isometries of the background must be a symmetries also of the R-matrix. In
particular, the residual superalgebra K introduced in section 5.4.1. must be a symmetry of the
R-matrix. To implement this concept, one has to define the action of K on a two-particle state
|u〉 ⊗ |v〉, and the formal way to make it is in the context of Hopf algebras, as we shall see in
section 5.4.5.. We denote by ∆(a) the action of a generic generator a ∈ K on |u〉⊗ |v〉, for which
there are several possible definitions. However, a legitimate definition of ∆ must preserve the
Lie superalgebra graded commutation relations, i.e. if the superalgebra generators satisfy
[a
(0)
i , a
(0)
j ] = fij
ka
(0)
k , [a
(0)
i , a
(1)
α ] = fiα
βa
(1)
β , {a(1)α , a(1)β } = fαβia(0)i , (5.51)
where fMN
P , M = i, α, are the structure constants, then
[∆(a
(0)
i ),∆(a
(0)
j )] = fij
k∆(a
(0)
k ) , [∆(a
(0)
i ),∆(a
(1)
α )] = fiα
β∆(a
(1)
β ) ,
{∆(a(1)α ),∆(a(1)β )} = fαβi∆(a(0)i ) , (5.52)
Let a be a generic graded generator of K. The most simple definition of ∆ is based on the
Leibniz rule, which is
∆(a) = a⊗ 1 + 1⊗ a , (5.53)
where a acts on the first (resp. second) space in the single particle representation, and leaves the
second (resp. first) space invariant. In the context of AdS scatterings, this coproduct appears
when the particles are in the relativistic limit.
Another possible definition, which introduces non-localities, consists in acting simultaneously
on both states. For example
∆(a) = a⊗ (f(p)1)+ (g(p)1)⊗ a , (5.54)
where f, g are functions of the momentum, which are constrained by requiring (5.52). This
happens for non-relativistic scatterings, where typically f and g depends exponentially on the
momentum.
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We finally mention one more possible definition of ∆, which is of the following type
∆(a) = a⊗ (f(p)1)+ (g(p)1)⊗ a +∑(h1(p)b)⊗ (h2(p)c) , (5.55)
where b, c ∈ K, and h1, h2 functions of the momentum. This definition appears when we will
consider the boost generator in chapter 7.
The invariance of the R-matrix under the residual symmetry algebra K becomes
∆op(a)R = R∆(a) , ∀ a ∈ K , (5.56)
where
∆op ≡ Π ◦∆ . (5.57)
In the context of Hopf algebras, ∆ is called coproduct, and ∆op is the opposite coproduct.
5.4.4. Dressing factor and crossing symmetry
The crossing symmetry equation (5.50) is crucial to completely solve the R-matrix. In most of
the cases where the representation of the symmetry superalgebra K is irreducible7, the symmetry
invariance condition for R (5.56) suffices to determine the structure of the R-matrix entries, up
to an overall factor. Such factor is a complex function depending on the particle momenta,
which is called dressing factor Φ.
Suppose that the structure of the R-matrix is known up to the dressing factor. Then one
can decompose
R12(p1, p2) = Φ(p1, p2)Rˆ12(p1, p2) , (5.58)
where Rˆ is known. Schematically, the crossing equation (5.50) for (5.58) becomes
Φ(p1, p2)Rˆ12(p1, p2)Φ(−p1, p2)Rˆ1¯2(−p1, p2) = 1⊗ 1 . (5.59)
Then one can compute the product between the two Rˆ matrices, which must be proportional to
the identity,
Rˆ12(p1, p2)Rˆ1¯2(−p1, p2) = f 1⊗ 1 , (5.60)
where f is a function of the particle momenta. Then (5.59) implies that
Φ(p1, p2)Φ(−p1, p2) = 1
f
, (5.61)
which turns out to be a Riemann-Hilbert problem for the dressing factor.
7This happens in e.g. AdS3 sigma model, but not in AdS2, where one has to use also the Yang-Baxter equation
to fix the R-matrix entries.
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5.4.5. Fundamental equations revisited: Hopf algebras
In this section we discuss some formal aspects of the scattering process. In particular we shall
see that the appropriate mathematical language to describe the R-matrix, and the associated
scattering equations, is given by the Hopf algebras. The concept of multiplying together gener-
ators of the Lie superalgebra K, which is relevant when considering the R-matrix symmetries, is
encoded in the Hopf algebra formalism.
First, we shall define the universal enveloping algebra of K, denoted by U [K]. Let K be
a Lie superalgebra, with basis of generators {a(0)i , a(1)α } which satisfy the graded commutation
relations (5.51).
Then U [K] is constructed by considering the graded elements x(0)i , x(1)α together with the iden-
tity element 1, and by building words out of them with arbitrary length, modulo the equivalence
relation ∼ :
∼ : [x(0)i , x(0)j ] = fijkx(0)k , [x(0)i , x(1)α ] = fiαβx(1)β , {x(1)α , x(1)β } = fαβix(0) . (5.62)
Therefore
U [K] ≡ {1, x(0)i , x(1)α , x(1)1 x(0)1 , x(0)2 x(1)2 x(1)4 x(0)3 , ....}
/
∼ . (5.63)
We remark that the equivalence relation (5.62) is the only relation which one imposes. This
means that U [K] does not inherit any additional extra relation which the generators of K might
satisfy when written in the matrix representation, as shown in the following example.
Example: Consider the simple bosonic case K = sl(2,R). Let X,Y,H be the generators,
which satisfy the relations
[H,X] = 2X , [H,Y ] = −2Y , [X,Y ] = H . (5.64)
Then X,Y,H can be represented in terms of matrices in the fundamental representation as:
X =
(
0 1
0 0
)
, Y =
(
0 0
1 0
)
, H =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
. (5.65)
The universal enveloping algebra U [sl(2,R)] is defined as
U [sl(2,R)] = {1, x, y, h, xyx, hyx, h2y2x3, ....}
/
∼ , (5.66)
where
∼ : hx− xh = 2x , hy − yh = −2y , xy − yx = h . (5.67)
From the fundamental matrix representation of X, we observe that X2 = 0. However, we cannot
infer this condition on the element x ∈ U [sl(2,R)] in the abstract algebra.
Formally, the universal enveloping algebra admits the following properties
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• a neutral element 1;
• a multiplication map
µ : U [K]⊗ U [K]→ U [K] ,
which allows us to take words of elements of U [K] and generate again an element of U [K];
• a unit map
η : C→ U [K] ,
together with the additional maps:
• a co-unit map
ε : U [K]→ C ,
• a co-product
∆ : U [K]→ U [K]⊗ U [K] ,
compatible with the graded commutation relations of K.
As an axiom, the co-product ∆ must satisfy the co-associativity property, which is
(
∆⊗ 1− 1⊗∆)a = 0 , ∀ a ∈ U [K] . (5.68)
which means that the following diagram
U [K] U [K]⊗ U [K]
U [K]⊗ U [K] U [K]⊗ U [K]⊗ U [K]
∆
∆ 1⊗∆
∆⊗1
(5.69)
commutes. We need just an additional map to turn a universal enveloping algebra into a Hopf
algebra, which is given as follows
Definition 5.2 (Hopf algebra). A Hopf algebra H is a universal enveloping algebra with the
additional property that there exists an antipode map
Σ : H → H ,
which is compatible with the graded commutation relations of K, and with the maps of the uni-
versal enveloping algebra as follows
µ ◦ (Σ⊗ 1) ◦∆ = η ◦ ε . (5.70)
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Suppose to introduce a matrix representation for elements a ∈ H, denoted by pi(a). Then
the antipode map allows us to define the so-called antiparticle representation p˜i(a), as follows
Σ(pi(a)) = C−1p˜istr(a)C , (5.71)
where C is the charge-conjugation matrix, and pistr is the supertranspose of pi. If we restrict ∆
to be (5.53) and a to be just a generator of the Lie superalgebra K, then8
Σ(a) = −a , a ∈ K , (5.72)
and equation (5.71) becomes
− pi(a) = C−1p˜istr(a)C , a ∈ K . (5.73)
The language of Hopf algebras turns out to be particularly suitable to describe integrable scatter-
ings, where the algebra invariance equation (5.56), braiding unitarity (5.47), crossing symmetry
(5.50) and the Yang-Baxter equation (5.45) formalise.
We first notice that one can compose the co-product map ∆ with the permutation operator
Π, and generate a new legitimate co-product map, ∆op ≡ Π ◦ ∆. In general ∆ and ∆op are
different (e.g. quantum groups), however there exists also the following case:
Definition 5.3 (Cocommutative Hopf algebra). A cocommutative Hopf algebra is a Hopf algebra
such that
∆ = ∆op .
Consider a Hopf algebra which is not cocommutative, i.e. ∆ 6= ∆op. Then one may wonder
whether the two tensor product representations ∆ and ∆op are equivalent. This leads us to the
following
Definition 5.4 (Quasi-cocommutative). A quasi-cocommutative Hopf algebra is a Hopf algebra
for which there exists R ∈ H ⊗H invertible such that
∆op(a)R = R∆(a) , ∀ a ∈ H , (5.74)
The invertible element R, which guarantees the equivalence between ∆ and ∆op, is called
R-matrix, and in the context of scattering theory, it is related to the physical S-matrix via (5.44).
Inside the class of quasi-cocommutative Hopf algebras, one can identify a subclass of Hopf
algebras for which the R-matrix satisfy additional properties, the so-called bootstrap conditions.
8The antipode, if exists, is uniquely determined from the coproduct.
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Definition 5.5 (Quasi-triangular Hopf algebra). A quasi-triangular Hopf algebra is a quasi-
cocommutative Hopf algebra for which the R-matrix satisfy the following conditions
(1⊗∆)R = R13R23 , (∆⊗ 1)R = R13R12 , (5.75)
where Rij ≡ φij(R), and φij : H ⊗H → H ⊗H ⊗H is an algebra morphism given by
φ12(a⊗ b) = a⊗ b⊗ 1 , φ13(a⊗ b) = a⊗ 1⊗ b , φ23(a⊗ b) = 1⊗ a⊗ b . (5.76)
Conditions (5.75) are the bootstrap equations.
One can show that the boostrap equations imply the following conditions [164]
(R⊗ 1)(1⊗R)(R⊗ 1) = (1⊗R)(R⊗ 1)(1⊗R) , (5.77)
and
(Σ⊗ 1)R = R−1 , (1⊗ Σ−1)R = R−1 . (5.78)
Equation (5.77) is the Yang-Baxter equation, while equation (5.78) is the crossing equation,
which can be written formally in terms of a matrix representation as[
(C−1 ⊗ 1)(p˜istr1 ⊗ pi2)Rstr1(−p1, p2)(C ⊗ 1)
][
(pi1 ⊗ pi2)R(p1, p2)
]
= 1⊗ 1 , (5.79)
where (pi1 ⊗ pi2)R denotes R in the (tensor product) matrix representation. Furthermore, the
definition of quasi-cocommutative Hopf algebra (5.74) is nothing else then the algebra invariance
condition for the R-matrix and the fact that R is invertible is implied by braiding unitarity.
Therefore this shows that the mathematical framework of quasi-triangular Hopf algebra includes
all the equations which describes the symmetries associated with integrable scatterings.
An important remark is the following. The language of Hopf algebras is not just a fancy
mathematical way to rewrite the integrable scattering problem. In the context of Hopf algeb-
ras there exists the notion of universal R-matrix, which is an abstract solution to the quasi-
cocommutativity condition, and in particular it is representation-free. Of course if a particular
representation is chosen the universal R-matrix reduces to the R-matrix in that representation.
Physically, it is important to study the properties of the universal R-matrix because it allows
to understand the structure of the hidden symmetry algebra of the integrable system, known as
Yangian symmetry [77], which is relevant for the AdS/CFT spin-chain. However we shall not
further discuss this topic here.
5.5. Bethe ansatz
Given a generic theory, in generic dimensions, it is an interesting question to ask which is the
spectrum of the theory. It is also well known that finding the complete set of eigenstates and
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eigenenergies for the Hamiltonian is in general a difficult problem. In quantum mechanics, for
instance, this is possible for the harmonic oscillator and the hydrogen atom, which are regarded
as toy models.
Classically integrable theories, however, are particularly good candidates. If one can identify
the S-matrix for such theories, then there exists a well established technique to formulate the
so-called Bethe ansatz, which allows at the end to solve the spectral problem. If an integrable
theory admits a Bethe ansatz formulation, then the theory is also quantum integrable.
Historically, Hans Bethe discovered a procedure to find the complete set of eigenstates and
eigenenergies of the XXX spin chain. It was found later that this procedure, named Bethe
ansatz, can also be applied to other classically integrable systems.
In the context of scatterings in 1+1 dimensional integrable theories, one consider initial
asymptotic states which will produce, after the scattering process, some final asymptotic states.
The Bethe ansatz for this problem is called Asymptotic Bethe Ansatz, and it tells us information
about the continuum spectrum.
On the other hand, one can consider the scattering problem inside a box of finite size, instead
of infinite spatial directions. In 1 + 1 dimensions, this requires to consider a spacetime which
topologically looks like R× [0, 1]. After a double Wick rotation, A. B. Zamolodchikov shows that
the roles of the (infinitely extended) time and the compact space exchange between each other.
This is equivalent to study scatterings in an infinitely extended space, with the new ingredient
of turning on a temperature, since the time direction is now compact, [165, 166]. Dealing with
a non-zero temperature implies that one has to consider systems in thermal equilibrium. The
Bethe ansatz in this case is called Thermodynamic Bethe Ansatz (TBA), and it would tell us
about the spectrum of the finite-volume problem by using the data associated with the infinite-
volume scattering [77] (chapter III.6). To formulate the thermodynamic Bethe ansatz, one has
to first find the asymptotic Bethe ansatz, and then to take the large number of particles limit,
the so-called thermodynamic limit. An interesting feature of the thermodynamic Bethe ansatz
is that it provides information about the central charge of the associated CFT at the fixed points
in the RG flow9.
In this section we shall review the standard technique to formulate the asymptotic Bethe
ansatz (see e.g. [167, 168]). Our description applies to models which are of the XXX spin chain
type.
Consider a set of n particles on a circle with periodic boundary conditions, where the first
and n-th particles are identified. Suppose to take the first particle all around the circle and
finally back to the original position. Consider first the case where there are no interactions
9In the case of massless scatterings in AdS/CFT, it has still to be understood if the central charge obtained
by TBA is associated to the world-sheet CFT at fixed points.
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between the particles. Then the wave function associated with the first particle will pick up a
phase factor of eip1L. However we imposed periodicity conditions, and therefore
eip1L = 1 , (5.80)
which implies
p1 =
2pi
L
k , k ∈ Z . (5.81)
Hence the spectrum of the first particle is determined, and in particular it is discrete.
Consider now the case of interacting particles, such that the scattering factorises, and make
again the first particle moving around the circle. The wave function will pick up again a phase
eip1L for free propagation, plus a contribution from the interactions with the other particles,
S(p1, p2)S(p1, p3) · · ·S(p1, pn). By periodicity, we have that
eip1LS12(p1, p2)S13(p1, p3) · · ·S1n(p1, pn) = 1⊗ 1 , (5.82)
and in principle (5.82) fixes the spectrum of the first particle. Moreover this equation can be gen-
eralised to each particle in {1, · · · , n}, since the above argument still holds. The generalisation
of (5.82) is the following
eipkLSk,k+1Sk,k+2 · · ·Sk,nSk,1 · · ·Sk,k−1 = 1⊗ 1 , ∀ k = 1, ..., n . (5.83)
To solve (5.83), one introduces an auxiliary particle, denoted by 0 with momentum λ, living
on an auxiliary Hilbert space V0. Virtually one takes the particles 0 all around the circle until
reaching the original position. In this way the auxiliary particle interacts with the particles in
{1, · · · , n}. One introduces the monodromy matrix T0:
T0(λ) ≡ S01(λ, p1) · S02(λ, p2) · ... · S0n(λ, pn) , (5.84)
where · is the multiplication in the auxiliary space. One introduces the transfer matrix T as
the trace of the monodromy matrix in V0,
T (λ) ≡ tr0T0(λ) . (5.85)
S, T0 and T are linear maps between tensor products of Hilbert spaces: the S-matrix Sab ∈
End(Va ⊗ Vb), the monodromy matrix T0 ∈ End(V0 ⊗ V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vn) and the transfer matrix
T ∈ End(V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vn). The monodromy matrix can be written as a 2n+1 × 2n+1 matrix,
however to emphasize the action on the auxiliary space, one can write T0 as a 2×2 block matrix
acting on V0,
T0(λ) =
(
A(λ) B(λ)
C(λ) D(λ)
)
, (5.86)
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where A,B,C,D ∈ End(V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vn) are operators acting on the so-called quantum space.
The transfer matrix then becomes
T (λ) = A(λ) +D(λ) . (5.87)
The Yang-Baxter equation for the R-matrix implies the so-called RTT relations, which we write
here in terms of the S-matrix:
T0(λ)T0′(λ′)S00′(λ− λ′) = S00′(λ− λ′)T0′(λ′)T0(λ) , (5.88)
where 0 and 0′ are two distinct auxiliary particles. The RTT relations can be interpreted as
follows: scattering 0 against 0′ and then taking them all around the circle is equivalent to first
taking 0 and 0′ all around the circle and then scattering 0 and 0′ against each other.
Furthermore, the RTT relations (5.88) imply that
[T (λ), T (λ′)] = 0 , (5.89)
which allows us to construct conserved quantities
Qn = d
n
dλn
log T (λ)
∣∣∣∣
λ=0
, (5.90)
where Q1 is proportional to the Hamiltonian.
Equation (5.83) implies the following equation for the transfer matrix
T (λ)|Ψ〉 = e−iλL|Ψ〉 , (5.91)
If one can find the eigenvalues for the transfer matrix
T |Ψ〉 = (A+D)|Ψ〉 = Λ|Ψ〉 , (5.92)
where |Ψ〉 is a state for the n particles in the circle, then the spectrum is fixed by
λ =
i
L
log Λ +
2pi
L
k , k ∈ Z . (5.93)
We construct a reference state |0〉, the so-called pseudo-vacuum10, such that it satisfies the
following properties
A(λ)|0〉 = a(λ)|0〉 , D(λ)|0〉 = d(λ)|0〉 , C(λ)|0〉 = 0 , (5.94)
and such that
|p1〉 = B(p1)|0〉 (5.95)
10This is called pseudo-vacuum because it has not necessarily to coincide with the vacuum state.
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is the first magnon excitation of the associated spin-chain, which is a propagating wave. This
describes the highest weight module of the algebra K, where |0〉 is the highest weight state and
B(λ) is a ladder-type operator.
We remark that the construction given above in (5.94) and (5.95) strongly depends on the
entries of the S-matrix considered, and for integrable theories in general this procedure works.
One can aim to construct eigenstates solutions to (5.92) by acting several times on the pseudo-
vacuum with B(λ):
|Ψ〉 =
m∏
j=1
B(pj)|0〉 , m ∈ N . (5.96)
Imposing that (5.96) is an eigenstate for (5.92) will lead to a set of algebraic conditions on
p1, ..., pn. It is useful to consider the following generalised commutation relations, which follows
from the RTT relations (5.88):
B(λ)B(λ′) = B(λ′)B(λ) , (5.97)
A(λ)B(λ′) = f(λ, λ′)B(λ′)A(λ) + f˜(λ, λ′)B(λ)A(λ′) , (5.98)
D(λ)B(λ′) = g(λ, λ′)B(λ′)D(λ) + g˜(λ, λ′)B(λ)D(λ′) , (5.99)
where f, f˜ , g, g˜ are generic functions of λ, λ′. We remark that (5.97), (5.98), (5.99) are sensitive
to the S-matrix entries, but for theories of XXX spin chain type in general they capture a
standard behaviour. Physically, (5.97) says that the order in which the excitations are created
does not matter.
To prove that (5.96) is a eigenstate of the transfer matrix, we have to commute A(λ) and
D(λ) through all the B’s by using the commutation relations above. Let us consider A(λ) first.
One obtains
A(λ)B(p1)...B(pm)|0〉 =
m∏
k=1
f(λ, pk)a(λ)B(p1)...B(pm)|0〉
+
m∑
k=1
Mk(λ|p1, ..., pm)B(p1)...Bˆ(pk)...B(pm)B(λ)|0〉 , (5.100)
where Bˆ(pk) indicates that the operator B in position k is missing. The first term on the RHS
of (5.100) is obtained from using the first term on the RHS of (5.98), and it is in a desirable
form since we reproduce the state |Ψ〉. This is a wanted term. The second term on the RHS of
(5.100) does not reproduce the state |Ψ〉, and the coefficients Mk can be quite involved. This
is an unwanted term. However the first coefficient M1 can be easily computed. One has to
commute A(λ) with B(p1) by using the second term on the RHS of (5.98), and then commute
A(p1) with the remaining B’s by using only the first term on the RHS of (5.98). One obtains
M1 = f˜(λ, p1)
m∏
`=2
f(p1, p`)a(p1) . (5.101)
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We remark that all the B’s commute, therefore all Mk can be obtained from (5.101) by replacing
p1 with pk. Therefore we have
Mk = f˜(λ, pk)
m∏
`6=k
f(pk, p`)a(pk) . (5.102)
The case in which D(λ) pass thorough all B’s is conceptually the same, and it gives us
D(λ)B(p1)...B(pm)|0〉 =
m∏
k=1
g(λ, pk)d(λ)B(p1)...B(pm)|0〉 (5.103)
+
m∑
k=1
Nk(λ|p1, ..., pm)B(p1)...Bˆ(pk)...B(pm)B(λ)|0〉 , (5.104)
where
Nk = g˜(λ, pk)
m∏
`6=k
g(pk, p`)d(pk) . (5.105)
The unwanted terms cancel against each other, provided that one imposes the condition Mk =
−Nk, for all values of k, i.e.
f˜(λ, pk)
m∏
6`=k
f(pk, p`)a(pk) = −g˜(λ, pk)
m∏
` 6=k
g(pk, p`)d(pk) , ∀ k = 1, ...,m . (5.106)
For models of XXX spin chain type, one finds that
f˜(λ, pk) = −g˜(λ, pk) , (5.107)
which implies
a(pk)
d(pk)
=
m∏
` 6=k
g(pk, p`)
f(pk, p`)
, ∀ k = 1, ...,m . (5.108)
These are the so-called Bethe equations, and represent a generalised version of the momentum
quantisation condition for the free particle (5.81). Condition (5.107) also guarantees that the
set of physical momenta do not depend on the momentum λ of the auxiliary particle.
At this stage the unwanted terms have been eliminated, and the eigenvalues problem (5.91),
(5.92), (5.93), also called momentum-carrying Bethe equation, is solved with eigenvalues
Λ = a(λ)
m∏
k=1
f(λ, pk) + d(λ)
m∏
k=1
g(λ, pk) , (5.109)
provided that the momenta {p1, ..., pn} satisfy the Bethe equations (5.108).
We comment that not every integrable system admits a pseudo-vacuum state. This happens
for instance for the XYZ spin chain [169] or the eight-vertex model [170], and it is a common
feature of N = 1 supersymmetric integrable models [171, 172]. The string sigma model on
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AdS2 × S2 × T 6 also suffers from this problem, and in chapter 6 we shall present an alternative
way to formulate the asymptotic Bethe ansatz, which do not rely on a pseudo-vacuum state,
but instead on an algebraic relation which the R-matrix entries must satisfy, called free-fermion
condition.
6
Spectrum of AdS2 massless modes
6.1. The background algebra
In this chapter we shall consider the spectral problem of massless string excitations in the
AdS2 × S2 × T 6 type IIB string sigma model. In this background there are 8 preserved real
supercharges, and the bosonic degrees of freedom are described by the coset space
SO(1, 2)× SO(3)× U(1)6
SO(1, 1)× SO(2) . (6.1)
This background appears as the near-horizon limit of the D3-D3-D3-D3 brane system, where
the metric is
ds2 = ds2(AdS2) + ds
2(S2) + ds2(T 6) , (6.2)
and the self-dual RR 5-form flux is
F (5) = −e
−φ
R
(
vol(AdS2) ∧Re(Ω3) + ? vol(AdS2) ∧Re(Ω3)
)
, (6.3)
where φ is the constant dilaton, R is the (common) radius of AdS2 and S
2, and Ω3 = dz
1 ∧
dz2 ∧ dz3 is a holomorphic 3-form on T 6. To include the fermionic degrees of freedom, one has
to embed the coset above into the supercoset space
PSU(1, 1|2)
U(1)2
. (6.4)
Therefore the isometry superalgebra is psu(1, 1|2). The fact that we have to introduce a vacuum
state in order to define particle excitations will break the full isometry superalgebra down to the
vacuum little group, which is [psu(1|1)]2. We shall consider just one copy of the isotropy algebra,
namely psu(1|1), since one can obtain the representation on [psu(1|1)]2 by tensor product of two
representations of psu(1|1).
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In order to describe physical particles which have energy, mass and momentum, we have to
consider the centrally-extended psu(1|1) algebra, which we shall simply denote1 by su(1|1). The
non-vanishing algebra relations are the following
{Q,Q} = 2P, {S,S} = 2K, {Q,S} = 2H, (6.5)
where P,K and H are central bosonic generators, Q and S are fermionic generators.
We represent the su(1|1) generators as 2 × 2 matrices acting on a pair of boson-fermion
(|φ〉, |ψ〉)T as
Q =
(
0 b
a 0
)
, S =
(
0 d
c 0
)
, (6.6)
and
H = H
(
1 0
0 1
)
, P = P
(
1 0
0 1
)
, K = K
(
1 0
0 1
)
(6.7)
where a, b, c, d,H, P,K ∈ C are the representation parameters. As we shall see later, the only
independent representation parameters are a, b, c, d. The fact that H,P,K must be proportional
to the identity is because the only central element of su(1|1) is the identity, as described in
section 5.4.2..
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In this section we shall explicitly show the representation parameters for the su(1|1) algebra in
the three cases where the particle is massive, massless and relativistic massless.
Massive representation
In the boson-fermion representation (6.6) and (6.7), we have that
a =
α e
ip
4
− ipi
4√
2
√E +m , b =α
−1e−
ip
4
+ ipi
4√
2
h(1− eip)√E +m ,
c =
α e
ip
4
− ipi
4√
2
h(1− e−ip)√E +m , d =
α−1e−
ip
4
+ ipi
4√
2
√E +m , (6.8)
and
H =
E
2
, P =
h
2
(1− eip) , K = h
2
(1− e−ip) , (6.9)
1This is a slight abuse of notation, since in mathematics the group su(1|1) is defined with the bosonic generator
H only, and with P = K = 0.
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where E , p and m are the energy, spatial momentum and mass respectively, h is the coupling
constant and α is an undetermined phase, which we are free to fix later. The closure of the
algebra implies the dispersion relation2
E2 = m2 + 4h2 sin2 p
2
. (6.10)
The AdS2 massive representation is a long representation, where no bound is imposed in (6.10).
In particular, the “mass” parameter m is completely unconstrained. We attribute to m the
meaning of mass just by analogy with the higher-dimensional AdS cases, which is not proved
formally yet.
Massless representation
The (non-relativistic) massless representation of su(1|1) is obtained by performing the limit
m→ 0 , h finite , (6.11)
of the massive representation. The representation parameters become
a = α e
ip
4
− ipi
4
√
h sin(p/2), b = ± 1
α
e
ip
4
− ipi
4
√
h sin(p/2) ,
c = ±α e− ip4 + ipi4
√
h sin(p/2), d =
1
α
e−
ip
4
+ ipi
4
√
h sin(p/2) , (6.12)
and
H =
E
2
, P =
h
2
(1− eip) , K = h
2
(1− e−ip) , (6.13)
where the upper (lower) sign is for right (left) movers3, and Rep ∈ [0, pi] for right movers,
Rep ∈ [−pi, 0] for left movers4
The massless dispersion relation is obtained by setting m = 0 in (6.10),
E = 2h
∣∣∣ sin p
2
∣∣∣, (6.14)
this is a shortening condition [173], which is expected to be protected by supersymmetry from
quantum corrections in the complete theory [174–176], though this has yet to be fully proven.
2It is not possible to find a quadratic Casimir for the algebra su(1|1) because the Killing form is vanishing.
However if one introduces the secret symmetry B, which couples non-trivially with the generator H, then there
exists a quadratic Casimir C2. In this case, the condition C2 = m
2 gives the dispersion relation (6.10). The same
situation applies also to su(2|2).
3For the left movers case, one also needs to account for a global factor of
√−1 = i according to our choice of
branch, which will matter in the mixed right-left and left-right coproducts
4There is a second possible choice of left and right movers momenta, via the shift p → p + pi. In this choice,
Rep ∈ (0, pi) for right movers and Rep ∈ (pi, 2pi) for left movers.
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left-movers right-movers
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Figure 6.1: Possible choices of right and left movers momenta.
Relativistic massless representation
The relativistic massless representation is obtained by taking the relativistic limit of the massless
representation. The relativistic limit is the following
p→ τq, h→ c
τ
, τ → 0+. (6.15)
where c is the speed of light and
q ≡ ±eθ , (6.16)
where θ ∈ C is the rapidity, and the upper (lower) sign stands for right (left) movers. Then the
representation parameters become
a = α e−i
pi
4
√
c eθ
2
, b = ±α−1 e−ipi4
√
c eθ
2
,
c = ±α eipi4
√
c eθ
2
, d = α−1 ei
pi
4
√
c eθ
2
, (6.17)
and
C =
c eθ
2
, P = −ic e
θ
2
, K = i
c eθ
2
, (6.18)
where the upper (lower) sign is for right (left) movers. The relativistic massless dispersion
relation is
E = c |eθ|, (6.19)
Relativistic invariance will guarantee that the R-matrix only depends on the difference of the
rapidities of the two scattering particles.
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6.3. Relativistic massless R-matrix
In this section we consider the problem of finding the R-matrix in the relativistic massless regime.
We show that the R-matrix is not unique, and we find a list of possible solutions. Of course, it
is unknown if this list exhausts all possible R-matrix solutions. In [172] the authors studied the
most generic R-matrix for N = 1 supersymmetric theories, which is relevant for us. However
they have imposed unitarity and crossing symmetry, which we do not do it here. The algebra
invariance together with the Yang-Baxter equation will be sufficient for us to completely fix the
R-matrix entries, up to the dressing factor. For this reason, the solutions obtained here are
more general then the one found in [172]. Unitarity and crossing symmetry are checked only at
posteriori, and we shall see that not all solutions satisfy both conditions. We will give a physical
interpretation of this fact.
The coproduct action of the su(1|1) superalgebra in the relativistic massless representation
is
∆(Q) = Q⊗ 1 + 1⊗Q , ∆(S) = S ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ S , (6.20)
and
∆(H) = H⊗ 1 + 1⊗H , ∆(P) = P ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ P , ∆(K) = K ⊗ 1 + 1⊗K . (6.21)
We notice that the non-trivial braiding factors typical of the non-relativistic representation [173]
tend to 1 in the relativistic limit τ → 0.
The generic R-matrix solution must be of the following form
R = Φ

1 0 0 ω1
0 ω2 ω3 0
0 ω4 ω5 0
ω6 0 0 ω7
 , (6.22)
where Φ, ωi ∈ C, and the various zeroes are because of conservation of the total fermionic
number (e.g. φφ → φψ is not allowed). We impose that (6.22) is invariant under the su(1|1)
superalgebra action in the relativistic massless representation, i.e.
∆(a)R = R∆(a) , ∀ a ∈ su(1|1) , (6.23)
where we used the fact that in the relativistic massless representation ∆ = ∆op. Furthermore, we
impose that (6.22) satisfies the Yang-Baxter equation (5.45). The algebra invariance condition
(6.23) together with the Yang-Baxter equation suffices to determine completely (6.22), up to
the dressing factor Φ.
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Below we list the various R-matrix solutions found, where we set θ ≡ θ1 − θ2. In what
follows we shall distinguish two types of scatterings: left-right and right-right (or equivalently
right-left and left-left). A posteriori, we check whether the R-matrix solutions found satisfy or
not crossing symmetry and braiding unitarity. As we will see, the left-right R-matrix describes
the zeroth order data of a physical scattering, while some of the collinear right-right (left-left)
R-matrices are non-perturbative objects, which do not describe any physical scattering process.
Mixed scatterings
• Solution 1: for α arbitrary,
diag(1, 1, 1, 1) . (6.24)
This solution trivially satisfies crossing symmetry and braiding-unitarity, and signals a
decoupling of left and right movers.
Collinear scatterings
• Solution 2 (“Fendley p = 12”): set α2 = 1 (right-right), α2 = −1 (left-left),
1 0 0 − sinh
θ
2
cosh θ
0 − tanh θ cosh
θ
2
cosh θ 0
0
cosh θ
2
cosh θ tanh θ 0
− sinh
θ
2
cosh θ 0 0 −1
 . (6.25)
This solution satisfies crossing symmetry and braiding-unitarity.
This is one of the solutions found in [177], and the “p = 12” parameter in the name
reflects the notations of that paper - p being no momentum at all in this case. It was
there obtained for massive particles, however as discussed in [178], massless relativistic
R-matrices for collinear particles formally coincide with the massive one.
• Solution 3: for α arbitrary,
1 0 0 ∓α−2e− θ2
0 −1 e− θ2 0
0 e−
θ
2 1 0
∓α2e− θ2 0 0 −1
 , (6.26)
where the upper (lower) sign is for right-right (left-left).
This solution satisfies cross-unitarity (6.55), a combined relation between unitarity and
crossing which we shall specify in section 6.3.3., but it does not satisfy separately crossing
and braiding-unitarity.
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• Solution 4 (“Fendley p = −32”): set α2 = 1 (right-right), α2 = −1 (left-left),
1 0 0
sinh 3
2
θ
cosh θ
0 tanh θ
cosh 3
2
θ
cosh θ 0
0
cosh 3
2
θ
cosh θ − tanh θ 0
sinh 3
2
θ
cosh θ 0 0 −1
 . (6.27)
This solution satisfies crossing symmetry and braiding-unitarity, and it was first found
in [177].
• Solution 5: for arbitrary values of α,
1 0 0 ±α−2e θ2
0 1 e
θ
2 0
0 e
θ
2 −1 0
±α2e θ2 0 0 −1
 , (6.28)
where the upper (lower) sign is for right-right (left-left).
This solution satisfies cross-unitarity, but does not satisfy separately crossing and braiding-
unitarity.
Solutions 3 and 5 are reproduced as asymptotic limits of Solutions 2 and 4 as follows
Solution Limit of θ Limit solution
Solution 2 θ → +∞ Solution 3 (right-right) α2 = 1
Solution 4 θ → −∞ Solution 3 (left-left) α2 = −1
Solution 2 θ → −∞ Solution 5 (right-right) α2 = 1
Solution 4 θ → +∞ Solution 5 (left-left) α2 = −1
Table 6.1: Asymptotic limits of Solutions 2 and 4.
6.3.1. Connection to the non-relativistic massless scattering
In this section we show that some of the R-matrix solutions presented in section 6.3. can be
reproduced by taking the relativistic limit of the (non-relativistic) massless R-matrix found
in [173]. In particular, Solutions 1, 3 and 5 can be obtained in this way.
The coproduct action of the su(1|1) superalgebra in the massless representation is
∆(Q) = Q⊗ 1 + ei p21⊗Q , ∆(S) = S ⊗ 1+ e−i p21⊗ S . (6.29)
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and
∆(H) = H⊗1+1⊗H , ∆(P) = P ⊗1+ eip1⊗P , ∆(K) = K⊗1+ e−ip1⊗K . (6.30)
Following the notation of [173], we introduce the massless Zhukovsky variables (x±1 , x
±
2 )
x+i = ±ei
pi
2 , x+i =
1
x−i
, i = 1, 2. (6.31)
where the upper sign stands for right movers Repi ∈ (0, pi), the lower sign for left movers
Repi ∈ (−pi, 0).
In [173], the authors introduce the following function f
f =
√
x+1
x−1
(
x−1 − 1x+1
)
−
√
x+2
x−2
(
x−2 − 1x+2
)
1− 1
x+1 x
−
1 x
+
2 x
−
2
, (6.32)
which is responsible for various signs entering in the R-matrix entries in the massless limit. In
the limit where both particles are massless, the function f takes the indeterminate form 00 , and
in particular the limit is not well-defined. A possible way to take the massless limit on f consists
in performing the massless limit on just one of the two particles, assuming that the other one is
still massive, and finally performing the massless limit also on the other particle. The order in
which one performs the two limits matters only for scattering of type right-right and left-left,
while for scattering of type right-left and left-right such ambiguity does not appear (i.e. the
limit is unique). In particular we have
f →
+1 right-left−1 left-right , f →
±1 right-right±1 left-left . (6.33)
In the right-right and left-left cases, we will show that the two values of the limit of f is physically
connected to the two possible choices of Fendley’s relativistic R-matrix (Solutions 2 and 4). For
the mixed cases, the ambiguity is absent, which guarantees that the BMN limit reproduces the
trivial scattering matrix. We have verified that this pattern precisely matches the table given
in section 5.2 of [173].
In what follows we take the relativistic limit of the (non-relativistic) massless R-matrix found
in [173] and make a connection with the solutions found in 6.3..
Right-left / left-right
In the mixed case, the non-relativistic massless R-matrix is
R =

1 0 0 ± 1
α2
κ(p1, p2)
0 ±δ(x+1 ) κ˜(p1, p2) 0
0 κ˜(p1, p2) ∓δ(x+2 ) 0
±α2κ(p1, p2) 0 0 −δ(x+1 )δ(x+2 )
 , (6.34)
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where
δ(x+i ) =
+1, if x
+
i is right-mover
−1, if x+i is left-mover
, (6.35)
and
κ(p1, p2) ≡ −i 4
√
x+21
x+22
x+2
√
i(x−1 − x+1 )
√
i(x−2 − x+2 )
1− x+1 x+2 ± (x+1 − x+2 )
,
κ˜(p1, p2) ≡ δ(x+1 )δ(x+2 )κ(p1, p2) . (6.36)
The upper (lower) sign in (6.34) corresponds to the right-left (left-right) case.
In the right-left case (f → 1), the relativistic limit of (6.34) gives
diag(1, 1, 1, 1) , (6.37)
which is the first-order term appearing in perturbation theory [212, 213]. This is in agreement
with the Zamolodchikov’s conjecture (discussed in section 6.3.2.).
In the left-right case (f → −1), the relativistic limit of (6.34) gives again the identity matrix
(6.37). This is again consistent with the Zamolodchikov’s conjecture.
Right-right
The non-relativistic right-right R-matrix is
R =

1 0 0 ± 1
α2
[
tan
p1
4
tan
p2
4
]± 1
2
0 ±1
[
tan
p1
4
tan
p2
4
]± 1
2
0
0
[
tan
p1
4
tan
p2
4
]± 1
2 ∓1 0
±α2
[
tan
p1
4
tan
p2
4
]± 1
2
0 0 −1

. (6.38)
In the right-right case we have that f can take both values f → ±1, which is a consequence of
the ambiguity in the order of taking the massless limits, as mentioned above. The upper (lower)
sign in (6.38) corresponds to f → +1 (f → −1).
In the case f → +1, the relativistic limit of (6.38) gives
1 0 0 1
α2
e
θ
2
0 1 e
θ
2 0
0 e
θ
2 −1 0
α2e
θ
2 0 0 −1
 , f → +1, (6.39)
which reproduces the Solution 5 right-right.
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In the case f → −1, the relativistic limit of (6.38) is
1 0 0 − 1
α2
e−
θ
2
0 −1 e− θ2 0
0 e−
θ
2 1 0
−α2e− θ2 0 0 −1
 , f → −1, (6.40)
which reproduces the Solution 3 right-right.
Left-left
The non-relativistic left-left R-matrix is
R =

1 0 0 ± 1
α2
[
tan
p1
4
tan
p2
4
]∓ 1
2
0 ∓1
[
tan
p1
4
tan
p2
4
]∓ 1
2
0
0
[
tan
p1
4
tan
p2
4
]∓ 1
2 ±1 0
±α2
[
tan
p1
4
tan
p2
4
]∓ 1
2
0 0 −1

. (6.41)
The upper (lower) sign in (6.41) corresponds to f → +1 (f → −1).
In the case f → +1, the relativistic limit of (6.41) is
1 0 0 1
α2
e−
θ
2
0 −1 e− θ2 0
0 e−
θ
2 1 0
α2e−
θ
2 0 0 −1
 , f → +1, (6.42)
which reproduces the Solution 3 left-left.
In the case f → −1, the relativistic limit of (6.41) gives
1 0 0 − 1
α2
e
θ
2
0 1 e
θ
2 0
0 e
θ
2 −1 0
−α2e θ2 0 0 −1
 , f → −1, (6.43)
which reproduces the Solution 5 left-left.
We remark that the non-triviality of the massless collinear R-matrices in the BMN limit is
consistent with the Zamolodchikov’s conjecture 6.1, where R is non-perturbative. The following
diagram shows the big picture about the origin of Solutions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and how they are
related between each other.
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massive, non-relativistic 
R-matrix
Fendley’s

massive, relativistic 
R-matrix
AdS2 ⇥ S2 ⇥ T 6
collinear mixed
massless, non-relativistic 
R-matrix
massless, non-relativistic 
R-matrix
m! 0 m! 0
Type I 
massless, relativistic

Solutions 2, 4

crossing, braiding unitarity

⌧ ! 0
Type II 
massless, relativistic

Solutions 3, 5

crossing, braiding unitarity

⌧ ! 0
massless, relativistic

Solution 1 
 
crossing, braiding unitarity
✓ ! ±1
m! 0
Figure 6.2: Origin of Solutions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.
In the diagram above, we denote by type I the relativistic massless R-matrices which satisfy
crossing and braiding unitarity separately, while type II the relativistic massless R-matrices
which satisfy cross-unitarity, but do not satisfy braiding unitarity.
Comment
There are two solutions which are invariant under the relativistic massless coproduct action
(6.20) and (6.21), which satisfy the Yang-Baxter equation, but which do not follow by any limit
of the massless non-relativistic R-matrix in [173]. These solutions are:
• Solution 6: for α arbitrary,
1 0 0 0
0 −1+e
θ
−1+eθ+eκ+θ
eκ+
θ
2
−1+eθ+eκ+θ 0
0 e
κ+ θ2
−1+eθ+eκ+θ 1− e
κ
−1+eθ+eκ+θ 0
0 0 0 −1−e
κ+eθ
−1+eθ+eκ+θ
 . (6.44)
where κ is an arbitrary constant. This solution satisfies braiding-unitarity, but does not
satisfy crossing symmetry.
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• Solution 7: for α2 = 1,
1 + 2i sinβpisinh θ 0 0
i sinβpi
cosh θ
2
0 1 i sinβpi
sinh θ
2
0
0 i sinβpi
sinh θ
2
1 0
i sinβpi
cosh θ
2
0 0 1− 2i sinβpisinh θ
 . (6.45)
where β is an arbitrary constant. This solution satisfies crossing symmetry and braiding-
unitarity. This R-matrix appears as a solution for the supersymmetric Sine-Gordon model
[179–182] (with β related to the coupling). We remark that the Pohlmeyer reduction of
the AdS2 superstring is the N = 2 supersymmetric Sine-Gordon theory [183, 184], whose
R-matrix is built from those of N = 1 supersymmetric Sine-Gordon5.
6.3.2. Zamolodchikov’s conjecture
In this section we state the Zamolodchikov’s conjecture regarding the R-matrix behaviour in
the massless limit [185, 186, 178]. We remind that when we deal with massive particles, right-
left scatterings can be turned into right-right scatterings, and vice versa, by using a boost
transformation. This is not possible in the case of massless particles, where such swapping does
not occur because the particles are travelling at speed of light.
Conjecture 6.1 (Zamolodchikov). Let R be the R-matrix describing the scattering of massive
particles. Consider the same system in the massless limit. Then
• Mixed case: R still describes the physical scattering between particles, and it admits a
perturbative series expansion. R satisfies crossing and braiding unitarity separately.
• Collinear case: R does not describe the physical scattering, and it is non-perturbative.
R satisfies cross-unitarity, but does not necessary satisfy crossing and braiding unitarity
separately.
Here we do not prove the Zamolodchikov’s conjecture, but we provide an example where one
breaks braiding unitarity.
Let R(II), R(III), R(V ) be the R-matrices of Solutions 2, 3 and 5 respectively. Then, for an
appropriate value of α2, we know that asymptotically
lim
θ→+∞
R(II) = R(III) , lim
θ→−∞
R(II) = R(V ) . (6.46)
5We thank Ben Hoare for discussions about this point.
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Since R(II) is a solution of type I, it satisfies braiding-unitarity i.e.
R
(II)
12 (θ)R
(II)
21 (−θ) = 1. (6.47)
Now we take the limit θ → +∞ in (6.47). In this limit, we notice that the first factor R(II)12 (θ)
reproduces R(III), however the second factor R
(II)
21 (−θ) must be expanded around −∞, and
therefore it reproduces R(V ). Asymptotically, we obtain
R
(III)
12 (θ)R
(V )
21 (−θ) = 1 , (6.48)
which is not braiding unitarity for either solutions R(III) or R(V ).
The fact that type I solutions satisfy crossing and braiding unitarity separately is not in
contradiction with the Zamolodchikov’s conjecture, although they are relativistic massless R-
matrices which recover the collinear solutions at large rapidities. The reason is the following.
To obtain the type I solutions one first has to take the relativistic limit and second the massless
limit. However the entries of massive relativistic R-matrices are functionally identical to the
entries of the massless relativistic ones, because the relativistic limit has suppressed any mass
dependence (see e.g. Fendley’s solutions [177]). For this reason type I solutions behave like
massive solutions, which do not suffer form the issues contemplated in the Zamolodchikov’s
conjecture. This is not the case for type II solutions, which are derived by taking the massless
limit first, and the relativistic limit subsequently. This is an example where physical limits do
not commute.
6.3.3. Crossing and Dressing Factors
In this section, we show the dressing factors for Solutions 2 and 3. In what follows, we set α2 = 1
and focus on right-right scattering. In the relativistic limit, crossing symmetry is implemented
in the following fashion. Define the supertranspose of a matrix M as
M strij = (−)ij+iMji , (6.49)
and the charge conjugation matrix as
C = diag(i, 1) , (6.50)
such that6
−Qq = C−1Qstr−q C, −Sq = C−1Sstr−q C ,
(6.51)
6In this light notation, Qq stands for the matrix representation of the generator Q, whose entries depend by q.
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where the crossing map is given by
q → −q, θ → ipi + θ . (6.52)
Then unitarity and crossing reads
R12(θ)R21(−θ) = 1⊗ 1 , (6.53)
and
R12(ipi − θ) =
[
C−1 ⊗ 1]Rstr121 (θ)[C ⊗ 1] . (6.54)
A mixed cross-unitarity relation can be written combining (6.53) and (6.54)
R12(θ)
[
C−1 ⊗ 1]Rstr112 (ipi + θ)[C ⊗ 1] = 1⊗ 1 . (6.55)
The cross-unitarity condition for Solution 2 reads
R(θ)
[
C−1 ⊗ 1]Rstr1(ipi + θ)[C ⊗ 1] = (1 + sinh2 θ2
cosh2 θ
)
1⊗ 1 . (6.56)
From here, we deduce the cross-unitarity equation for the dressing factor Φ:
Φ(θ)Φ(θ + ipi) =
(
1 +
sinh2 θ2
cosh2 θ
)−1
. (6.57)
The dressing factor given in [177] is7
Φ(θ) = 4
[
1
2
− θ
pii
]2 ∞∏
j=1
(
j − 12
) ∏3
k=1
(
3j + 12 − k
)
(
2j − 12
)2(
2j + 12
)2(
4j2 − [12 − θpii]2)2
×
Γ
(
3j − 52 + 32 θpii
)
Γ
(
3j − 1− 32 θpii
)
Γ
(
3j − 1 + 32 θpii
)
Γ
(
3j + 12 − 32 θpii
) Γ
(
j − 12 + θ2pii
)
Γ
(
j − θ2pii
)
Γ
(
j + 12 − θ2pii
)
Γ
(
j + θ2pii
) . (6.58)
We have verified that (6.58) solves equation (6.57). It also has the right analiticity structure,
meaning no poles in the physical strip =θ ∈ (0, pi) (as massless particles cannot form bound
states).
The minimal solution to the cross-unitarity equation satisfied by Solution 3 can also be con-
structed by factorising Zamolodchikov’s formula for the Sine-Gordon dressing factor [248]. It can
be directly verified, by using properties of the Gamma function and its product-representation,
that
Ω(θ) =
e
γ
2
−pii
8
+ θ
4√
2pi
∞∏
j=1
e
− 1
2j j
Γ
(
j − 12 + θ2pii
)
Γ
(
j − θ2pii
)
Γ
(
j + 12 − θ2pii
)
Γ
(
j + θ2pii
) , (6.59)
7In the original paper [177] it is missing the overall factor of 4.
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satisfies
Ω(θ)Ω(θ + ipi) =
e
θ
2
2 cosh θ2
, (6.60)
where γ is Euler’s constant. The factor Ω(θ) has no poles in the physical strip. Hence, no
CDDs are necessary, and we therefore expect it to be associated with the limit of the massless
AdS2 dressing factor in the corresponding relativistic limit, shadowing an analogous phenomenon
occurring in the AdS3 case [249].
6.3.4. Differential equations
In this section we show that the R-matrices Solutions 2, 3, 4, 5 given in (6.25), (6.26), (6.27),
(6.28) satisfy the following type of partial differential equations[
∂
∂θ
+ Γ
(i)
θ
]
R(i) = 0 , (6.61)
where R(i) stands for the R-matrix Solution i, and Γ(i) is an algebraic term. In what follows we
set α2 = 1 and we consider the right-right scattering only.
By computing ∂R(i)/∂θ we find that the algebraic terms Γ(i) are
Γ
(3/5)
θ = ±
1
2(1 + e±θ)
1⊗ 1− 1
4 cosh( θ2)
(E12 + E21)⊗ (E12 + E21) , (6.62)
(with 3/5 associated with the upper/ lower sign), and
Γ
(2)
θ =
tanh θ2(2− cosh θ)
2 cosh θ(1− 2 cosh θ)1⊗ 1 +
2− cosh θ
2 cosh 3θ2
(E12 ⊗ E12 + E21 ⊗ E21)
+
cosh θ2
1− 2 cosh θ (E12 ⊗ E21 + E21 ⊗ E12) , (6.63)
and
Γ
(4)
θ =
(
sinh θ − 2 sinh 2θ
1− 2 cosh θ + 2 cosh 2θ −
1
2
tanh
θ
2
+ tanh θ
)
(E11 ⊗ E11 + E22 ⊗ E22)
−4 sinh θ + sinh 3θ + 2 tanh θ
2(cosh 2θ + cosh 3θ)
(E11 ⊗ E22 + E22 ⊗ E11)
− cosh
θ
2(−3 + 2 cosh θ)
1− 2 cosh θ + 2 cosh 2θ (E12 ⊗ E21 + E21 ⊗ E12)
−3− cosh θ + cosh 2θ
2 cosh 5θ2
(E12 ⊗ E12 + E21 ⊗ E21) , (6.64)
where
E11 ≡
(
1 0
0 0
)
, E22 ≡
(
0 0
0 1
)
, E12 ≡
(
0 1
0 0
)
, E21 ≡
(
0 0
1 0
)
. (6.65)
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The fact that all Γ(i) are not trivial suggests that there might be a possible geometric interpret-
ation in terms of a connection on a fibre bundle, in analogy to the work presented in Chapter
7. The (would-be) connections Γ(i) are meromorphic with poles in the complex θ-plane. In
the spirit of [242, 244], we conjecture that the above represents the relativistic limit of a “non-
relativistic” fibre bundle, with a 2D torus as a base space - which is then decompactified and
complexified to C2 3 (p1, p2) because of the analytic continuation of the dressing factor - and a
su(1|1) fibre. We conjecture that the relativistic limit might be responsible for the shrinking of
the base space T 2 to S1, decompactified and complexified to C 3 θ.
We have checked that the connections for Solution 3 / 5 respectively coincide with those for
Solution 2 / 4 in the asymptotic large-θ regime, as expected from the discussion in section 6.2..
6.4. Bethe ansatz
In this section we study the Bethe-ansatz for the massless sector of AdS2 superstrings. The
technique which we adapt here do not rely on a definition of a pseudo-vacuum state. We
approach the problem in both the relativistic and non-relativistic regimes. In the relativistic
case, we study the Bethe ansatz for both Solution 2 (Fendley’s) and Solution 3, which is obtained
expanding at large θ the Solution 2. Finally, we show that the same technique can be applied
to the non-relativistic R-matrix, and we show that we match the auxiliary Bethe equations
conjectured in [174]. The technique itself relies on an algebraic condition for the S-matrix entries,
the so-called free-fermion condition, and it was introduced in [237–239] and subsequently applied
in [172,180].
6.4.1. Free-fermion condition and basis-change
To formulate the Bethe ansatz, it turns out to be convenient to switch from the R-matrix
language to the S-matrix, and after that, to proceed by ignoring any further fermionic sign8, as
done in [172,180]. We also suppresses the dressing factor, which can be easily reinstated at the
end of the procedure.
We begin with writing the S-matrix as
S =
(
A B
C D
)
, (6.66)
where the 2× 2 block S-matrix acts on the auxiliary space, while the operators A, B, C and D
8The S-matrix solutions still satisfy the Yang-Baxter equations, and the spectrum is not altered by this switch.
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act on the quantum space, and they are
A = a+ E11 + b+ E22 , B = d+ E12 + c− E21 ,
C = c+ E12 + d− E21 , D = b− E11 + a− E22 , (6.67)
where Eij is defined in (6.65). For Solution 2, we have that
a+ = a− = 1 , b− = −b+ = tanh θ ,
c+ = c− =
cosh θ2
cosh θ
, d+ = −d− =
sinh θ2
cosh θ
. (6.68)
The entries satisfy the free-fermion condition:
a+a− + b+b− = c+c− + d+d− . (6.69)
The monodromy matrix T0 and the associated transfer matrix T are defined as
T0 = S01(θ − θ1)...S0N (θ − θN ) , T = tr0T0 , (6.70)
Then we define a new S-matrix S(1), which takes the same form as S but with entries
reshuffled as follows
a± → a(1)± ≡ −b± , b± → b(1)± ≡ a± ,
c± → c(1)± ≡ c± , d± → d(1)± ≡ −d± . (6.71)
One can promptly notice that S(1) still satisfies the free-fermion condition. Next, we consider
T T (1) = tr0
[
S01(θ − θ1)...S0N (θ − θN )
]
tr0′
[
S
(1)
0′1(θ − θ1)...S(1)0′N (θ − θN )
]
= tr0⊗0′
N∏
i=1
S0i(θ − θi)⊗ S(1)0′i (θ − θi) , (6.72)
where the tensor product is between the two auxiliary spaces 0 and 0′ pertaining to T and T (1),
respectively.
The trick is now to find a similarity transformation X acting on the tensor-product matrix
S0i(θ−θi)⊗S(1)0′i (θ−θi), which transforms it in the upper triangular form. Such a transformation
is performed at each site, but it should not depend on the site-specific variables θi (i.e. no
inhomogeneities). The dependence of S only on the difference θ0 − θi, together with the free-
fermion condition, implies that the similarity matrix X is constant9. It is only in this fashion
that the similarity matrices will all cancel out in the expression (6.72), and the task of taking
the trace will become straightforward.
9This was first empirically noted by Felderhof in [237–239].
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In fact, one can prove that the following matrix:
X =
1√
2

0 1 1 0
1 0 0 1
1 0 0 −1
0 1 −1 0
 = X−1 (6.73)
is such that
X(S0i ⊗ S(1)0′i )X−1 = X

AA(1) AB(1) BA(1) BB(1)
AC(1) AD(1) BC(1) BD(1)
CA(1) CB(1) DA(1) DB(1)
CC(1) CD(1) DC(1) DD(1)
X−1
=

m+ ∗ ∗ ∗
0 n+ ∗ ∗
0 0 n− ∗
0 0 0 m−
 , (6.74)
where
m± ≡ 1
2 cosh2(θ − θi)
[
± cosh(θ − θi) + cosh 2(θ − θi)
]
1 ,
n± ≡ 1
2 cosh2(θ − θi)
[
± sinh(θ − θi) + sinh 2(θ − θi)
]
σ3 , (6.75)
and
1 = E11 + E22 , σ3 = E11 − E22 . (6.76)
As tr0⊗0′ = tr4, it follows immediately that
T T (1) =
N∏
i=1
m+(θ − θi) +
N∏
i=1
m−(θ − θi) +
N∏
i=1
n+(θ − θi) +
N∏
i=1
n−(θ − θi) . (6.77)
We now make use of a very particular relation between S and S(1). One can check that
S
(1)
0′i = ζ σ1 S0′i(θ − θi + ipi)σ−11 ζ−1 , (6.78)
where
σ1 = E12 + E21 , ζ = E11 + iE22 , (6.79)
and where the similarity transformation (6.78) is performed in the auxiliary space 0′.
This implies that
T (1)(θ) = T (θ + ipi) , (6.80)
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which turns (6.77) into a crossing-type equation, denoted as inversion relation [166]. This is
consistent with the property that m+ maps into m− and n+ into n−, under θ → θ + ipi (for
small N , we checked explicitly that (6.77) is correct).
The eigenvalues of T T (1) are given by the same expression as (6.77), with σ3 replaced by
the fermionic degree of the particular eigenstate where T T (1) is acting on. The final task is
then to factorise such expressions into a product of two functions, namely f(θ)f(θ + ipi). As it
is familiar from solving crossing-symmetry relations for S-matrices, this is a difficult problem in
general, whose study relies on analyticity assumptions. Here, we shall restrict ourselves to derive
a condition which identifies potential zeroes of the transfer-matrix eigenvalues, which turns out
to lead to the auxiliary Bethe-ansatz type equations. First, we split (6.77) as
T T (1) =
[ N∏
i=1
A(θ − θi) + (−1)F
N∏
i=1
B(θ − θi)
]
×
[ N∏
i=1
C(θ − θi) + (−1)F
N∏
i=1
D(θ − θi)
]
1∏N
i=1 2 cosh
2(θ − θi)
, (6.81)
where (−1)F is the fermionic degree of the particular state where T T (1) acts on (F = 0, 1 for
boson, fermion respectively), and
A(θ − θi) ≡ c
+
0i
C0i
, B(θ − θi) ≡ s
−
0i
C0i
, D(θ − θi) ≡ s
+
0i
c+0i
C0i , (6.82)
where C0i is a freedom of this rewriting, and we have defined
c±0i = ± cosh(θ − θi) + cosh 2(θ − θi) ,
s±0i = ± sinh(θ − θi) + sinh 2(θ − θi) , (6.83)
and used the fact that
c+0i c
−
0i = s
+
0i s
−
0i . (6.84)
The eigenvalue has N potential poles, determined by the hyperbolic cosines at the denomin-
ator, and a certain number of potential zeroes, possibly coincident, depending on the particular
state. The possible location of them will be determined below via a set of auxiliary Bethe-ansatz
conditions. Moreover, the eigenvalues are periodic of period 2pii, as can be seen by the fact that,
by shifting (6.77) of a further +ipi and using (6.80), one gets
T (θ + ipi)T (θ + 2ipi) = T (θ)T (θ + ipi) , (6.85)
where we have also explicitly made use of the invariance of the r.h.s. of (6.77) under shift of ipi.
Since the RTT relations implies (5.89), we have
T (θ + 2ipi) = T (θ) . (6.86)
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Hence it suffices to study the location of poles and zeroes of T in the strip θ ∈ [−pi, pi). We
recall that the dressing factor - say, Φ - does not affect these considerations, since we already
know how we will have to decorate the eigenvalue of T obtained at the end, i.e. by a product
of dressing factors
∏N
i=1 Φ(θ − θi).
From (6.81), one sees that potential zeroes of T can come from
N∏
i=1
A(zk − θi)
B(zk − θi) = (−1)
F+1 , or
N∏
i=1
C(zk − θi)
D(zk − θi) = (−1)
F+1 . (6.87)
Plugging the explicit formulas, we see that the freedom of C0i is indeed irrelevant, and we obtain
that the potential zeroes {z±k } can come from either of two conditions:
N∏
i=1
coth
z+k − θi
2
= (−1)F+1 , or
N∏
i=1
coth
3(z−k − θi)
2
= (−1)F+1 , (6.88)
At this stage, we can identify (6.88) as a subset of the auxiliary Bethe equations. Here we use
the important general fact that the zeroes of the transfer matrix eigenvalues and the auxiliary
Bethe roots, i.e. solutions to the auxiliary Bethe equations, are the same. The fact that this is
a subset and not a one-to-one correspondence is because there is an ambiguity in identifying the
zeroes of T . As we shall see for the S-matrices considered later, this ambiguity will not show
up, and the identification of zeroes of T with auxiliary Bethe roots will be exact. Notice that,
thanks to (6.84), each of two set of potential auxiliary Bethe equations maps into itself under
z±k → z±k + ipi.
One needs at this point to identify the actual set of zeroes of T vs. those of T (1) in order
to extract the eigenvalues of T . This can then be used to write down the (momentum-carrying)
Bethe equation. As described in section 5.5., one has to solve the following eigenvalue problem
T (p0|p1, ..., pN )|ψ〉 = e−ip0L|ψ〉 , (6.89)
where pa = e
θa , a = 0, ...N , and the dressing factors are reintroduced in the transfer matrix. The
eigenvalues of (6.89) are parametrised by their potential poles and zeroes, which are solutions
to the auxiliary Bethe equations, i.e. a subset of (6.88).
Some experimenting with small N seems to reveal that this final step is not straightforward,
and would require a separate analysis. This holds also for the next cases which we discuss in
this thesis. This observation is clearly related to the fact that our eigenvalues may either tend
to zero (as in this case) or have an essential singularity (as in the next section) at θ = ∞, at
odds with the situation in [172,180] - and [166], after going to a reduced transfer matrix with no
essential singularities. This is easily evinced by studying the asymptotics of the corresponding
S-matrices. Therefore, even the knowledge of the zeroes and poles of the meromorphic periodic
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function T (θ) would not allow us to completely reconstruct it, as one cannot eliminate the
ambiguity of factors which are entirely periodic functions of θ and depend on all θi’s.
A conjectured formula for the eigenvalues of (6.89) is given in [313], where the eigenvalues
have been found explicitly up to N = 4, and then conjectured for a generic N .
6.4.2. Bethe-ansatz condition for Solution 3
In this section we study the Bethe ansatz for the Solution 3. Such solution still satisfies the
free-fermion condition, and therefore the technique applied before to the Solution 2 is still valid
here. The advantage of having performed the process on Solution 2 (Fendley’s) is manifest from
the fact that Solution 3 can formally be obtained from it in a large θ asymptotic expansion.
This does not mean that one can indiscriminately expand at large θ all the previous formulas,
but in several cases it implies that similar algebraic manipulations will apply.
We can be concise on the intermediate steps, and write now
a+ = a− = 1 , b− = −b+ = 1 ,
c+ = c− = e−
θ
2 , d+ = −d− = e− θ2 , (6.90)
such that
a+a− + b+b− = c+c− + d+d− . (6.91)
and
a± → a(1)± = −b± , b± → b(1)± = a± ,
c± → c(1)± = c± , d± → d(1)± = −d± . (6.92)
The very same transformation X in (6.73) and (6.74) works for this case as well, and one obtains
an upper triangular form like (6.74) for T T (1), this time with diagonal entries
m± =
(
1± e−θ)1 , n± = (1± e−θ)σ3 . (6.93)
The great simplification with respect to the previous section is now that the product (6.77) of
the two eigenvalues reduces to
T T (1) = (1 + (−1)F )
[
N∏
i=1
(
1 + e−(θ−θi)
)
+
N∏
i=1
(
1− e−(θ−θi)
)]
, (6.94)
where (−1)F denotes again the fermionic number of the particular eigenstate under considera-
tion, F = 0, 1 for a boson or fermion respectively. Formula (6.94) shows that, in this case, we
access only part of the spectrum, as T T (1) annihilates all fermionic eigenstates. A subset of
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the potential zeroes βk of the bosonic transfer-matrix eigenvalues provides the auxiliary Bethe
equations
N∏
i=1
tanh
βk − θi
2
= −1 , k = 1, ...,M . (6.95)
Furthermore, one can verify that the relations (6.78) and (6.80) work exactly the same way,
hence one can rely on the very same 2pii periodicity property of the eigenvalue of T . One would
then write the momentum-carrying equation
eie
θ0L
[
N∏
i=1
Ω(θ0 − θi)
]
Λ(θ0|θ1, ..., θN |β1, ..., βM ) = 1 , (6.96)
subject to (6.95), where Λ is the transfer-matrix eigenvalue normalised to a+ = 1, and we have
inserted the dressing factor obtained in section 6.3.3.. As we shall see next, the condition (6.95)
on the potential zeroes of Λ matches the naive massless relativistic limit of the auxiliary Bethe
equations for AdS2 [174].
6.4.3. Bethe-ansatz condition for non-relativistic massless AdS2
Finally, we consider the non-relativistic massless S-matrix, which remarkably it also satisfies the
free-fermion condition. One can straightforwardly repeat the entire line of argument developed
in the previous sections, just by replacing (consistent with the relativistic limit)
e
θ−θi
2 →
√
tan p04
tan pi4
, 1± eθ−θi → 1± tan
p0
4
tan pi4
, (6.97)
where θ → θ + ipi is replaced by p0 → −p0, and under the square-root this is prescribed to give
i. This means that the auxiliary Bethe equations now read
N∏
i=1
sin qk+pi4
sin qk−pi4
= −1 , k = 1, ...,M . (6.98)
If we naively take the massless relativistic limit of half (corresponding to one wing of the
psu(1, 1|2) Dynkin diagram) of the auxiliary Bethe equations conjectured in [174] (STWZ),
we find that they seem to exactly match with the square of (6.98), if we identify their auxiliary
roots, say, pk,3 with our qk, switching e.g. the type 1 roots off. This matching however is only
indicative, since a matching performed directly in the massless sector is not possible: the results
available in the literature pertain to the massive case, and we have simply taken a naive massless
limit of those. A direct derivation in the massless sector was not performed in [174].
The momentum-carrying equation can easily be obtained via the same naive limit from
STWZ, and it can be simplified using momentum conservation
∑N
j=1 pj,2 = 0 (in their conven-
tions, translating into
∑N
j=1 pj = 0 in ours) to be expressed in terms of the same functions
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appearing in (6.98), except for the dressing factors. However, once again a separate analysis
would be required to obtain such an equation from the procedure we have described, in analogy
to (6.96). The relativistic limit should then ideally reproduce some variant of (6.96), precisely
like (6.98) straightforwardly reduces to (6.95). The proposal for the dressing factor to appear in
the Bethe ansatz made in [174] involves the inverse-square of the BES factor [250, 251], which
should then be compared with Ω(θ) of section 6.3.3. in the appropriate massless relativistic limit
along the lines of [249].
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Geometry of AdS3 massless scattering
7.1. The background algebra
In this chapter we shall investigate properties of massless string excitations in the AdS3×S3×T 4
type IIB string sigma model. This background preserves 16 real supercharges, and the bosonic
sector of the sigma model is described in terms of the coset space
SO(2, 2)× SO(4)× U(1)4
SO(2, 1)× SO(3) , (7.1)
To include the fermionic contributions, the coset (7.1) can be embedded into the supercoset
space
PSU(1, 1|2)L × PSU(1, 1|2)R
SU(1, 1)× SU(2) . (7.2)
The isometry superalgebra of (7.2) is psu(1, 1|2)L⊕psu(1, 1|2)R, however the choice of a vacuum
state for the single particle representation reduces the isometry superalgebra to the little group
[psu(1|1)L ⊕ psu(1|1)R]2, [220]. As explained in section 6.1., we shall consider just one copy of
the isotropy algebra1, i.e. psu(1|1)L ⊕ psu(1|1)R.
In order to describe physical properties of particles (e.g. mass, energy, momentum), we need
to consider the centrally-extended psu(1|1)L ⊕ psu(1|1)R superalgebra, which we shall simply
denote by su(1|1)L ⊕ su(1|1)R. The non-vanishing graded commutation relations are
{QL,QR} = P , {SL,SR} = K , {QL,SL} = HL , {QR,SR} = HR , (7.3)
where P,K,HL,HR are the central bosonic generators and QL,QR,SL,SR are the fermionic
generators.
We represent the generators of su(1|1)L⊕su(1|1)R as 2×2 matrices acting on a boson-fermion
doublet (|φ〉, |ψ〉)T . In this case, the algebra admits two inequivalent representations.
1We cannot further simplify psu(1|1)L ⊕ psu(1|1)R, since the representations on the two branches are inequi-
valent.
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The left representation is
QL = a
(
0 0
1 0
)
, SL = b
(
0 1
0 0
)
, (7.4)
and
QR = c
(
0 1
0 0
)
, SR = d
(
0 0
1 0
)
, (7.5)
and
HA = HA
(
1 0
0 1
)
, P = P
(
1 0
0 1
)
, K = K
(
1 0
0 1
)
, (7.6)
where A = L,R and a, b, c, d,HA, P,K ∈ C are the representation parameters, among which
a, b, c, d are the independent ones. The only central generator of su(1|1)L ⊕ su(1|1)R is the
identity, therefore P,K,HL,HR must be proportional to it.
The right representation is
QL = c
(
0 1
0 0
)
, SL = d
(
0 0
1 0
)
, (7.7)
and
QR = a
(
0 0
1 0
)
, SR = b
(
0 1
0 0
)
, (7.8)
and
HA = HA
(
1 0
0 1
)
, P = P
(
1 0
0 1
)
, K = K
(
1 0
0 1
)
. (7.9)
7.2. Representations of su(1|1)L ⊕ su(1|1)R
In this section we shall present two representations relevant for this chapter: the massive and
massless representations.
Massive representation
In the boson-fermion representation (7.4), (7.5) and (7.6), we have
a =
1√
2
√E +m , b = 1√
2
h(1− eip)√E +m ,
c =
1√
2
h(1− e−ip)√E +m , d =
1√
2
√E +m , (7.10)
and
HL =
EL
2
, HR =
ER
2
, P =
h
2
(1− eip) , K = h
2
(1− e−ip) , (7.11)
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where E ≡ EL + ER is the total energy, p is the momentum, m is the mass and h is the coupling
constant. The closure of the algebra implies the dispersion relation2
E2 = m2 + 4h2 sin2 p
2
. (7.12)
Massless representation
This representation is obtained by taking the following limit
m→ 0 , h finite , (7.13)
of the massive representation. The representation parameters become
a =
√
h sin
p
2
, b = ±
√
h sin
p
2
,
c = ±
√
h sin
p
2
, d =
√
h sin
p
2
, (7.14)
and
HL =
EL
2
, HR =
ER
2
, P =
h
2
(1− eip) , K = h
2
(1− e−ip) , (7.15)
where Rep ∈ [0, pi] for right movers, and Rep ∈ [−pi, 0] for left movers. By taking the massless
limit of (7.12), we obtain the massless dispersion relation3
E = 2h
∣∣∣sin p
2
∣∣∣ . (7.16)
7.3. Massless R-matrix
In this section we consider the R-matrix in the massless scattering regime. For the purpose, we
introduce the coproduct action of the su(1|1)L ⊕ su(1|1)R superalgebra on a 2-particle state in
the massless representation as4
∆(QA) = QA ⊗ ei
p
4 + e−i
p
4 ⊗QA , ∆(SA) = SA ⊗ ei
p
4 + e−i
p
4 ⊗ SA , (7.17)
and
∆(HA) = HA ⊗ ei
p
2 + e−i
p
2 ⊗HA , ∆(P) = P ⊗ ei
p
2 + e−i
p
2 ⊗ P ,
∆(K) = K ⊗ ei p2 + e−i p2 ⊗K , (7.18)
2For the same argument given in chapter 6, a quadratic Casimir cannot be constructed. However if one
considers the secret symmetry, then a quadratic Casimir C2 exists, and the dispersion relation (7.12) is given by
C2 = m
2.
3In terms of the quadratic Casimir, this corresponds to C2 = 0.
4We recall that in general the definition of a coproduct is not unique. The one defined above will be particularly
useful for studying the boost symmetry of the q-deformed Poincare´ superalgebra.
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where A = L,R. In [242,226] the authors found the following R-matrix for the left-left scattering
R = Φ

1 0 0 0
0 − csc p1+p24 sin p1−p24 csc p1+p24
√
sin p12 sin
p2
2 0
0 csc p1+p24
√
sin p12 sin
p2
2 csc
p1+p2
4 sin
p1−p2
4 0
0 0 0 −1
 , (7.19)
which is invariant under the su(1|1)L ⊕ su(1|1)R action
∆op(a)R = R∆(a) ∀ a ∈ su(1|1)L ⊕ su(1|1)R , (7.20)
and furthermore it satisfies the Yang-Baxter equation (5.45) and braiding-unitarity (5.47). It
also satisfies crossing-symmetry (5.50) with the dressing factor Φ found in [178].
7.3.1. The q-deformed Poincare´ superalgebra pseudo-invariance
In this section we shall investigate whether the R-matrix (7.19) admits a larger group of sym-
metries than just the su(1|1)L ⊕ su(1|1)R superalgebra. In particular we introduce the extra
generators JL,JR, the so-called boost generators, which they will act together with the old gen-
erators of su(1|1)L ⊕ su(1|1)R to generate two copies of the q-deformed Poincare´ superalgebra
in 1 + 1 dimensions, denoted by Eq(1, 1)L ⊕ Eq(1, 1)R.
The non-vanishing graded commutation relations of Eq(1, 1)L ⊕ Eq(1, 1)R are [242]
{QL,QR} = P , {SL,SR} = K , {QL,SL} = HL , {QR,SR} = HR ,
[JA,QB] = i
2
√
µ
ei
p
2 + e−i
p
2
2
QB , [JA,SB] = i
2
√
µ
ei
p
2 + e−i
p
2
2
SB ,
[JA,HB] = −[JA,P] = −[JA,K] = e
ip − e−ip
2µ
, [JA, p] = iHA , (7.21)
where both A and B can be either L or R, and µ ≡ 4
h2
. The deformation parameter q is related
to the coupling constant h via:
log q =
i
h2
. (7.22)
The massless dispersion relation (7.16) remains invariant after introducing the boost generators.
The boost operators act on a single particle state as
JA = iHA ∂p , A = L,R . (7.23)
The coproduct action of Eq(1, 1)L ⊕Eq(1, 1)R on a two-particle state is as follow. For the boost
generators we have [245,246]
∆(JA) = JA ⊗ (ei
p
21) + (e−i
p
21)⊗ JA
+
1
2
(QA e−i
p
4 )⊗ (SA ei
p
4 ) +
1
2
(SA e−i
p
4 )⊗ (QA ei
p
4 ) , (7.24)
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while the coproduct of the remaining su(1|1)L ⊕ su(1|1)R generators is the same as in (7.17)
and (7.18). The expression above for ∆(JA) is non-local, which is in agreement with a standard
argument reviewed in [77]-VI.2.
In what follows, we shall understand if the R-matrix (7.19) is invariant, in the sense of
equation (7.20), under the enlarged algebra Eq(1, 1)L⊕Eq(1, 1)R. Without loss of generality, we
shall consider JL only. We compute the action of JL on (7.19), and we find
∆(JL)R = 0 , ∆op(JL)R = 0 , (7.25)
which is not the invariance condition of the R-matrix under the boost action, but this tells us
that the R-matrix is annihilated by ∆(JL) and ∆op(JL). Moreover, the boost generator (7.23) is
not a symmetry of the Lagrangian. We remark that to compute (7.25) we choose an analogous of
the Heisemberg picture of quantum mechanics, where the states do not transform under boost,
i.e. JL|φ〉 = JL|ψ〉 = 0, while the algebra generators do transform5.
7.3.2. Geometric interpretation
In this section we show that the annihilation of the R-matrix under the boost action (7.25) is
instrumental for a geometric interpretation of the (massless) scattering.
By taking linear combinations of the two equations in (7.25), we find that the R-matrix
(7.19) must satisfy the following equations
DMR ≡
[
∂
∂pM
+ ΓM
]
R = 0, (M = 1, 2) , (7.27)
where
Γ1 ≡ −1
4
√
sin p22
sin p12
[
E12 ⊗ E21 + E21 ⊗ E12
]
sin p1+p24
,
Γ2 ≡ 1
4
√
sin p12
sin p22
[
E12 ⊗ E21 + E21 ⊗ E12
]
sin p1+p24
, (7.28)
and
E12 ≡
(
0 1
0 0
)
, E21 ≡
(
0 0
1 0
)
. (7.29)
5In analogy with the Heisenberg picture of quantum mechanics, the boost generator would play the role of
time derivative, such that the states do not evolve in time, but the operators do evolve, and their evolution is
dictated by their commutator with the Hamiltonian. From the world-sheet perspective [312], it might be possible
to write an expression analogous to the Heisenberg evolution equation
Ja = i[H , a] , ∀ a ∈ su(1|1)L ⊕ su(1|1)R . (7.26)
where H is the world-sheet Hamiltonian.
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We interpret DM in (7.27) as a covariant derivative on a fibre bundle with a 2-dimensional
manifold base space B, equipped with real coordinates (p1, p2). The entries of (7.19) and the
connection components (7.28) are periodic in p1 and p2, with period 8pi, which is four times the
physical strip length of left- and right-moving massless modes [178]. Therefore B is topologically
equivalent to the 2-dimensional torus T 2.
In this language, the R-matrix is a section of the fibre bundle, which must be covariantly
constant under DM . This motivates the choice of the fibre F , as we shall explain. Since the
(left part of the) R-matrix is an object defined in the universal enveloping algebra U [su(1|1)L]⊗
U [su(1|1)L], then we must take F ⊂ U [su(1|1)L] ⊗ U [su(1|1)L]. Finally, the connection (7.28)
takes values in su(1|1)L ⊕ su(1|1)L, which is the algebra associated with the fibre F .
The connection (7.28) is characterised by infinitely many singularities on B, given by the
vanishing of the sine functions at the denominators. Moreover, the connection (7.28) is locally
flat, i.e. away from singular points, the curvature FMN vanishes:
F12 = ∂1Γ2 − ∂2Γ1 + [Γ1,Γ2] = 0 . (7.30)
This implies that the connection (7.28) is a pure gauge connection, i.e. can be written as
ΓM = g∂Mg
−1 , (7.31)
for some g ∈ U [su(1|1)L]⊗ U [su(1|1)L].
In what follows, we shall discuss how to restore the dressing factor Φ. By multiplying the
R-matrix (7.19) with the dressing factor we obtain that the dressed R-matrix, denoted by R˜,
must satisfy [
∂
∂pM
+ ΓM − ∂
∂pM
log Φ
]
R˜ = 0 R˜ ≡ ΦR . (7.32)
Equation (7.32) can still be thought as a covariantly constant condition for the dressed R-matrix,
but with respect to a new connection. The new connection is related to ΓM in (7.28) via a gauge
transformation, as follows
ΓM → gΓMg−1 + g∂Mg−1 , g = Φ1 . (7.33)
A consequence of (7.32) and (7.33) is that restoring the dressing factor does not alter the
structure of the fibre bundle. The dressed R-matrix is again covariantly constant with respect
to a pure gauge connection.
We shall remark that the R-matrix (7.19) is symmetric, i.e. satisfies Π(R)(p2, p1) = R(p1, p2).
This implies that the two conditions in (7.27) are not independent. However we propose to
consider (7.27) as a fundamental system of equations which must be satisfied by the most
generic R-matrix solution. In the particular case of solution (7.19), the two equations reduce
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just to one condition. Braiding unitarity of the R-matrix will then be considered as a constraint
equation.
A consequence of the fact that (7.19) is symmetric is also that Γ1 and Γ2 are proportional
to the same matrix in su(1|1)L ⊕ su(1|1)L. However we could interpret the connection (7.28)
as a particular solution to the equations of motion plus the Bianchi identity. The most general
solution to such system of equations would parametrise the proposed Universal R-matrix, as
described in the next section.
A comment on the relativistic limit
We shall mention that if we take the relativistic limit of the q-deformed Poincare´ superalgebra
so far considered, then a choice of the boost coproduct, which is consistent with the algebra
commutation relations, is the trivial one, i.e.
∆(J relL ) = ∆op(J relL ) = J relL ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ J relL , (7.34)
where J relL is the boost generator in the relativistic limit, which acts as follows
J relL =
∂
∂θ
, (7.35)
and θ is the rapidity of the particle where J relL is acting on. Then equation (7.25) in the
relativistic limit tells us that
∆(J relL )R =
[
∂
∂θ1
+
∂
∂θ2
]
R = 0 , (7.36)
which implies that the R-matrix depends only on the difference of the rapidities, i.e. R =
R(θ1−θ2). This is consistent with the boost invariance of the R-matrix in relativistic integrable
systems discussed in [246].
7.4. Proposal for the Universal R-matrix
In this section we derive an integral expression for the R-matrix (7.19), which we propose as a
candidate for the Universal R-matrix. Let us consider a curve γ(λ) in the base space
γ : [0, 1]→ B , (7.37)
and contract (7.27) with the velocity p˙M = dp
M
dλ along γ, which gives us[
d
dλ
+ p˙MΓM
]
R = 0 . (7.38)
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For convenience, we apply the permutation operator Π defined in (5.40) to (7.38), and we obtain[
d
dλ
− p˙MΓM
]
Π ◦R = 0 , (7.39)
where we used the following relation on states:
{Π,ΓM} = 0 . (7.40)
By integrating (7.39) along the image of γ, we provide the following expression for the R-matrix
R
[
γ(λ)
]
= Π ◦P exp
(∫ γ(λ)
γ(0)
dpMΓM
)
, (7.41)
where P exp is the time-ordered exponential and we have used the fact that Π2 = 1⊗ 1.
The normalisation in (7.41) is chosen in the following way. We impose that the starting
point of the curve γ(0) = (pˆ1, pˆ2) is such that pˆ1 = pˆ2. Then for λ = 0, i.e. particles with equal
momenta, the R-matrix (7.19) reduces to Π. In Appendix H, by choosing γ to be a straight line,
we check that the R-matrix in the integral formulation (7.41) reproduces correctly the given
R-matrix (7.19).
B ' T 2
R[ ]
 
F ⇢ U [su(1|1)L]⌦ U [su(1|1)L]
Figure 7.1: Fibre bundle interpretation of the massless scattering.
Of course, what discussed above applies away from singularities and for paths entirely con-
tained within regular regions. This is analogous to the Aharonov-Bohm type effects, and would
obstruct the trivialisation of the underlying fibre bundle.
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Equation (7.41) has been derived by integrating the constraint (7.27), where the connection
ΓM is the specific one given in (7.28). This leads us to the following
Conjecture 7.1. Given a Hopf algebra, the Universal R-matrix is of the form (7.41).
The idea is to deform the connection in (7.41) and to still obtain a physical R-matrix, solution
to the algebraic equations. This implies that the physical connections must also satisfy certain
equations, which we expect to impose conditions on the singularities. The algebraic problem
of determining the R-matrix translates into studying the moduli spaces of physical connections,
where generalised Completeness Theorems of the R-matrix solutions could be formulated.
Link to gauge theories
In the case in which the fibre bundle so far constructed could be reduced to a principle bundle,
the path-ordered expression (7.41) in a gauge theory language would be the so-called Wilson
line of the (almost everywhere flat) gauge connection Γ. Moreover if we choose γ to be a closed
curve and we trace (7.41) over the superspin states, we obtain the Wilson loop associated with
Γ. This is a consequence of the fact that the R-matrix in the integral form (7.41) contains the
information about the holonomy of Γ.
It is interesting to speculate whether there might exist a gauge theory rewriting our problem,
where the gauge field ΓM lives on B ' T 2, with gauge algebra given by two copies of su(1|1).
It would then be curious to investigate what a gauge transformation might correspond to in
the original physical picture. This should turn into a local tranformation (i.e. momentum-
dependent) of the basis of two-particle scattering states6. Because of its local nature, it should
tie in with the sl(2) outer-automorphism of su(1|1)L ⊕ su(1|1)R. The link between integrable
scatterings and gauge theories has also been noticed in [317,318].
7.5. Fundamental R-matrix equations revisited
So far we have provided a geometric interpretation of the boost invariance in terms of a fibre
bundle picture, where the boost generator defines a connection, and the R-matrix is a covariantly
constant section of the bundle. In this section we shall comment on a geometric interpretation
of the fundamental set of equations presented in section 5.4.3., which every R-matrix describing
an integrable scattering should satisfy.
6This is a local redefinition of the Faddeev-Zamolodchikov operators [187]
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Braiding unitarity
The braiding unitarity condition
Π(R)(p2, p1)R(p1, p2) = 1⊗ 1 , (7.42)
could be potentially interpreted as a path inversion condition on the base space B. This is
because there is a potential cancellation between the exponentials coming from R and Π(R)
in (7.42) when the R-matrix is expressed in the integral form (7.41), which might be due to
inversion of the path of integration. Further investigation is needed thought.
Yang-Baxter equation
We recall that defining a connection on a fibre bundle means to split uniquely the tangent space
of the fibre bundle into the vertical and horizontal subspaces. Furthermore, the holonomy of a
connection is trivial if given a closed curve γ on the base space, the horizontal lift γ˜ is also a
closed curve. Recall that the horizontal lift γ˜ of a given curve γ in the base space is a curve
in the whole fibre bundle such that if projected down to the base space one recovers γ, and in
addition the tangent vectors to γ˜ always belong to the horizontal space.
Let us consider the embedding of the base space B ' T 2 into R3 equipped with coordinates
(p1, p2, p3), where p3 stands for the momentum of the third auxiliary particle. Let us choose
three different points X1, X2, X3 ∈ T 2 and let us denote by γij a generic path from Xi to Xj ,
which do not wrap around any singularity. Let us consider the closed curve γ ≡ γ12 ◦ γ23 ◦ γ31,
which we shall assume to not contain any singularity, and let γ˜ be the horizontal lift of γ.
If the holonomy of Γ would be trivial, then the initial and final points of γ˜ must coincide.
Naively, let us take the R-matrix as the fibre completion of γ in the horizontal lift γ˜. Then the
closure of γ˜ reads
R12R23 = R13 . (7.43)
However this is not the Yang-Baxter equation (5.45), which instead points towards the non-
triviality of the holonomy of Γ.
The fact that the connection is flat allows us to provide extra information on the holonomy
of Γ. A flat connection defines a homomorphism between the fundamental group pi1 of B and
the holonomy group of Γ. Since the fundamental group of B ' T 2 is Z × Z, the holonomy of
Γ depends only on a pair of integers (n1, n2), which are the winding numbers of the loop γ on
T 2, and do not depend on the particular shape of the loop γ. This analysis of course do not
take into consideration any contribution coming from the singularities. It would be interesting
to determine how this relates to the singularities of the connection appearing in (7.30).
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Crossing symmetry
A geometric interpretation of the crossing symmetry equation (5.50) requires a suitable continu-
ation to complex momenta, and therefore a complexification of the fibre bundle, where naively
the base space B ' T 2 is promoted to B¯ ' C2 . The path in the complexified base space γ¯
entering in (7.41) integrates the complexified connection Γ¯ between crossed regions [178] and
again it should avoid the singularities of Γ¯ on B¯.
7.6. Quantum interpretation
We shall show that equation (7.27) can also be interpreted as an auxiliary Schro¨dinger problem.
In particular, the R-matrix can be identified with the time evolution operator of a one-particle
state, which must satisfy the following Schro¨dinger equation:
i~
d
dt
U(t; t0) = HU(t; t0) . (7.44)
To show this, let us consider a curve on the momenta space (p1, p2), which is topologically T
2, and
let us parametrise the curve with the real parameter t ∈ [t0,+∞], such that pM (t0) = (p0, p0).
Contracting (7.27) with the velocity p˙M = dpM/dt, and applying the permutation operator Π,
we obtain
d
dt
Π ◦R = p˙MΓM Π ◦R . (7.45)
Comparing (7.45) with (7.44), we have the following identification
H ≡ i~ p˙MΓM , U(t; t0) ≡ Π ◦R . (7.46)
The R-matrix is now identified with the propagator U(t0; t):
R = Π ◦P exp
(
− i
~
∫ t
t0
H dt
)
, (7.47)
whereP exp is the time-ordered exponential. Any trajectory provides an alternative Schro¨dinger
problem. The flatness of ΓM , and the fact (proved by straightforward computation) that p˙
MΓM
is identically zero along the line p1 = p2, make all these quantum mechanical problems equival-
ent7.
It is not artificial to think of p˙MΓM as a Hamiltonian (although possibly singular). In
the next section, we show that the Hamiltonian-density emerging from a simplified algebraic
Bethe ansatz and p˙MΓM are proportional to each other. In (7.44), however, H does not act on
7This is true provided that the path chosen does not wrap around any singularity or any cycle of the torus.
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spin-chain sites, but on the superspin degrees of freedom of an auxiliary quantum-mechanical
particle.
Moreover, we notice that the auxiliary Hamiltonian (7.46) is proportional to the symmetrised
tensor-product of the two supercharges proportional to E12 and E21 entering in (7.28). This is
in strong analogy with N = 1 supersymmetric quantum mechanics, where the energy is fixed
by the su(1|1) supersymmetry algebra via the anti-commutator {Q,Q†}.
Possible alternative interpretations of equation (7.27) are given in Appendix I, and in partic-
ular the Berry phase argument might link together the geometric and quantum interpretations.
7.6.1. Spin-chain Hamiltonian
In this section, we shall formulate a simplified coordinate Bethe ansatz for the purpose of
motivating the Hamiltonian approach presented in 7.6.. Following [296], we shall show that
by using the R-matrix (7.19) we can construct a gapless spin-chain Hamiltonian H . To begin,
it is useful to write the momenta p1, p2 as follows
p1 = iν + λ , p2 = iν − λ , (7.48)
where ν, λ ∈ C. Next, we notice that
R(ν, λ = 0) = Π . (7.49)
We consider a spin-chain with N sites, with periodicity N + 1 ≡ 1. We set the momenta of the
n-th site to be
pn = iνn + λn , pn+1 = iνn − λn , (7.50)
and we construct the local spin-chain Hamiltonian hn,n+1, which acts on neighbour sites n and
n+ 1 as the logarithmic derivative of the R-matrix (7.19), i.e.
hn,n+1 =
∂
∂λn
logR(ν, λn)
∣∣
λn=0
= Π ◦ ∂
∂λn
R(ν, 0) . (7.51)
where we made the simplification νn = ν , ∀n. The parameter νn plays the physical role of an
inhomogeneity along the spin-chain, which however we take to be site-independent, by setting
νn = ν for simplicity. This gives us
hn,n+1 =
i
2 sinh ν2
(E12 ⊗ E21 + E21 ⊗ E12) , (7.52)
which is a Hermitian operator for real ν (taking into account fermionic signs). The Hamiltonian
density (7.52) coincides, up to an overall factor, with the algebraic part of the boost coproduct,
or equivalently with the components of the connection ΓM .
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We construct the monodromy matrix
T0(λ) ≡ R01(λ) · · ·R0N (λ) , (7.53)
where R0i is the scattering matrix between the auxiliary particle and i-th particle. Here R0i
plays also the role of Lax matrix. Then the Hamiltonian becomes
H =
d
dλ
log tr0T0(0) = −
N∑
n=1
hn,n+1 . (7.54)
Consider now an infinite chain, with pseudo-vacuum
|Ω〉 = |...φ⊗ φ⊗ φ...〉 , (7.55)
which is an eigenstate of H with zero energy. The spectrum of one-particle excitations above
|Ω〉 is gapless:
|Ψp〉 =
∑
m
eipm|...φm−1 ⊗ ψm ⊗ φm+1...〉 ,
H |Ω〉 = 0 ,
H |Ψp〉 =  sin p |Ψp〉,  = 1
sinh ν2
. (7.56)
There are intriguing similarities between the dispersion relation (7.56) and the one of massless
spinons, which are massless excitations of the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg spin-chain [297],
with dispersion relation
Esp =
pi
2
| sin p| . (7.57)
There is a similarity between the massless spinons dispersion relation (7.57), and the massless
(ferromagnetic) magnons dispersion relation (7.16). One may wonder of any possible spectral
duality between the two. In analogy to the AdS5 × S5 case, where antiferromagnets appear
in specific regimes with some peculiar parameters scaling [298–302], it would be interesting to
study the antiferromagnetic limit of the AdS3 massless sector and test the spectral duality,
particularly in view of [275].
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8
Conclusions
In the first part of this thesis, we focused on various aspects of black holes in higher dimensions
in the context of string theory. In chapter 2 we introduced the notion of a near-horizon geometry
with some illustrative examples (supersymmetric black ring and BMPV black hole). We showed
that a near-horizon geometry always admits two obvious isometries, which are generated by the
Killing vectors V (2.1) and D (2.10). The question is whether the near-horizon geometry admits
even further symmetries. In the context of supersymmetric near-horizon geometries with non-
trivial fluxes, there are evidences that the answer to this question is yes. This is contemplated
in the horizon conjecture, which we enunciated in 2.1, and we showed the salient key points of
the proof in the context of type IIA supergravity.
In chapter 3, we investigated the horizon conjecture when one includes the string correc-
tions to the supergravity approximation in the context of heterotic theory. We decomposed all
heterotic bosonic fields in Gaussian null coordinates and applied the near-horizon limit. We
assumed supersymmetry, and we integrated the gravitino KSE along the light-cone directions.
We decomposed all KSEs in terms of the bosonic near-horizon data and the spinors η±, which
are defined on the spatial cross section S. In this way we obtained the so-called reduced KSEs.
We showed that the reduced KSEs impose some conditions on the bosonic near-horizon fields.
Then we investigated whether the near-horizon geometry admits supersymmetry enhance-
ment. First, we showed that the reduced KSEs can be simplified to a set of necessary and
sufficient conditions to establish supersymmetry, which consist of a gravitino and dilatino equa-
tions on S. Then we reviewed the argument to establish the supersymmetry enhancement in
uncorrected heterotic supergravity. The mechanism consists in assuming the existence of at least
one Killing spinor η± from which one can generate a second linearly independent Killing spinor
of opposite chirality η′∓ by using the /h map. This argument relies on various properties of h
which are derived from some global analysis of the Laplacian acting on h2. In particular the
fact that h is parallel with respect to ∇˜(−) is crucial. Remarkably, in the uncorrected heterotic
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case the generalised Lichenrowicz theorem is not needed to establish the supersymmetry en-
hancement. Then we investigated if the /h map can also be constructed when α′ corrections are
included. We showed that the global analysis of h2 is insufficient to imply the useful properties
of h up to O(α′2), and therefore the /h map does not guarantee supersymmetry enhancement.
For instance, we obtained that h is parallel with respect to ∇˜(−) at zeroth order in α′, but not
up to O(α′2).
Therefore we investigated if a generalised Lichnerowicz theorem, including α′ corrections,
can be formulated. We showed that the zero modes, up to O(α′2) terms, of the twisted Dirac
operator are solutions to the KSEs at zeroth order in α′. The Lichnerowicz theorem in this case
is insufficient to imply the KSEs up to O(α′2) terms. However we showed that if the near-horizon
geometry admits at least one non-vanishing at zeroth order in α′ negative light-cone chirality
spinor, η
[0]
− 6= 0, then supersymmetry is enhanced. Such condition on the spinor implies that h
is parallel with respect to ∇˜(−) up to O(α′2) terms, and it leaves all near-horizon heterotic fields
invariant. This is sufficient to guarantee supersymmetry enhancement via the /h map.
We proved the no-go theorem 3.2, which states that there are no AdS2 backgrounds in
heterotic supergravity, for which all fields are smooth and the internal space is smooth, compact
and without boundary. The result holds up to second order corrections in α′, provided that
there exists at least one η
[0]
− 6= 0. To prove this theorem, one needs the facts that ∆ vanishes,
and h is an isometry.
In the case that supersymmetry is enhanced, we described the spacetime geometry of the
near-horizon solutions. We recall that when supersymmetry is enhanced the description of the
geometry is analogous to the uncorrected case, except of having to solve an anomaly corrected
Bianchi identity for H. Therefore non-trivial heterotic near-horizon geometries, i.e. solutions
with non vanishing fluxes, admit 2, 4, 6 and 8 preserved supersymmetries. The spacetime
geometry for near-horizon geometries preserving 2 and 4 supersymmetries was described in
section 3.8..
Finally, we considered non-supersymmetric near-horizon geometries for which supersym-
metry is explicitly broken in a certain way. These type of horizons admit a spinor which is
a solution to the gravitino KSE, but which do not satisfy the algebraic KSE. Therefore the
algebraic KSE generates a second spinor, which we showed to also satisfy the gravitino KSE.
Furthermore we showed that from these two ∇˜(−)-parallel spinors one can generate a vector
which is a symmetry of the full solution. This fact allowed us to describe the geometry of the
spatial cross section S. In this thesis we reported only the G2 case, i.e. when there is exactly
one spinor satisfying the initial assumptions on the KSEs. The cases where there are more of
such spinors can be found in [131].
In chapter 4, we considered the problem of extending a given near-horizon geometry into the
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bulk along the radial direction. This problem can be embedded into the more general question
of determining all black hole solutions which share the same near-horizon geometry. We showed
that the first order radial deformations of the horizon fields must satisfy an elliptic system of
PDEs, which implies that the space of moduli is finite dimensional (theorem 4.1). We showed
that this result also holds when matter fields are coupled to the metric field. In particular, we
considered the uncorrected heterotic supergravity and D = 11 supergravity theories. In [132],
the theorem 4.1 is also proved in Einstein-Maxwell-Dilaton theory in any dimension, with a
topological term in four and five dimensions.
We shall discuss the limitations which affect our approach to study the bulk extension of
a near-horizon geometry. First we recall that the Gaussian null coordinates is a particular set
of coordinates adapted to a neighbourhood of the Killing horizon H. This means that if we
move sufficiently away from the horizon, we expect that the radial expansion breaks down. This
happens because the metric diverges when r is sufficiently large. Furthermore, computations at
second order in r becomes quite prohibitive. The general issue of obstructions for extending the
metric of a submanifold into an ambient space has been considered by Fefferman and Graham
[136]. In particular the authors have studied at which order in r the expansion breaks down.
However a systematic classification of all possible obstructions is still missing.
The fact that we are unable to extend to spatial infinity the near-horizon geometry written
in Gaussian null coordinates implies that our approach is not sensitive to the asymptotic data
(e.g. mass, charge and angular momentum) of the black hole, and neither to the asymptotic
geometry of the spacetime. Therefore our question is different from the idea which is behind
the uniqueness theorem of Hawking et al., which states that in D = 4 Einstein theory the
asymptotic data uniquely specify the (asymptotically flat) black hole. However if one would be
able to extend up to infinity a near-horizon geometry, then we expect to recover the black hole
uniqueness theorem in D = 4.
We emphasize that a priori there is no guarantee that a given near-horizon geometry be-
longs to a genuine black hole, e.g. there exist near-horizon geometries with toroidal topology,
which cannot belong to a black hole by the generalization of the Hawking’s topology theorem.
General criteria which allows to systematically exclude near-horizon geometries, like necessary
and sufficient conditions for a horizon to belong to a black hole, are still missing, though a list
of necessary conditions exist [135].
We comment that one of our key assumption to study near-horizon geometries is the ana-
lyticity of the horizon fields in the radial coordinate r. Such assumption is also behind the proof
of the uniqueness theorem of Hawking et al., and in this case it has been attempted to relax the
analyticity condition to the milder assumption that the horizon fields are smooth functions in
r, see e.g. [137] for some progress and [138] for a review. However the problem of understanding
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whether the uniqueness theorem holds for a general class of smooth horizons, without making
any further assumption, is still a very difficult problem.
In what follows we discuss two possible projects connected to the research developed in this
thesis, which are part of my future planned investigation.
1. Investigate the horizon conjecture 2.1 for near-horizon geometries in D = 7 (minimal)
gauged supergravity. The novelty of this project is the presence of a non-abelian 1-form
field which does not decouple from the dynamic of the rest of the fields, which happens in
heterotic theory in α′ perturbation expansion. There is very little work in the literature
about near-horizon geometries with non-abelian gauging, and it would be interesting to
determine if the geometric structure present in the abelian case also persists in the non-
abelian case.
2. Infinitesimal deformations of near-horizon geometries with G2 structure. In this project
we shall consider near-horizon geometries which preserve N = 2 supersymmetries in het-
erotic supergravity, without α′ corrections. The internal space of these geometries is a G2
structure manifold. Instead of the radial deformations studied in this thesis, we shall con-
sider generic supersymmetric deformations of the near-horizon geometry. There are several
motivations for this project. First, we are interested in finding global conditions which
restrict the number of possible moduli, and the heterotic theory represents a manageable
theory where to do such investigation. Ideally, we aim to construct scalar functions which
depends on the moduli. By considering the action of the Laplacian on such functions
and by applying the Hopf maximum principle, we expect to obtain some conditions on
the moduli. Moreover, supersymmetric deformations will preserve the G2 structure. This
will be instrumental to find such global conditions on the moduli, which are important to
further restrict the moduli space.
As a second motivation, the presence of non-trivial moduli might lead to a mechanism
for supersymmetry enhancement. This is also supported by the fact that there are no
explicit heterotic near-horizon geometries which preserve N = 2 supersymmetries, and the
known examples preserve at least N = 4. We believe that finding the supersymmetry
enhancement for deformed G2 near-horizon geometries would answer this question.
A third motivation is related to the work of X. de la Ossa et al. [139] who considered
infinitesimal deformations of heterotic geometries of the type AdS3 × Y 7, where Y 7 is a
G2 structure manifold. They deformed only the internal space Y
7, and kept the direct
product AdS3×Y 7 while deforming. They have shown that the deformations of the fields,
must satisfy elliptic PDEs, which implies that the moduli space is finite dimensional.
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Furthermore, they proved that the elliptic system of PDEs implies the existence of a
cohomology operator acting on the space of moduli. Recently this result opened new
interesting connections with worldsheet BRST operators [140]. In this project we shall
address the same issue considered by X. de la Ossa et al. also in the context of heterotic
near-horizon geometries, which turns out to be more general, and it includes the AdS3×Y 7
case as a particular limit. In our approach, we shall deform the whole spacetime near-
horizon geometry, and not just the internal space S. Second, we shall not assume any
factorization of the spacetime of the type M3 × Y 7, with M3 a Lorentzian non-compact
manifold, but we shall begin just with a generic near-horizon geometry which preserves
N = 2 supersymmetries.
In the second part of this thesis we have considered various aspects of integrable theories
which arise in string theory. In chapter 5, we introduced concepts, formalisms and techniques
which are instrumental for chapters 6 and 7. First, we presented our philosophy to study the
gauge/gravity duality in wider contexts than the celebrated AdS5/CFT4 Maldacena’s duality.
This led us to study the duality on integrable supercoset spaces which are also string back-
grounds. We provided the notion of classical integrability in 1 + 1 dimensional field theories in
terms of the existence of a Lax pair, and we showed some known examples of integrable theories
(KdV and Sine-Gordon equations). We sketched the proof of the fact that a generic supercoset,
in order to be integrable, requires the existence of a Z4 outer automorphism.
Then we moved onto the topic of the scattering matrix. First, we introduced the notion
of the single particle representation and the related concept of isometry algebra breaking due
to the introduction of a vacuum state. We explained why for integrable scatterings one needs
only to consider 2 → 2 processes, and we showed the set of fundamental equations which a
scattering matrix must satisfy: braiding unitarity, crossing symmetry, Yang-Baxter and the
algebra invariance. Furthermore, we briefly discussed how the crossing symmetry equation
becomes an equation for the dressing factor only.
Then we came back again on the fundamental equations for the integrable scattering, but
this time presenting them in an appropriate mathematical language: the Hopf algebras. Finally,
we concluded the chapter with a discussion on the Bethe ansatz, and the standard procedure
which one follows for its formulation, based on the existence of the pseudo-vacuum state.
In chapter 6, we investigated aspects of scatterings in the AdS2 × S2 × T 6 string back-
ground. We introduced the algebra relevant for this background, and the various represent-
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ations (massive, massless, relativistic massless). Then we posed the problem of determining
the R-matrix in the relativistic massless regime. In our approach we imposed only the algebra
invariance condition and the Yang-Baxter equation, which were sufficient to completely fix the
R-matrix entries, up to the dressing factor. Crossing symmetry and braiding unitarity are condi-
tions which we checked a posteriori. Some of the solutions found do not satisfy both conditions.
This is explained in terms of collinear scatterings, for which in the massless limit the associated
R-matrix is a non-perturbative object, which describes CFTs at the fixed points of the RG flow
rather than a physical scattering. This is in perfect agreement with Zamolodchikov’s conjecture.
We showed that some of the solutions found can be reproduced by taking the relativistic
limit of the parental non-relativistic massless R-matrices. Furthermore, such solutions can also
be asymptotically reproduced by taking the large θ limit of the Fendley’s solutions. This obser-
vation allowed us to provide an example of braiding unitarity breaking, in consonance with the
Zamolodchikov’s conjecture. The dressing factors for Solutions 2 and 3 were also found.
In connection with chapter 7, we showed that Solutions 2, 3, 4, 5 satisfy first order differential
equations in the variable θ, with a purely algebraic term Γ
(i)
θ . Such algebraic term might be
interpreted as a connection on a fibre bundle where the base space has been contracted to S1 due
to the relativistic limit. It is still unclear if this geometric structure exists for non-relativistic
massless R-matrices in AdS2 background.
Finally, we worked towards a Bethe ansatz for the R-matrices Solutions 2 and 3, and for the
non-relativistic massless solution. The technique used is based on the free-fermion condition,
which is an algebraic condition for the S-matrix entries. The technique consists in considering
a certain S-matrix and to define a second one, which is related to the first one via a reshuffle of
the entries. One can show that the product of the two transfer matrices, which are constructed
in terms of the two S-matrices just introduced, can be factorised. In the case of Solution 2,
we found that T T (1) factorises into two block terms. This identifies the potential zeroes of T ,
up to an ambiguity, and therefore the auxiliary Bethe equations. In the cases of Solution 3
and the non-relativistic S-matrix, the zeroes of T T (1) are identified with no ambiguity. In the
non-relativistic case, the auxiliary Bethe equations found match the one conjectured by reading
off the Dynkin diagram of the algebra in [174]. The fact that the eigenvalues of T go to zero
or have an essential singularity at θ =∞, which is not what happens in [180,172], implies that
we are not able to reconstruct them with the knowledge of their zeroes and poles. However
in [313] the transfer matrix has been diagonalized by brute force and a conjectured formula for
the eigenvalues for all number of sites has been given.
It is interesting to observe that the free-fermion condition is also satisfied by the S-matrices
in AdS3 backgrounds, in which case a pseudo-vacuum state can be defined. Therefore the
technique based on the free-fermion condition seems to have a larger field of applicability that
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the standard one which relies on defining a reference state. Possible future research would be to
study the Bethe ansatz for the massive S-matrix via the free-fermion condition technique, and
the thermodynamic Bethe ansatz, i.e. the large number of sites limit.
In Chapter 7, we focussed on massless string excitations in the AdS3×S3×T 4 background.
After introducing the massive and massless representations of the su(1|1)L ⊕ su(1|1)R superal-
gebra, we considered a specific R-matrix solution and asked whether this solution is invariant
under a larger algebra. In particular, we considered the q-deformed super Poincare´ algebra
Eq(1, 1)L ⊕ Eq(1, 1)R, which introduces the boost generators JL and JR in addition to the gen-
erators of the su(1|1)L ⊕ su(1|1)R algebra. We showed that the boost generator annihilates
the R-matrix instead of commuting with it. The boost action was reinterpreted as a paral-
lel condition for the R-matrix with respect to a connection living on a certain fibre bundle.
The base space of the fibre bundle is a 2-dimensional torus, which needs to be complexified
to C2 in order to consider the analytic properties of the R-matrix, and the fibre is a subset of
U [su(1|1)]L ⊗ U [su(1|1)]R.
We showed that restoring the R-matrix dressing factor can be interpreted as a pure gauge
shift of the connection. By integrating the parallel condition, we provided an integral expression
along a curve of the base space for the R-matrix, which we proposed as a candidate Universal
R-matrix. Since the connection is characterized by infinitely many singularities, the curve con-
sidered is chosen in such a way it does not make any loop around any of them, which we expect
to be a source of Aharonov-Bohm type effects.
We revisited the fundamental R-matrix equations in this geometric language. Braiding
unitarity may be interpreted as a path inversion in the base space, while the Yang-Baxter
equation is a holonomy condition. Crossing symmetry has still to be explored, since it requires
a complexification of the fibre bundle.
We provided a second interpretation of the boost pseudo-invariance of the R-matrix as an
auxiliary Scho¨dinger problem, where the algebraic part of the boost coproduct is interpreted
as a Hamiltonian and the R-matrix as the time evolution operator of a one-particle state. To
support the quantum approach, we constructed a simplified coordinate Bethe ansatz by using
the particular R-matrix chosen, and we constructed a gapless spin-chain Hamiltonian which is
proportional to the algebraic part of the boost coproduct, whose spectrum is in a close analogy
with antiferromagnetic excitation of the Heisenberg spin-chain.
The geometric and quantum interpretations could be related by a Berry phase argument
described in appendix I. In [242], it has been found an analogy between massless excitations in
AdS3 × S3 × T 4 and phonons, which identify vibrations of ions, in terms of sharing the same
dispersion relation. In the regime where the underlying crystal is slowly vibrating, there might
be an adiabatic variable for the scattering, which suggests for a Berry phase argument.
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In connection to what discussed in this thesis, we propose three possible future projects in
the context of integrability in lower dimensional AdS/CFT, and in particular in connection with
the new emergent geometric interpretation of the scattering process.
1. Study the boost invariance of the R-matrix, and the associated fibre bundle, in AdS2 ×
S2 × T 6 superstring. This project aims to investigate the boost invariance previously
found in AdS3 × S3 × T 4 also in the AdS2 background. In particular, we will investigate
in the context of AdS2×S2×T 6 background if the boost invariance of the R-matrix again
provides a notion of a connection on a fibre bundle. This would allow us to find further
evidence of the interesting geometric picture of the scattering process.
As a hint, we have already shown in section 6.3.1. that the R-matrix must satisfy a
differential equation with a non-trivial algebraic part, which potentially can be reproduced
by a boost invariance condition.
2. Moduli spaces of connections and Universal R-matrix. In the geometric picture described
above, the R-matrix gains the meaning of holonomy of the connection, due to the fact
that it can be written in terms of a path ordered exponential of the connection. We
conjecture that the R-matrix expressed in such a way in terms of the representation-free
connection is a candidate Universal S-matrix. This implies that every physical R-matrix
is specified by the holonomy of the connection, and different connections corresponds to
different R-matrices. Instead of the R-matrix, in our approach we treat the connection as
the fundamental object.
In this project we will determine the system of equations which a physical connection must
satisfy. A physical connection is a connection which reproduces a physical R-matrix via
exponentiation. Once the system of equations are identified, we will study infinitesimal
deformations of a connection solution to this system of equations. We will investigate
whether the moduli must satisfy elliptic PDEs, which would imply that the moduli space
is finite dimensional.
This project is important for understanding the moduli space of the physical connection,
which potentially encodes information about all possible R-matrix solutions. The aim is
to work towards a formulation of a generalised Completeness Theorem for a R-matrix
solutions classification.
3. Fibre bundle structure group and connection singularities. In this project we will investig-
ate aspects of the structure of the fibre bundle. The structure group, which determines the
transition functions on non-empty patch overlaps, is still undetermined. This also relates
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to the notion of gauge transformations, and the physical implementation on fields, which
is of particular interest.
Furthermore the fibre bundle should be complexified, because the coordinates on the base
space, which are the particle momenta, are analytically continued to complex values. After
complexification, the fibre bundle base space would be a 4D manifold. This is a hint that
there might be a connection between our geometric picture of the scattering and the duality
found by Costello, Witten and Yamazaki [317,318] between integrable 2D scatterings and
4D gauge theories. There are of course significant differences, in that we have for instance
a complexification of R1,1 instead of R1,3 as in [317,318].
The connection has infinitely many singularities: it would be interesting to investigate if
these singularities are related to notions of bound states, resonances and/or Aharonov-
Bohm type effects.
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A
Conventions and useful formulae
A.1. Conventions
Metric signature: (−+ ....+)
p-forms
ω =
1
p!
ωµ1...µpe
µ1 ∧ · · · ∧ eµp . (A.1)
Antisymmetric products of gamma matricies
Γµ1...µp = Γ[µ1 · · ·Γµp] , Γ[µΓν] = 1
2
(ΓµΓν − ΓνΓµ) . (A.2)
Feynman slash notation of p-forms
/ω = Γµ1...µpωµ1...µp . (A.3)
Curvature of a connection Γ
Rµν,
ρ
σ = ∂µΓν
ρ
σ − ∂νΓµρσ + ΓµρλΓνλσ − ΓνρλΓµλσ , (A.4)
Connections with torsion ∇(±) of the spacetime
∇(±)µ Y ν = ∇µY ν ±
1
2
Hµ
ν
ρY
ρ . (A.5)
Connections with torsion ∇(±) of S
∇˜(±)i ξj = ∇˜iξj ±
1
2
Wi
j
kξ
k . (A.6)
A.1.1. The R(±) curvature tensors
The R(+) curvature tensor, which is the curvature of the connection ∇(+), can also be written
as
R(+)µν,ρσ = Rµνρσ − 1
2
∇µHρνσ + 1
2
∇νHρµσ + 1
4
HρµλH
λ
νσ − 1
4
HρνλH
λ
µσ , (A.7)
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The relation between R(+) and R(−) is the following
R(+)µν,ρσ −R(−)ρσ,µν = 1
2
(dH)µνρσ . (A.8)
The non-vanishing components of the R(+) curvature tensor in the basis (2.8) are
R(+)−i,+j = ∇˜jhi + 1
2
h`W`ij , R
(+)
ij,+− = dhij ,
R(+)ij,+k = r
(
∇˜kdhij − hkdhij + 1
2
(dh)i
mWmjk − 1
2
(dh)j
mWmik
)
,
R(+)ij,k` = R˜ijk` − 1
2
∇˜iWkj` + 1
2
∇˜jWki` + 1
4
WkimW
m
j` − 1
4
WkjmW
m
i`
= R˜(+)ij,k` , (A.9)
where in the above expression, we have set ∆ = 0, N = h and Y = dh. Note that the R(+)−i,+j
and R(+)ij,+k terms give no contribution to the Bianchi identity ofH or to the Einstein equations,
because R(+)µν,−i = 0 for all µ, ν.
A.1.2. Useful formulae
For heterotic near-horizon geometries the non-vanishing components of the Hessian of Φ, are
given by
∇+∇−Φ = −1
2
hi∇˜iΦ ,
∇+∇iΦ = −1
2
r(dh)i
j∇˜jΦ ,
∇i∇jΦ = ∇˜i∇˜jΦ , (A.10)
where in the above expression, we have set ∆ = 0.
If f is any function of spacetime, then frame derivatives are expressed in terms of co-ordinate
derivatives as
∂+f = ∂uf +
1
2
r2∆∂rf , ∂−f = ∂rf , ∂if = ∂˜if − rhi∂rf . (A.11)
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Spinors can be described in terms of forms [141, 142]. In this section we shall summarize the
information to describe Spin(9, 1) spinors in terms of forms.
Let (e0, e1, ..., e9) be a orthonormal basis for T
∗R9,1, with respect to the Lorentzian inner
product. Consider the subspace U ≡ C〈e1, ..., e5〉, which consists of all possible linear com-
binations of e1, ...., e5, with complex coefficients. Then Dirac spinors are in a one-to-one cor-
respondence with poli-forms on T ∗R9,1, whose space is here denoted as Λ(U). A Dirac spinor
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decomposes into two complex chiral representations, the so-called Weyl representations. The
two inequivalent Weyl representations corresponds to poli-forms of even or odd degree, whose
space is denoted as Λeven(U) and Λodd(U) respectively. The gamma matrices act on a spinor η
in Λ(U) as
Γ0η = −e5 ∧ η + e5yη , Γiη = ei ∧ η + eiyη ,
Γ5η = e5 ∧ η + e5yη , Γ5+iη = iei ∧ η − ieiyη , (A.12)
where i = 1, ..., 4. In our convention, ΓA with A = 1, ..., 9 are Hermitian, while Γ0 is anti-
Hermitian with respect to the auxiliary inner product
〈zaea, wbeb〉 =
5∑
a=1
(za)∗wa , (A.13)
where (za)∗ is the standard complex conjugate of za. The auxiliary inner product (A.13) is
not invariant under Spin(9, 1) transformations on spinors, and therefore it cannot be used as a
Dirac product. However one can define a Spin(9, 1) invariant Dirac inner product between the
two Dirac spinors  and η as follows
D(, η) ≡ 〈Γ0, η〉 , (A.14)
where 〈· , ·〉 is defined as in (A.13).
In addition, in even dimensions one can always define two Spin invariant Majorana inner
products. So in our case we have two inequivalent Spin(9, 1) invariant Majorana inner products,
defined as follows
M(, η) = 〈Γ12345∗, η〉 , (A.15)
and
M˜(, η) = 〈Γ06789∗, η〉 . (A.16)
The two inner products M and M˜ are non-vanishing only if  and η are associated with forms
of opposite degree (e.g.  is even and η is odd).
It is known that Spin(9, 1) admits Majorana-Weyl representations. These are obtained by
imposing on complex Weyl representation the reality condition, also called Majorana conditions.
There are two possible ways of imposing the Majorana condition, which reflects the two possible
Majorana inner products M and M˜ , and they are
η = Γ012345η
∗ , (A.17)
or
η = Γ6789η
∗ . (A.18)
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This can be expressed in terms of charge conjugation matrix
C ≡ Γ012345 , C˜ ≡ Γ6789 , (A.19)
and the reality conditions (A.17) and (A.18) becomes
η = C ∗ η , η = C˜ ∗ η , (A.20)
where the operator C∗ is defined as C ∗ η ≡ Cη∗. The reality conditions map poli-forms of even
(odd) degree to poli-forms of even (odd) degree, and select real subspaces inside Λeven(U) and
Λodd(U), which we denote as ΛevenMaj(U) and Λ
odd
Maj(U) respectively. For instance, 1 and e1234 are
poli-forms in Λeven(U) associated with complex Weyl spinors of positive chirality. However one
can consider the combination a1 + b e1234 and impose the reality condition (A.18) and find the
Majorana-Weyl spinor of positive chirality
η = a1 + a∗e1234 . (A.21)
Therefore 1 + e1234 and i(1 − e1234) are two example of linearly independent Majorana-Weyl
spinors of positive chirality, i.e. elements of ΛevenMaj(U). Spacetime forms can be constructed in
terms of spinor bilinears as follows, by using the M˜ inner product
ζ(, η) =
1
k!
〈Γ06789∗,Γµ1...µkη〉eµ1 ∧ ... ∧ eµk , (A.22)
which is equivalent by using the reality condition (A.18) to
ζ(, η) =
1
k!
〈Γ0,Γµ1...µkη〉eµ1 ∧ ... ∧ eµk . (A.23)
If both , η ∈ ΛevenMaj(U) (or equivalently, both in ΛoddMaj(U)), then the only non-vanishing spinor
bilinears are the 1-, 3- and 5-forms. When the two spinors are of the same chirality, it suffices to
compute forms up to degree five since the forms of higher degree are obtained by Hodge duality.
The 5-forms are either self of anti-self dual.
One can introduce the following basis
Γα¯ =
1√
2
(Γα + iΓ5+α) , Γ± =
1√
2
(Γ5 ± Γ0) , Γα = 1√
2
(Γα − iΓ5+α) , (A.24)
where the gamma matrices become ladder type operators,
Γ+ =
√
2e5y , Γ− =
√
2e5∧ , Γα =
√
2eα∧ , Γα¯ =
√
2eαy . (A.25)
The spinor 1 is a Clifford vacuum, which is annihilated by Γ+ and Γα¯. Then every spinor can
be created by acting on 1 with the gamma matrices Γ− and Γα.
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Let (e1, ..., e7) be a basis on T ∗R7, and define a 3-form as
ϕ = e123 + e145 + e167 + e246 − e257 − e347 − e356 . (A.26)
The subgroup of GL(7,R) preserving ϕ is the exceptional Lie group G2, which is compact,
connected, simply-connected, semisimple and 14-dimensional.
Consider a 7-dimensional manifold B7. The manifold B7 admits a G2 structure if it is
orientable and spin, or equivalently its first and second Stiefel-Whitney classes vanishes. When
this is the case, there exists a nowhere-vanishing Majorana spinor η, such that the 3-form (A.26)
can be constructed as spinor bilinear. Furthermore, B7 admits a G2 holonomy if
∇ϕ = 0 , (A.27)
or equivalently the 3-form ϕ is closed and co-closed. Here ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection.
Manifolds which admits G2 holonomy are Ricci-flat
1.
The G2 structure induces a splitting of the bundles of tensors on B7 into irreducible com-
ponents. Let Λp(T ∗B7) be the space of p-forms on B7, and Λpk(T ∗B7) the subspace of Λp(T ∗B7)
of p-forms which transform in the k-dimensional irreducible representation of G2. Then we have
Λ0 = Λ01
Λ1 = Λ17 (= T
∗B7)
Λ2 = Λ27 ⊕ Λ214
Λ3 = Λ31 ⊕ Λ37 ⊕ Λ327
Λ4 = Λ41 ⊕ Λ47 ⊕ Λ427
Λ5 = Λ57 ⊕ Λ514
Λ6 = Λ67
Λ7 = Λ71 . (A.28)
The decomposition of p = 4, 5, 6, 7 forms follows from Hodge decomposition of p = 0, 1, 2, 3
forms.
The projectors associated with the 2, 3, and 4-forms are given here explicitly.
• 2-form α
(P 7α)i1i2 =
1
3
αi1i2 +
1
6
(?ϕ)i1i2
`1`2α`1`2 ,
(P 14α)i1i2 =
2
3
αi1i2 −
1
6
(?ϕ)i1i2
`1`2α`1`2 . (A.29)
1We remark that this is not what happens in the heterotic case, where the holonomy of the connection with
torsion is a subgroup of G2. Indeed, heterotic near-horizon geometries with non trivial fluxes are not Ricci flat.
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• 3-form β
(P 1β)i1i2i3 =
1
42
ϕ`1`2`3β`1`2`3ϕi1i2i3 ,
(P 7β)i1i2i3 =
1
4
βi1i2i3 −
1
24
ϕ`1`2`3β`1`2`3ϕi1i2i3 +
3
8
β`1`2[i1 ? ϕi2i3]
`1`2 ,
(P 27β)i1i2i3 =
3
4
βi1i2i3 +
1
56
ϕ`1`2`3β`1`2`3ϕi1i2i3 −
3
8
β`1`2[i1 ? ϕi2i3]
`1`2 . (A.30)
• 4-form γ
(P 1γ)i1i2i3i4 =
1
168
γ`1`2`3`4(?ϕ)`1`2`3`4(?ϕ)i1i2i3i4 ,
(P 7γ)i1i2i3i4 =
1
4
γi1i2i3i4 −
1
96
γ`1`2`3`4(?ϕ)`1`2`3`4(?ϕ)i1i2i3i4 +
3
4
(?ϕ)`1`2 [i1i2γi3i4]`1`2 ,
(P 27γ)i1i2i3i4 =
3
4
γi1i2i3i4 +
1
224
γ`1`2`3`4(?ϕ)`1`2`3`4(?ϕ)i1i2i3i4 −
3
4
(?ϕ)`1`2 [i1i2γi3i4]`1`2 .
(A.31)
B
Spin Connection and Ricci Tensor
In this appendix we list the components of the spin connection and Ricci tensor in the light-cone
basis (2.8) of the metric (2.6), where the metric components {∆, h, γ} are allowed to depend on
r, or equivalently of the metric (2.2) in the extremal case.
From the following general expressions, one can obtain the spin connection and Ricci tensor
of the near-horizon metric by suppressing the r-dependence of {∆, h, γ}.
B.1. Spin Connection
The non-vanishing components of the spin connection in the frame basis (2.8) of the horizon
metric (2.2) are
Ω−,+i = −1
2
hi − 1
2
rh˙i ,
Ω−,ij = e˙kIeI [iδj]k ,
Ω+,+− = −r∆− 1
2
r2∆˙ ,
Ω+,+i =
1
2
r2(∆hi − ∂˜i∆) + 1
2
r3∆˙hi − 1
2
r3∆h˙i ,
Ω+,−i = −1
2
hi − 1
2
rh˙i ,
Ω+,ij = −1
2
rd˜hij + r
2h[ih˙j] +
1
2
r2∆e˙kIe
I
[iδj]k ,
Ωi,+− =
1
2
hi +
1
2
rh˙i ,
Ωi,+j = −1
2
rd˜hij + r
2h[ih˙j] −
1
2
r2∆e˙kIe
I
(iδj)k ,
Ωi,j− = e˙kIeI (iδj)k ,
Ωi,jk = Ω˜i,jk + rδj`e˙
`
Ie
I
[khi] − rδi`e˙`IeI [jhk] + rδk`e˙`IeI [ihj] . (B.1)
where Ω˜ denotes the spin-connection of the spatial horizon section S in the ei basis.
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B.2. Ricci Tensor
The Ricci tensor components in the frame basis (2.8) are
R++ = r
2
(
1
2
∇˜i∇˜i∆− 3
2
hi∇˜i∆− 1
2
∆∇˜ihi + ∆hihi + 1
4
d˜hij d˜h
ij
)
+ r3
(
− hi∇˜i∆˙− 1
2
∆˙∇˜ihi + 1
2
h˙i∇˜i∆ + 1
2
∆∇˜ih˙i + 2∆˙hihi −∆hih˙i
+
1
4
∆g˙k
khih
i − 1
2
∆g˙ijh
ihj − 1
4
g˙k
khi∇˜i∆ + 1
2
g˙ijh
i∇˜j∆− hih˙j d˜hij
)
+O(2) ,
(B.2)
R+− =
1
2
∇˜ihi −∆− 1
2
hihi
+ r
(
1
2
∇˜ih˙i − 1
2
∆g˙k
k − 1
4
g˙k
khih
i +
1
2
g˙ijh
ihj − 2∆˙− 2hih˙i
)
+O(2) ,
(B.3)
R−− = O(2) , (B.4)
R+i = r
(
1
2
∇˜kd˜hik + hj d˜hji + ∆hi − ∇˜i∆
)
+ r2
(
− 1
2
∆h˙i +
1
2
h˙i∇˜jhj + hj∇˜j h˙i − 1
2
hi∇˜j h˙j − 1
2
∇˜i(hj h˙j)
+ 2∆˙hi − 1
2
∇˜i∆˙ + 3hjh[ih˙j] −
3
4
∆g˙ijh
j +
1
2
g˙ij∇˜j∆ + 1
4
∆∇˜j g˙ij
− 1
4
∇˜i(∆g˙kk) + 3
8
∆hig˙k
k +
1
2
g˙i
j d˜hjkh
k +
1
4
g˙k
khj d˜hji +
1
2
d˜hi
j g˙jkh
k
)
+O(2) ,
(B.5)
R−i = h˙i +
1
2
∇˜j g˙ji − 1
2
∇˜ig˙kk + 1
4
hig˙k
k − 1
2
g˙ijh
j +O(2) , (B.6)
Rij = R˜ij + ∇˜(ihj) −
1
2
hihj
+ r
(
∇˜(ih˙j) − 3h(ih˙j) +
(−∆ + 1
2
∇˜khk − hkhk
)
g˙ij − g˙(ik∇˜|k|hj)
− hk∇˜(ig˙j)k + hk∇˜kg˙ij − h(i∇˜kg˙j)k + 2hkh(ig˙j)k + h(i∇˜j)g˙kk
+
1
2
g˙k
k
(∇˜(ihj) − hihj))+O(2) . (B.7)
Here O(2) consists of terms linear in h¨, ∆¨, g¨, and terms quadratic in h˙, ∆˙, g˙, which play no
role in the moduli space calculations.
C
Field Equations
In this appendix we list the various bosonic field equations of anomaly corrected and uncorrected
heterotic supergravity and D = 11 supergravity. In each theory, we decompose the field equa-
tions in terms of the horizon data, which is not taken in the near-horizon limit. One can obtain
the equations of motion for the fields in the near-horizon limit by suppressing the r-dependence
of all fields.
We denote by ∇˜ the Levi-Civita connection on S, restricted to r = const..
C.1. Anomaly corrected heterotic bosonic field equations
The Bianchi identity associated with the 3-form is
dH = −α
′
4
(
tr(R(+) ∧R(+))− tr(F ∧ F )
)
+O(α′2) , (C.1)
where tr(F ∧ F ) = F ab ∧ F ba (a, b are gauge indices on F ).
The Einstein equation is
Rµν − 1
4
Hµλ1λ2Hν
λ1λ2 + 2∇µ∇νΦ
+
α′
4
(
R(+)µλ1,λ2λ3R
(+)
ν
λ1,λ2λ3 − FµλabFνλab
)
= O(α′2) .
(C.2)
The gauge field equations are
∇µ
(
e−2ΦHµν1ν2
)
= O(α′2) , (C.3)
and
∇µ
(
e−2ΦFµν
)
+
1
2
e−2ΦHνλ1λ2F
λ1λ2 = O(α′) . (C.4)
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The dilaton field equation is
∇µ∇µΦ = 2∇µΦ∇µΦ− 1
12
Hλ1λ2λ3H
λ1λ2λ3
+
α′
16
(
R(+)λ1λ2,λ3λ4R
(+) λ1λ2,λ3λ4 − Fλ1λ2abF λ1λ2ab
)
+O(α′2) . (C.5)
This completes the list of field equations.
C.2. Uncorrected heterotic bosonic field equations
In this section we list the uncorrected heterotic bosonic field equations in the Einstein frame,
which turns out to be convenient for the moduli space computation. Since we neglect α′ correc-
tions, the dynamic of non-abelian 2-form field strength F decouples from the rest of the heterotic
fields, and here we set F = 0.
After the Weyl rescaling g → e− 12Φg, the gauge field equation is:
∇µ
(
e−ΦHµλ1λ2
)
= 0 , (C.6)
The Einstein equation is:
Rµν − 1
2
∇µΦ∇νΦ + 1
48
e−ΦgµνHλ1λ2λ3H
λ1λ2λ3 − 1
4
e−ΦHµλ1λ2Hν
λ1λ2 = 0 . (C.7)
The dilaton field equation is:
∇µ∇µΦ + 1
12
e−ΦHλ1λ2λ3H
λ1λ2λ3 = 0 . (C.8)
C.2.1. Decomposition in Gaussian null coordinates
The components of the Einstein equation (C.7) are:
The ++ component:
R++ + r
2e−Φ
(
1
2
(h ∧N)ijY ij − 1
4
YijY
ij − 1
4
(h ∧N)ij(h ∧N)ij
)
+r3e−Φ
(
− 1
4
∆ZijY
ij +
1
4
∆Zij(h ∧N)ij
)
+r4
(
− 1
16
e−Φ∆2ZijZij − 1
8
∆2Φ˙2
)
= 0 . (C.9)
The −− component:
R−− − 1
4
e−ΦZijZij − 1
2
Φ˙Φ˙ = 0 . (C.10)
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The +− component:
R+− +
3
8
e−ΦNiN i +
1
48
e−ΦWijkW ijk
+re−Φ
(
1
8
(h ∧N)ijZij − 1
8
YijZ
ij − 1
24
(h ∧ Z)ijkW ijk
)
+r2
(
− 1
16
e−Φ∆ZijZij +
1
48
e−Φ(h ∧ Z)ijk(h ∧ Z)ijk − 1
4
∆Φ˙2
)
= 0 . (C.11)
The +i component:
R+i + re
−Φ
(
1
2
YijN
j − 1
2
N j(h ∧N)ij − 1
4
Y jkWijk +
1
4
(h ∧N)jkWijk
)
+r2e−Φ
(
1
4
∆N jZij − 1
8
∆ZjkWijk +
1
4
Y jk(h ∧ Z)ijk − 1
4
(h ∧N)jk(h ∧ Z)ijk
)
−1
4
r2∆Φ˙∇˜iΦ + r3
(
− 1
8
e−Φ∆Zjk(h ∧ Z)ijk + 1
4
∆hiΦ˙
2
)
= 0 . (C.12)
The −i component:
R−i − 1
2
e−ΦN jZij − 1
4
e−ΦZjkWijk − 1
2
Φ˙∇˜iΦ
+r
(
1
4
e−ΦZjk(h ∧ Z)ijk + 1
2
Φ˙2hi
)
= 0 . (C.13)
The ij component:
Rij +
1
2
e−ΦNiNj − 1
4
e−ΦWi`1`2Wj
`1`2 − 1
8
e−ΦγijNkNk
+
1
48
e−ΦγijW`1`2`3W
`1`2`3 − 1
2
∇˜iΦ∇˜jΦ
+re−Φ
(
Y k(iZj)k − (h ∧N)k(iZj)k +
1
2
W `1`2 (i(h ∧ Z)j)`1`2 +
1
8
γijY`1`2Z
`1`2
−1
8
γij(h ∧N)`1`2Z`1`2 −
1
24
γij(h ∧ Z)`1`2`3W `1`2`3
)
+ rΦ˙h(i∇˜j)Φ
+r2e−Φ
(
1
2
∆Zk(iZj)k −
1
4
(h ∧ Z)i`1`2(h ∧ Z)j`1`2 +
1
16
γij∆Z`1`2Z
`1`2
+
1
48
γij(h ∧ Z)`1`2`3(h ∧ Z)`1`2`3
)
− 1
2
r2hihjΦ˙
2 = 0 . (C.14)
The components of the gauge field equation (C.6) are:
The +− component:
−Ni∇˜iΦ + ∇˜iNi + r
(
Φ˙hiNi − hiNi + hiN j γ˙ij
− 1
2
γ˙k
kN ihi − 1
2
d˜hijZ
ij
)
+ r2hih˙jZ
ij = 0 . (C.15)
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The +i component:
∇˜j(Yij − (h ∧N)ij + 1
2
r∆Zij)− d˜hijN j − ∇˜jΦYij
+∇˜jΦ(h ∧N)ij − Yijhj + (h ∧N)ijhj − 1
2
d˜h`1`2W
`1`2
i
+r
(
1
2
∆Φ˙Ni − 1
2
∆N˙i +
1
2
∆γ˙ijN
j − 1
2
∆hjZij +
1
2
∇˜j∆Zij − hih˙jN j + hj h˙iN j
−1
2
∆∇˜jΦZij + Φ˙Yijhj − Φ˙hj(h ∧N)ij − hj Y˙ij + hj(h˙ ∧N)ij + hj(h ∧ N˙)ij
+
1
2
hj γ˙i
k(Ykj − (h ∧N)kj) + hj γ˙kj(Yik − (h ∧N)ik)− 1
2
γ˙k
khj(Yij − (h ∧N)ij)
−1
2
γ˙ijhk(Y
kj − (h ∧N)kj) + 1
4
∆γ˙k
kNi +
1
2
d˜h`1`2(h ∧W )`1`2 i + h`1 h˙`2W `1`2 i
)
+r2
(
1
2
(∆h˙j − ∆˙hj)Zij + 1
2
hjΦ˙∆Zij − 1
2
hj(∆˙Zij + ∆Z˙ij) +
1
4
hj∆γ˙kiZ
kj
+
1
2
hj∆γ˙
kjZik − 1
4
∆γ˙k
khjZij − 1
4
∆hkγ˙ijZ
kj − h`1 h˙`2(h ∧W )`1`2 i
)
= 0 . (C.16)
The −i component:
∇˜jZij + N˙i − Φ˙Ni − γ˙ikNk + 1
2
γ˙k
kNi − hjZij − ∇˜jΦZij
+r
(
Φ˙hjZij − h˙jZij − hjZ˙ij + hjZkj γ˙ki + hjZikγ˙kj − 1
2
γ˙k
kZijh
j
)
= 0 . (C.17)
The ij component:
Yij − (h ∧N)ij − hkWijk − ∇˜kΦWkij + ∇˜kWkij
+r
(
Y˙ij − Φ˙Yij + Φ˙(h ∧N)ij − (h˙ ∧N)ij − (h ∧ N˙)ij + 2∆Zij
−γ˙ik(Y − h ∧N)kj − γ˙jk(Y − h ∧N)ik + 1
2
γ˙k
k(Y − h ∧N)ij
+2hk(h ∧ Z)ijk − h˙kWijk + ∇˜kΦ(h ∧ Z)kij + Φ˙hkWkij − ∇˜k(h ∧ Z)kij
+hkW˙kij + γ˙
`
kh
kW`ij − 1
2
γ˙k
kh`W`ij + γ˙i
`hkWk`j + γ˙
`
jh
kWki`
)
+r2
(
− Φ˙∆Zij + ∆Z˙ij − γ˙ik∆Zkj − γ˙jk∆Zik + 1
2
γ˙k
k∆Zij + h˙
k(h ∧ Z)ijk
−Φ˙hk(h ∧ Z)kij + hk(h˙ ∧ Z)kij + hk(h ∧ Z˙)kij + 1
2
γ˙k
kh`(h ∧ Z)`ij
−γ˙`khk(h ∧ Z)`ij − γ˙i`hk(h ∧ Z)k`j − γ˙`jhk(h ∧ Z)ki`
)
= 0 . (C.18)
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The dilaton field equation (C.8) decomposes as:
∇˜i∇˜iΦ− hi∇˜iΦ− 1
2
e−ΦNiN i +
1
12
e−ΦWijkW ijk
+r
(
2∆Φ˙− 2hi∇˜iΦ˙− Φ˙∇˜ihi + 2hihiΦ˙ + γ˙ijhi∇˜jΦ− h˙i∇˜iΦ
−1
2
γ˙k
khi∇˜iΦ + 1
2
e−ΦYijZij − 1
2
e−Φ(h ∧N)ijZij − 1
6
e−ΦW ijk(h ∧ Z)ijk
)
+r2
(
∆Φ¨ + ∆˙Φ˙ + 2hih˙iΦ˙ + hih
iΦ¨− hihj γ˙ijΦ˙ + 1
2
γ˙k
k(hih
i + ∆)Φ˙
+
1
4
e−Φ∆ZijZij +
1
12
e−Φ(h ∧ Z)ijk(h ∧ Z)ijk
)
= 0 . (C.19)
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The Einstein equations:
Rµν =
1
12
Fµλ1λ2λ3Fν
λ1λ2λ3 − 1
144
gµνFλ1λ2λ3λ4F
λ1λ2λ3λ4 . (C.20)
The gauge field equations are given by
∇νFνλ1λ2λ3 =
q
(4!)2
λ1λ2λ3
µ1µ2µ3µ4µ5µ6µ7µ8Fµ1µ2µ3µ4Fµ5µ6µ7µ8 (C.21)
where q is a constant. Here we have included a topological term in the action proportional to
qF ∧F ∧C. On imposing supersymmetry, the value of q is fixed by requiring consistency of the
gauge field equations with the integrability conditions of the gravitino Killing spinor equations.
However, here our analysis is purely in the bosonic sector, so the value of q is kept arbitrary.
C.3.1. Decomposition in Gaussian null coordinates
The gauge field equation (C.21) decomposes into the following components.
The +− k component:
∇˜`Ψ`k − rh`Ψ˙`k − 1
2
r(d˜h)mnZmnk + rh
`γ˙`
qΨqk − 1
2
rhqΨqkγ˙m
m + rh`γ˙k
qΨ`q
=
q
576
k
`1`2`3`4`5`6`7`8X`1`2`3`4X`5`6`7`8 −
qr
72
k
`1`2`3`4`5`6`7`8h`1Z`2`3`4X`5`6`7`8 .
(C.22)
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The +k1k2 component:
∇˜`(W − h ∧Ψ)`k1k2 + 2r∆h`Z`k1k2 + h`(W − h ∧Ψ)`k1k2
+rh`(W˙ − h˙ ∧Ψ− h ∧ Ψ˙)`k1k2 +
1
2
(−d˜hmn + rhmh˙n)Xmnk1k2
+
1
2
rd˜hmn(h ∧ Z)mnk1k2 +
1
2
r(−2h`γ˙`q + hqγ˙mm)(W − h ∧Ψ)qk1k2
−rh`γ˙k1q(W − h ∧Ψ)`qk2 + rh`γ˙k2q(W − h ∧Ψ)`qk1
=
q
72
k1k2
`1`2`3`4`5`6`7(W − h ∧Ψ)`1`2`3X`4`5`6`7
−qr
18
k1k2
`1`2`3`4`5`6`7h`1Z`2`3`4W`5`6`7 .
(C.23)
The −k1k2 component:
∇˜`Z`k1k2 = Ψ˙k1k2 + h`Z`k1k2 − γ˙k1`Ψ`k2 + γ˙k2`Ψ`k1 +
1
2
γ˙m
mΨk1k2
+
q
72
k1k2
`1`2`3`4`5`6`7Z`1`2`3X`4`5`6`7 (C.24)
and the k1k2k3 component:
∇˜`(X − rh ∧ Z)`k1k2k3 + 2r∆Zk1k2k3 − (h` + rh˙`)X`k1k2k3 + (W − h ∧Ψ)k1k2k3
+r(W˙ − h˙ ∧Ψ− h ∧ Ψ˙)k1k2k3 − 3rγ˙`[k1(W − h ∧Ψ)k2k3]` − rh`X˙`k1k2k3
+2rh`(h ∧ Z)`k1k2k3 +
1
2
rγ˙m
m(W − h ∧Ψ)k1k2k3
−1
2
r(−2h`γ˙`q + hqγ˙mm)Xqk1k2k3 − 3rhqγ˙[k1`Xk2k3]`q
= − q
24
k1k2k3
`1`2`3`4`5`6Ψ`1`2(X − rh ∧ Z)`3`4`5`6
+
qr
18
k1k2k3
`1`2`3`4`5`6(W − h ∧Ψ)`1`2`3Z`4`5`6 .
(C.25)
It should be noted that in (C.22)-(C.25), we have supppressed the appearance of terms of
the form Z˙, and also ∆˙Z, h˙Z, γ˙Z, because as we explained in section 4.3., Z is linear in the
moduli, and hence these terms are suppressed in the moduli space calculation. Furthermore,
(C.23) has been simplified by making use of (C.24) to eliminate the ∇˜`Z`k1k2 term from (C.23).
The Einstein equation (C.20) decomposes into the following components:
The ++ component:
R++ =
1
12
r2(W − h ∧Ψ)`1`2`3(W − h ∧Ψ + r∆Z)`1`2`3 . (C.26)
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The +− component:
R+− = −1
6
Ψ`1`2Ψ
`1`2 +
1
36
r(W − h ∧Ψ)`1`2`3Z`1`2`3
− 1
144
X`1`2`3`4X
`1`2`3`4 +
1
72
r(h ∧ Z)`1`2`3`4X`1`2`3`4 . (C.27)
The +i component:
R+i = −1
4
rΨ`1`2(W − h ∧Ψ +
1
2
r∆Z)i
`1`2
− 1
12
r2(W − h ∧Ψ)`1`2`3(h ∧ Z)i`1`2`3
+
1
12
rXi
`1`2`3(W − h ∧Ψ + 1
2
r∆Z)`1`2`3 . (C.28)
The −i component:
R−i =
1
4
Ψ`1`2Zi
`1`2 +
1
12
Z`1`2`3Xi
`1`2`3 . (C.29)
The ij component:
Rij = −1
2
Ψi`Ψj
` +
1
2
r(W − h ∧Ψ + 1
2
r∆Z)`1`2(iZj)
`1`2 +
1
12
Xi`1`2`3Xj
`1`2`3
+
1
6
r(h ∧ Z)`1`2`3(iXj)`1`2`3 +
1
12
γijΨ`1`2Ψ
`1`2 − 1
144
γijX`1`2`3`4X
`1`2`3`4
− 1
18
rγij(W − h ∧Ψ)`1`2`3Z`1`2`3 +
1
72
rγij(h ∧ Z)`1`2`3`4X`1`2`3`4 . (C.30)

D
Simplification of the reduced KSEs
In this appendix, we show the detail of the simplification of the reduced KSEs obtained in
section (3.2.). We shall first consider separately the cases whether φ
[0]
+ ≡ 0 and φ[0]+ 6= 0. In
these two cases, the analysis makes use of global arguments (e.g. the Hopf maximum principle).
The conditions on the bosonic fields obtained will be the same. Finally, we show that by using
local arguments we can simplify the reduced KSEs to the pair (3.37) and (3.38), which are the
naive restriction of the gravitino and dilatino KSEs to S.
D.1. Solutions with vanishing positive chirality spinors
Suppose that there exists a Killing spinor  with [0] 6≡ 0, but φ[0]+ ≡ 0 and η[0]+ ≡ 0. Such a
spinor must therefore have η
[0]
− 6≡ 0, and hence from (3.11) it follows that
h[0] +N [0] = 0 . (D.1)
Then (3.22) implies that
d ‖ η[0]− ‖2= − ‖ η[0]− ‖2 h[0] . (D.2)
In particular, this condition implies that if η
[0]
− vanishes at any point on the horizon section,
then η
[0]
− = 0 everywhere. So, η
[0]
− must be everywhere non-vanishing.
On taking the divergence of (D.2), and making use of the N1 = +, N2 = − component of
the 2-form gauge potential field equation (C.3), one obtains the following condition
∇˜[0]i∇˜[0]i ‖ η[0]− ‖2 −
(
2∇˜iΦ[0]+ ‖ η[0]− ‖−2 ∇˜[0]i ‖ η[0]− ‖2
)∇˜[0]i ‖ η[0]− ‖2= 0 . (D.3)
As ‖ η[0]− ‖2 is nowhere vanishing, an application of the maximum principle implies that ‖ η[0]− ‖2=
const., and hence (D.2) gives that
h[0] = 0 , N [0] = 0 . (D.4)
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These conditions, together with (3.17), imply that
∆ = O(α′2) . (D.5)
Then the dilaton field equation (C.5) implies that
∇˜i∇˜i(e−2Φ) = 1
6
e−2ΦWijkW ijk +O(α′) , (D.6)
and hence it follows that
Φ[0] = const, W [0] = 0 . (D.7)
Furthermore, this then implies that
H = du ∧ dr ∧N + rdu ∧ Y +W +O(α′2) , (D.8)
and hence
dH = du ∧ dr ∧ (dN − Y )− rdu ∧ dY + dW +O(α′2) . (D.9)
As the ruij component on the RHS of the Bianchi identity is O(α′2) this implies that
Y = dN +O(α′2) , (D.10)
and in particular, Y [0] = 0.
Next consider the gauge equations. The +− component of the 2-form gauge potential field
equations (C.3) is
∇˜iNi = O(α′2) . (D.11)
Also, the u-dependent part of (D.42) implies that
∇˜i(h+N)jΓjη− = O(α′2) , (D.12)
which gives that
∇˜i(h+N)j = O(α′2) . (D.13)
Taking the trace of this expression, and using (D.14) yields
∇˜ihi = O(α′2) . (D.14)
Next, recall that the gravitino KSE (D.46) implies
∇˜i ‖ η− ‖2= −1
2
(h−N)i ‖ η− ‖2 +O(α′2) . (D.15)
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Taking the divergence yields, together with (D.11) and (D.14) the condition
∇˜i∇˜i ‖ η− ‖2= O(α′2) , (D.16)
which implies that ‖ η− ‖2= const +O(α′2). Substituting back into (D.15) gives the condition
N = h+O(α′2), and hence (D.13) implies that
∇˜ihj = O(α′2) . (D.17)
So, to summarize, for this class of solutions, we have obtained the following conditions on
the fields
N = h+O(α′2), h[0] = 0, Y = O(α′2), ∇˜ihj = O(α′2),
∆ = O(α′2), H [0] = 0, Φ[0] = const , (D.18)
and it is straightforward to check that the generic conditions on φ+ then simplify to
∇˜iφ+ − 1
8
WijkΓ
jkφ+ = O(α′2) , (D.19)
and (
Γi∇˜iΦ + 1
2
hiΓ
i − 1
12
WijkΓ
ijk
)
φ+ = O(α′2) , (D.20)
and
F˜ijΓ
ijφ+ = O(α′) . (D.21)
The generic conditions on η− also simplify to
∇˜iη− − 1
8
WijkΓ
jkη− = O(α′2) , (D.22)
and (
Γi∇˜iΦ− 1
2
hiΓ
i − 1
12
WijkΓ
ijk
)
η− = O(α′2) , (D.23)
and
F˜ijΓ
ijη− = O(α′) . (D.24)
In the next section, we shall consider the case for which there exists a Killing spinor with
φ
[0]
+ 6≡ 0. It will be shown that the conditions (D.18) on the bosonic fields and the simplified
KSEs listed above correspond to special cases of the corresponding conditions on the fields and
simplified KSEs of φ
[0]
+ 6≡ 0. In particular, this will allow the KSEs for φ[0]+ ≡ 0 and φ[0]+ 6≡ 0 to
be written in a unified way.
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Suppose that there exists a Killing spinor , with [0] 6≡ 0 and φ[0]+ 6≡ 0. Then consider (3.21);
this implies that
∇˜i ‖ φ+ ‖2= 1
2
(hi −Ni) ‖ φ+ ‖2 +O(α′2) , (D.25)
and (3.23) gives that
∇˜i(h−N)j + 1
2
(hiNj − hjNi)− 1
2
(hihj −NiNj)
−(dh− Y )ij − 1
2
Wijk(h−N)k = O(α′2) . (D.26)
Taking the divergence of (D.25), and using (3.21) together with the trace of (D.26), we find that
∇˜i∇˜i ‖ φ+ ‖2 −hi∇˜i ‖ φ+ ‖2= O(α′2) . (D.27)
An application of the maximum principle (see e.g. [106]) then yields the condition
∇˜i ‖ φ+ ‖2= O(α′2) . (D.28)
To see this, note that to zeroth order in α′, (D.27) implies that ∇˜[0]i ‖ φ[0]+ ‖2= 0, on applying
the maximum principle. Then (D.25) and (D.26) imply that N [0] = h[0] and Y [0] = dh[0]; and
from (3.17) we also have ∆[0] = 0. Then it is useful to consider the field equations of the 2-form
gauge potential (C.3), which imply that
∇˜i
(
e−2Φhi
)
= O(α′) , (D.29)
and
e2Φ∇˜j(e−2Φdhji)+ 1
2
Wijkdh
jk + hjdhji = O(α′) , (D.30)
and the Einstein equations imply that
R˜ij + ∇˜(ihj) −
1
4
WimnWj
mn + 2∇˜i∇˜jΦ = O(α′) . (D.31)
Using (D.29), (D.30) and (D.31) it follows that1
∇˜i∇˜ih2 + (h− 2dΦ)j∇˜jh2 = 2∇˜(ihj)∇˜(ihj)
+
1
2
(dh− ihW )ij(dh− ihW )ij +O(α′) . (D.32)
1We remark that the condition (D.32) was also obtained in [60]. In that case, a bilinear matching condition
was imposed in order to find N [0] = h[0], Y [0] = dh[0]. Here we do not assume such a bilinear matching condition,
but nevertheless we find the same condition.
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In particular, (D.32) implies that ∇˜[0]ih[0]i = 0 on applying the maximum principle. It follows
from (D.27) that
∇˜[0]i∇˜[0]i 〈φ[0]+ , φ[1]+ 〉 − h[0]i∇˜[0]i 〈φ[0]+ , φ[1]+ 〉 = 0 . (D.33)
On multiplying this condition by 〈φ[0]+ , φ[1]+ 〉 and integrating by parts, using ∇˜[0]ih[0]i = 0, one
finds that ∇˜[0]i 〈φ[0]+ , φ[1]+ 〉 = 0 as well. So, it follows that ∇˜i ‖ φ+ ‖2= O(α′2).
Then, (D.25) also implies that N = h + O(α′2). Substituting these conditions back into
(3.17), we find that ∆[1] = 0 as well, so ∆ = O(α′2). Also, (D.26) implies that
Y − dh = O(α′2) . (D.34)
To summarize the conditions on the bosonic fields; we have shown that for solutions with
φ
[0]
+ 6= 0, we must have
∆ = O(α′2), N = h+O(α′2), Y = dh+O(α′2) (D.35)
which implies that
H = d(e− ∧ e+) +W +O(α′2) . (D.36)
The field equation (C.3) of the 2-form gauge potential can then be rewritten in terms of the
near-horizon data as
∇˜i(e−2Φhi) = O(α′2) , (D.37)
e2Φ∇˜j(e−2Φdhji)+ 1
2
Wijkdh
jk + hjdhji = O(α′2) , (D.38)
and
e2Φ∇˜k(e−2ΦWkij)+ dhij − hkWkij = O(α′2) . (D.39)
In addition, P = O(α′) and so F = F˜ + O(α′). The i, j component of the Einstein equation
then simplifies to
R˜ij + ∇˜(ihj) −
1
4
WimnWj
mn + 2∇˜i∇˜jΦ
+
α′
4
(
− 2dhi`dhj` + R˜(+)i`1,`2`3R˜(+)j`1,`2`3 − F˜i`abF˜j`ab
)
= O(α′2) . (D.40)
Furthermore, the dilaton field equation can be written as
∇˜i∇˜iΦ− hi∇˜iΦ− 2∇˜iΦ∇˜iΦ− 1
2
hih
i +
1
12
WijkW
ijk
+
α′
16
(
2dhijdh
ij + F˜ij
abF˜ ijab − R˜(+)`1`2,`3`4R˜(+)`1`2,`3`4
)
= O(α′2) . (D.41)
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On making use of the conditions (D.35) on the bosonic fields, the KSEs on φ+ then simplify
further to
∇˜iφ+ − 1
8
WijkΓ
jkφ+ = O(α′2) , (D.42)
dhijΓ
ijφ+ = O(α′2) , (D.43)
(
Γi∇˜iΦ + 1
2
hiΓ
i − 1
12
WijkΓ
ijk
)
φ+ = O(α′2) , (D.44)
and
F˜ijΓ
ijφ+ = O(α′) . (D.45)
Furthermore, KSEs on η− also simplify to
∇˜iη− − 1
8
WijkΓ
jkη− = O(α′2) , (D.46)
dhijΓ
ijη− = O(α′2) , (D.47)
(
Γi∇˜iΦ− 1
2
hiΓ
i − 1
12
WijkΓ
ijk
)
η− = O(α′2) , (D.48)
and
F˜ijΓ
ijη− = O(α′) . (D.49)
In both cases above, (D.42) and (D.46) are a consequence of the gravitino KSE, (D.44) and (D.48)
are associated to the dilatino KSE, while (D.45) and (D.49) are derived from the gaugino KSE.
The two additional conditions (D.43) and (D.47) can be thought of as integrability conditions.
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Here we shall show that the independent KSEs are given in (3.37) and (3.38). We first note that
the conditions on the bosonic fields (D.18) (obtained from the case when φ
[0]
+ ≡ 0) actually imply
those of (D.35) (corresponding to the φ
[0]
+ 6≡ 0 case). Furthermore, the KSEs (D.19), (D.20),
(D.21), (D.22), (D.23) and (D.24) are identical to the KSE (D.42), (D.44), (D.45), (D.22), (D.48)
and (D.49). Hence, we shall concentrate on the simplification of the KSEs associated with the
case φ
[0]
+ 6≡ 0, as the simplification of the KSEs in the case φ[0]+ ≡ 0 follows in exactly the same
way.
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D.3.1. Elimination of conditions (D.43), (D.45), (D.47), (D.49)
Let us assume (D.42), (D.44), (D.46) and (D.48). Then acting on the algebraic conditions (D.44)
and (D.48) with the Dirac operator Γ`∇˜`, one obtains(
∇˜i∇˜iΦ∓ hi∇˜iΦ− 2∇˜iΦ∇˜iΦ− 1
2
hih
i +
1
12
WijkW
ijk +
1
4
(1± 1)dhijΓij
+
1
4
(−1± 1)hkWkijΓij − 1
48
dW`1`2`3`4Γ
`1`2`3`4
)
φ± = O(α′2) , (D.50)
where we have made use of the field equations (D.37) and (D.39), together with the algebraic
conditions (D.44) and (D.48). Next, on substituting the dilaton equation and the Bianchi
identity into the above expression, one finds(
1
2
(1∓ 1)∇˜ihi + 1
4
(1± 1)dhijΓij + 1
4
(−1± 1)(ihW )ijΓij
+
α′
32
(
2dhijΓ
ijdhpqΓ
pq + F˜ij
abΓijF˜pqabΓ
pq − R˜(+)ij,mnΓijR˜(+)pq,mnΓpq
))
φ± = O(α′2) . (D.51)
Further simplification can be obtained by noting that the integrability conditions of the KSE
(D.42) and (D.46) are
R˜(−)ij,pqΓpqφ± = O(α′2) , (D.52)
and hence
R˜(+)pq,ijΓ
pqφ± = O(α′) , (D.53)
from which it follows that the final term on the RHS of (D.51) is O(α′2) and hence can be
neglected. So, (D.51) is equivalent to(
1
2
(1∓ 1)∇˜ihi + 1
4
(1± 1)dhijΓij + 1
4
(−1± 1)(ihW )ijΓij
+
α′
16
dhijΓ
ijdhpqΓ
pq +
α′
32
F˜ij
abΓijF˜pqabΓ
pq
)
φ± = O(α′2) . (D.54)
We begin by considering the condition which (D.54) imposes on φ+:(
1
2
dhijΓ
ij +
α′
16
dhijΓ
ijdhpqΓ
pq +
α′
32
F˜ij
abΓijF˜pqabΓ
pq
)
φ+ = O(α′2) . (D.55)
To zeroth order this gives
dhijΓ
ijφ+ = O(α′) , (D.56)
which implies that the second term on the LHS of (D.55) is ofO(α′2), and hence can be neglected.
Using this, (D.55) gives that
α′〈F˜ijabΓijφ+, F˜pqabΓpqφ+〉 = O(α′2) , (D.57)
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which implies that
F˜ij
abΓijφ+ = O(α′) . (D.58)
Using this the third term on the LHS of (D.55) is also of O(α′2). So, the remaining content of
(D.55) is
dhijΓ
ijφ+ = O(α′2) . (D.59)
Hence, we have proven that the KSE (D.42) and (D.44) imply the algebraic KSE (D.43) and
(D.45).
Next, we consider the condition which (D.54) imposes on φ−, which is(
∇˜ihi − 1
2
(ihW )ijΓ
ij
+
α′
32
(
2dhijΓ
ijdhpqΓ
pq + F˜ij
abΓijF˜pqabΓ
pq
))
φ− = O(α′2) . (D.60)
However, note also that the u-dependent part of (D.42), with (D.46), implies that(
∇˜ihj − 1
2
Wijkh
k
)
Γjφ− = O(α′2) . (D.61)
On contracting this expression with Γi, we find(
∇˜ihi + 1
2
dhijΓ
ij − 1
2
(ihW )ijΓ
ij
)
φ− = O(α′2) , (D.62)
and on substituting this expression into (D.60) we get(
− 1
2
dhijΓ
ij +
α′
16
dhijΓ
ijdhpqΓ
pq +
α′
32
F˜ij
abΓijF˜pqabΓ
pq
)
φ− = O(α′2) . (D.63)
Hence, we find from exactly the same reasoning which was used to analyse the conditions on
φ+, that (D.46) and (D.48) imply (D.47) and (D.49).
So, on making use of the field equations, it follows that the necessary and sufficient conditions
for supersymmetry simplify to the conditions (D.42) and (D.44) on φ+, and to (D.46) and (D.48)
on η−. We remark that the u-dependent parts of the conditions (D.42) and (D.44) also impose
conditions on η−. We shall examine the conditions on η− further in the next section, and show
how these may be simplified.
D.3.2. Elimination of u-dependent parts of (D.42) and (D.44)
We begin by considering the u-dependent parts of (D.42) and (D.44), assuming that (D.46) and
(D.48) hold. The u-dependent part of the condition on φ+ obtained from (D.42) is(
∇˜ihj − 1
2
Wijkh
k
)
Γjη− = O(α′2) , (D.64)
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and the u-dependent part of the algebraic condition (D.44) is given by(
Γi∇˜iΦ + 1
2
hiΓ
i − 1
12
WijkΓ
ijk
)
h`Γ
`η− = O(α′2) . (D.65)
On adding h`Γ
` acting on (D.48) to the above expression, we find that (D.65) is equivalent to
the condition (
∇˜ihi − 1
2
hiWijkΓ
jk
)
η− = O(α′2) , (D.66)
where we have also made use of the field equation (D.37). On contracting (D.64) with Γi, it
then follows that (D.66) is equivalent to
dhijΓ
ijη− = O(α′2) . (D.67)
However, as shown in the previous section, this condition is implied by (D.46) and (D.48) on
making use of the field equations.
So, it remains to consider the condition (D.64). First, recall that the integrability conditions
of the gravitino equation of (D.46) is given by
R˜(−)ij,k`Γk`η− = O(α′2) . (D.68)
On contracting with Γj , one then obtains((− 2R˜ij + 1
2
WimnWj
mn − 2∇˜kΦWkij + dhij − hkWkij
)
Γj
+
(− 1
6
(dW )ijk` − 1
3
∇˜iWjk` + 1
2
Wij
mWk`m
)
Γjk`
)
η− = O(α′2) , (D.69)
where we have used the gauge equation (D.39). Also, on taking the covariant derivative of the
algebraic condition (D.48), and using (D.46), one also finds the following mixed integrability
condition ((∇˜i∇˜jΦ− 1
2
∇˜ihj + 1
2
Wikj∇˜kΦ− 1
4
Wikjh
k
)
Γj
+Γjk`
(− 1
12
∇˜iWjk` + 1
8
WjkmWi`
m
))
η− = O(α′2) . (D.70)
On eliminating the ∇˜iWjk`Γjk` terms between (D.69) and (D.70), one obtains the condition((− 2R˜ij + 1
2
WimnWj
mn + dhij − 2hkWkij − 4∇˜i∇˜jΦ + 2∇˜ihj
)
Γj
−1
6
dWijk`Γ
jk`
)
η− = O(α′2) . (D.71)
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Next, we substitute the Einstein equation (D.40) in order to eliminate the Ricci tensor, and
also use the Bianchi identity for dW . One then obtains, after some rearrangement of terms, the
following condition((
4∇˜ihj − 2hkWkij
)
Γj + α′
(1
2
dhijΓ
jdhk`Γ
k` +
1
4
F˜ijabΓ
jF˜k`
abΓk`
−1
4
R˜(+)ij,
mnΓjR˜(+)k`,mnΓ
k`
))
η− = O(α′2) . (D.72)
The α′ terms in the above expression can be neglected, as they all give rise to terms which are in
fact O(α′2). This is because of the conditions (D.47) and (D.49), which we have already shown
follow from (D.46) and (D.48), together with the bosonic conditions, as well as the fact that
R˜(+)k`,mnΓ
k`η− = O(α′) , (D.73)
which follows from the integrability condition of (D.46). It follows that (D.72) implies (D.64).
E
A consistency condition in heterotic theory
Suppose that we consider the Bianchi identity associated with the 3-form as
dH = −α
′
4
(
tr(R∧R)− tr(F ∧ F )
)
+O(α′2) , (E.1)
where R is a spacetime curvature which will be specified later. Also observe that the 2-form
gauge potential and the Einstein equation can be written together as
R(−)MN + 2∇(−)M ∇NΦ +
α′
4
(
RML1,L2L3RNL1,L2L3 − FMLabFNLab
)
= O(α′2) . (E.2)
Then one can establish by direct computation that
R(−)M [N,PQ] = −
1
3
∇(−)M HNPQ −
1
6
dHMNPQ . (E.3)
Using this and the field equations of the theory, one can derive the relation
R(−)MN,PQΓNΓPQ = −1
3
∇(−)M
(
HLPQΓ
LPQ − 12∂LΦΓL
)

−α
′
4
[RMN,EFRPQ,EF − FMNabFPQab]ΓNΓPQ+O(α′2) . (E.4)
If  satisfies the gravitino KSE, the left hand side of this relation vanishes. Furthermore the
right-hand-side vanishes as well provided that the dilatino and gaugino KSEs are satisfied, and
in addition
RPQ,EFΓPQ = O(α′) . (E.5)
Of course in heterotic string perturbation theory
R(+)PQ,
EFΓPQ = O(α′) , (E.6)
as a consequence of the gravitino KSE and the closure of H at that order. Thus one can set
R = R(+) and the identity (E.4) will hold up to order α′2.
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One consequence of the identity (E.4) is that if the gravitino KSE and gaugino KSEs are
satisfied as well as (E.5) but the dilatino is not, then the gravitino KSE admits an additional
parallel spinor of the opposite chirality. Such kind of identities have been established before for
special cases in [121]. Here we have shown that this result is generic in the context of heterotic
theory.
F
Lichnerowicz Theorem Computation
In this appendix, we present the details for the calculation of the functional I defined in (3.66),
and show how the constants q and c are fixed by requiring that certain types of terms which
arise in the calculation should vanish. We begin by considering the calculation at zeroth order
in α′, and then include the corrections at first order in α′. We remark that we shall retain terms
of the type hi∇˜iΦ throughout. This is because although these terms vanish at zeroth order
in α′ as a consequence of the analysis in Section 8, it does not follow from this analysis that
LhΦ = O(α′2). However, as we shall see, it turns out that the coefficient multiplying the terms
hi∇˜iΦ, which depends on the constants q and c, vanishes when one requires that several other
terms in I vanish as well. So these terms do not give any contribution to I at either zeroth or
first order in α′.
F.0.1. Computations at zeroth order in α′
Throughout the following analysis, we assume Einstein equations, dilaton field equation and
Bianchi identity at zeroth order in α′. To proceed, we expand out the definition of ∇(κ)i and D
in I, obtaining the following expression
I =
∫
S
ecΦ2(κ− q)〈ΓiAη±, ∇˜(−)i η±〉+ ecΦ(8κ2 − q2)〈η±,A†Aη±〉
− ecΦ〈∇˜(−)i η±,Γij∇˜(−)j η±〉 . (F.1)
Now, after writing ∇˜(−) in terms of the Levi-Civita connection ∇˜ and after integrating by
parts, the expression (F.1) decomposes into
I = I1 + I2 + I3 , (F.2)
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where
I1 =
∫
S
ecΦ2(κ− q)〈η±,A†Dη±〉+ ecΦ(8κ2 − 2κq + q2)〈η±,A†Aη±〉 (F.3)
− 1
64
ecΦ〈η±,Γ`1`2ΓijΓ`3`4Wi`1`2Wj`3`4η±〉 , (F.4)
and
I2 =
∫
S
cecΦ〈η±,Γij∇˜jη±〉+ 1
8
ecΦ〈∇˜iη±,ΓijΓ`1`2Wj`1`2η±〉
− 1
8
ecΦ〈η±,Γ`1`2ΓijWj`1`2∇˜η±〉 , (F.5)
and
I3 =
∫
S
−ecΦ〈∇˜iη±,Γij∇˜jη±〉 . (F.6)
In particular, we note the identity
Γ`1`2ΓijΓ`3`4Wi`1`2Wj`3`4 = 8W
i
`1`2Wi`3`4Γ
`1`2`3`4 − 4WijkW ijk , (F.7)
which simplifies I1. After integrating by parts the second term in I2, we have
I2 =
∫
S
cecΦ〈η±,Γij∇˜jη±〉 − 1
8
ecΦ〈η±,
(
ΓijΓmn − ΓmnΓij
)
Wj
mn∇˜iη±〉
− c
8
ecΦ〈η±,Γi`1`2`3∇˜iΦW`1`2`3η±〉 −
1
8
ecΦ〈η±,Γ`1`2`3`4∇˜`1W`2`3`4η±〉 , (F.8)
where the last term is order α′, so we shall neglect it. Now we shall focus on the second term of
(F.8). First note that
(
ΓijΓmn − ΓmnΓij
)
Wj
mn = −4ΓmnW imn = 4
3
W`1`2`3
(
Γ`1`2`3Γi + Γi`1`2`3
)
. (F.9)
Then, after an integration by parts and after writing ∇˜ in terms of D, we have∫
S
−1
8
ecΦ〈η±,
(
ΓijΓmn − ΓmnΓij
)
Wj
mn∇˜iη±〉 =
∫
S
−1
6
ecΦ〈η±,W`1`2`3Γ`1`2`3Dη±〉
+
q
6
ecΦ〈η±,W`1`2`3Γ`1`2`3Aη±〉 −
1
48
ecΦ〈η±,W`1`2`3Γ`1`2`3WijkΓijkη±〉
+
c
12
ecΦ〈η±,Γi`1`2`3∇˜iΦW`1`2`3η±〉+
1
12
ecΦ〈η±,Γ`1`2`3`4∇˜`1W`2`3`4η±〉 . (F.10)
The last term of (F.10) is order α′, so we shall neglect it. To proceed further, we shall substitute
WijkΓ
ijk in terms of A, using its definition. This produces terms proportional to the norm
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squared of A η±, together with a number of counterterms. In detail, one obtains∫
S
−1
8
ecΦ〈η±,
(
ΓijΓmn − ΓmnΓij
)
Wj
mn∇˜iη±〉 =
∫
S
−1
6
ecΦ〈η±,W`1`2`3Γ`1`2`3Dη±〉
+ ecΦ
(
1
48
− q
6
)
〈η±,A†Aη±〉+ ecΦ
(
1
2
− 2q
)
〈η±,Γi∇˜iΦAη±〉
± ecΦ
(
1
4
− q
)
〈η±,ΓihiAη±〉+ 3ecΦ〈η±, ∇˜iΦ∇˜iΦη±〉 ± 3ecΦ〈η±, hi∇˜iΦη±〉
+
3
4
ecΦ〈η±, hihiη±〉+ c
12
ecΦ〈η±,Γi`1`2`3∇˜iΦW`1`2`3η±〉+O(α′) . (F.11)
Let us focus now on the first term of (F.8). After writing Γij as ΓiΓj − δij and after integrating
by parts, we have∫
S
cecΦ〈η±,Γij∇˜jη±〉 =
∫
S
cecΦ〈η±,Γ`∇˜`ΦΓi∇˜iη±〉
+
c
2
ecΦ〈η±, ∇˜i∇˜iΦη±〉+ c
2
2
ecΦ〈η±, ∇˜iΦ∇˜iΦη±〉 . (F.12)
The first term in the RHS of (F.12) can be rewritten in terms of the modified Dirac operator D
after subtracting suitable terms. The second term on the RHS can be further simplified using
the dilaton field equation at zeroth order in α′. On performing these calculations, we have∫
S
cecΦ〈η±,Γij∇˜jη±〉 =
∫
S
cecΦ〈η±,Γ`∇˜`ΦDη±〉 − c
24
ecΦ〈η±,WijkW ijkη±〉
+ c
(
1
8
− q
)
ecΦ〈η±,Γi`1`2`3∇˜iΦW`1`2`3η±〉+
c
4
ecΦ〈η±, hihiη±〉
+ 12c
(
1
12
+
c
24
+ q
)
ecΦ〈η±, ∇˜iΦ∇˜iΦη±〉
+ 6c
(
1
12
± q
)
ecΦ〈η±, hi∇˜iΦη±〉+O(α′) . (F.13)
Let us now focus on I3. Recall that
Γij∇˜i∇˜jη± = −1
4
R˜ η± . (F.14)
Therefore after integrating by parts and using (F.14) neglecting α′ corrections from Einstein
equations, I3 becomes
I3 =
∫
S
− 5
48
ecΦ〈η±,WijkW ijkη±〉+ecΦ〈η±, ∇˜iΦ∇˜iΦη±〉+ 1
4
ecΦ〈η±, hihiη±〉
+ ecΦ〈η±, hi∇˜iΦη±〉+O(α′) . (F.15)
Collecting together all terms and substituting hih
i by inverting the zeroth order in α′ dilaton
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filed equation, one finally gets
I =
∫
S
ecΦ〈η±,
(
cΓ`∇˜`Φ− 1
6
W`1`2`3Γ
`1`2`3 + 2(κ− q)A†
)
Dη±〉
+ (8κ2 − 2κq − q
12
+ q2)ecΦ〈η±,A†Aη±〉
+
3
4
(
q − 1
12
)
ecΦ〈η±,W i`1`2W i`3`4Γ`1`2`3`4η±〉
− c
(
q − 1
12
)
ecΦ〈η±,Γi`1`2`3∇˜iΦW`1`2`3η±〉
+ 6
(
1
12
+ q +
c
12
)
ecΦ〈η±, ∇˜i∇˜iΦη±〉
+ 12c
(
q +
c
24
)
ecΦ〈η±, ∇˜iΦ∇˜iΦη±〉
+
(
1
2
− 6q ± 6q(c+ 2)
)
ecΦ〈η±, hi∇˜iΦη±〉+O(α′) . (F.16)
In order to eliminate the term 〈η±,W i`1`2Wi`3`4Γ`1`2`3`4η±〉, which has no sign and cannot be
rewritten in terms of D or A†A, we must set
q =
1
12
+O(α′) . (F.17)
and then in order to eliminate the 〈η±, ∇˜i∇˜iΦη±〉 term we must further set
c = −2 +O(α′) . (F.18)
Then (F.16) simplifies to
I =
∫
S
e−2Φ〈η±,ΨDη±〉+
(
8κ2 − κ
6
)∫
S
e−2Φ ‖ A η± ‖2 +O(α′) , (F.19)
where
Ψ ≡ −2Γ`∇˜`Φ− 1
6
W`1`2`3Γ
`1`2`3 + 2
(
κ− 1
12
)
A† . (F.20)
F.0.2. Computations at first order in α′
In this section we shall consider corrections at first order in α′. I2 and I3 gain α′ corrections
from bosonic field equations and Bianchi identity, while I1 does not. Therefore we have
I1 =
∫
S
ecΦ2(κ− q)〈η±,A†Dη±〉+ ecΦ(8κ2 − 2κq + q2)〈η±,A†Aη±〉
− 1
8
ecΦ〈η±,W i`1`2Wi`3`4Γ`1`2`3`4η±〉+
1
16
ecΦ〈η±,WijkW ijkη±〉+O(α′2) , (F.21)
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and
I2 =
∫
S
cecΦ〈η±,
(
Γ`∇˜`Φ− 1
6
W`1`2`3Γ
`1`2`3
)
Dη±〉 − c
24
ecΦ〈η±,WijkW ijkη±〉
+ c
(
5
24
− q
)
ecΦ〈η±,Γi`1`2`3∇˜iΦW`1`2`3η±〉+ ecΦ
(
1
48
− q
6
)
〈η±,A†Aη±〉
+ ecΦ
(
1
2
− 2q
)
〈η±,Γi∇˜iΦAη±〉 ± ecΦ
(
1
4
− q
)
〈η±,ΓihiAη±〉
+
(
3
4
+
c
4
)
ecΦ〈η±, hihiη±〉+
(
c+
c2
2
+ 12cq + 3
)
ecΦ〈η±, ∇˜iΦ∇˜iΦη±〉
+
( c
2
± 6cq ± 3
)
ecΦ〈η±, hi∇˜iΦη±〉
− 1
24
ecΦ〈η±,Γ`1`2`3`4∇˜`1W`2`3`4η±〉+ α′
c
32
ecΦ
(
− 2〈η±, dhijdhijη±〉
+ 〈η±, R˜(+)`1`2,`3`4R˜(+)`1`2,`3`4η±〉 − 〈η±, F˜ijabF˜ ijabη±〉
)
+O(α′2) , (F.22)
and
I3 =
∫
S
− 5
48
ecΦ〈η±,WijkW ijkη±〉+ ecΦ〈η±, ∇˜iΦ∇˜iΦη±〉+ 1
4
ecΦ〈η±, hihiη±〉
+ ecΦ〈η±, hi∇˜iΦη±〉+ α′ 3
32
ecΦ
(
− 2〈η±, dhijdhijη±〉
+ 〈η±, R˜(+)`1`2,`3`4R˜(+)`1`2,`3`4η±〉 − 〈η±, F˜ijabF˜ ijabη±〉
)
+O(α′2) . (F.23)
Combining all together and considering α′ corrections from substituting hihi by inverting the
dilaton field equations, we have
I =
∫
S
ecΦ〈η±,
(
cΓ`∇˜`Φ− 1
6
W`1`2`3Γ
`1`2`3 + 2(κ− q)A†
)
Dη±〉
+ (8κ2 − 2κq − q
12
+ q2)ecΦ〈η±,A†Aη±〉
+
3
4
(
q − 1
12
)
ecΦ〈η±,W i`1`2W i`3`4Γ`1`2`3`4η±〉
− c
(
q − 1
12
)
ecΦ〈η±,Γi`1`2`3∇˜iΦW`1`2`3η±〉+ 12c
(
q +
c
24
)
ecΦ〈η±, ∇˜iΦ∇˜iΦη±〉
+ 6
(
1
12
+ q +
c
12
)
ecΦ〈η±, ∇˜i∇˜iΦη±〉+
(
1
2
− 6q ± 6q(c+ 2)
)
ecΦ〈η±, hi∇˜iΦη±〉
+
α′
64
ecΦ
(
2〈η±,Γ`1`2`3`4dh`1`2dh`3`4〉 − 〈η±,Γ`1`2`3`4R˜(+)`1`2,ijR˜(+)`3`4,ijη±〉
+ 〈η±,Γ`1`2`3`4F˜`1`2, abF˜`3`4abη±〉
)
+ α′
3
8
(
1
6
− q
)
ecΦ
(
− 2〈η±, dhijdhijη±〉
+ 〈η±, R˜(+)`1`2,`3`4R˜(+)`1`2,`3`4η±〉 − 〈η±, F˜ijabF˜ ijabη±〉
)
+O(α′2) . (F.24)
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To further simplify (F.24), we note the following identity
〈η±,Γ`1`2`3`4dh`1`2dh`3`4η±〉 = 〈η±,Γ`1`2dh`1`2Γ`3`4dh`3`4η±〉
+ 2〈η±, dhijdhijη±〉 . (F.25)
Identities analogous to (F.25) hold also for the terms which involve R˜(+)ij,k` and F˜ij
ab. This
leads to
I =
∫
S
ecΦ〈η±,
(
cΓ`∇˜`Φ− 1
6
W`1`2`3Γ
`1`2`3 + 2(κ− q)A†
)
Dη±〉
+ (8κ2 − 2κq − q
12
+ q2)ecΦ〈η±,A†Aη±〉
+
3
4
(
q − 1
12
)
ecΦ〈η±,W i`1`2W i`3`4Γ`1`2`3`4η±〉
− c
(
q − 1
12
)
ecΦ〈η±,Γi`1`2`3∇˜iΦW`1`2`3η±〉+ 12c
(
q +
c
24
)
ecΦ〈η±, ∇˜iΦ∇˜iΦη±〉
+ 6
(
1
12
+ q +
c
12
)
ecΦ〈η±, ∇˜i∇˜iΦη±〉+
(
1
2
− 6q ± 6q(c+ 2)
)
ecΦ〈η±, hi∇˜iΦη±〉
+
3
8
α′(q − 1
12
)ecΦ
(
2dhijdh
ij + F˜ij
abF˜ ijab − R˜(+)`1`2,`3`4R˜(+)`1`2,`3`4
)
‖ η± ‖2
− α
′
32
ecΦ ‖ /dh η± ‖2 −α
′
64
ecΦ ‖ /˜F η± ‖2 +α
′
64
ecΦ〈R˜(+)`1`2, ijΓ`1`2η±, R˜(+)ij`3`4,Γ`3`4η±〉
+ O(α′2) .
In order to eliminate the term 〈η±,W i`1`2Wi`3`4Γ`1`2`3`4η±〉, which has no sign and cannot be
rewritten in terms of D or A†A, we must set
q =
1
12
+O(α′2) . (F.26)
and then in order to eliminate the 〈η±, ∇˜i∇˜iΦη±〉 term we must further set
c = −2 +O(α′2) . (F.27)
Then (F.28) is significantly simplified to
I =
(
8κ2 − 1
6
κ
)∫
S
e−2Φ ‖ A η± ‖2 +
∫
S
e−2Φ〈η±,ΨDη±〉
− α
′
64
∫
S
e−2Φ
(
2 ‖ /dh η± ‖2 + ‖ /˜Fη± ‖2 −〈R˜(+)`1`2, ijΓ`1`2η±, R˜(+)ij`3`4,Γ`3`4η±〉
)
+O(α′2) ,
(F.28)
where Ψ is defined in (F.20).
G
AdSn+1 as warped product over AdSn
The AdSn+1 space can be written as a warped product over AdSn. This has been observed
before in [124] for AdS3 and elsewhere, e.g. [125]. For this, we label all geometrical objects
defined on AdSn+1 and AdSn by n + 1 and n respectively, e.g. ds
2
n+1 is the metric on AdSn+1
and ds2n is the metric on AdSn. In principle AdSn+1 and AdSn can have different radii, which
are indicated by `n+1 and `n respectively. Coordinates on AdSn+1 are taken to be as follows
xI = (x0, xi) , x0 ≡ y , i = 1, ..., n . (G.1)
We shall begin with an ansatz for the metric on AdSn+1 as a warped product over AdSn, i.e.
ds2n+1 = dy
2 + f(y)2ds2n . (G.2)
We want to determine the necessary and sufficient conditions to impose on f(y) in order for ds2n+1
to be the metric on AdSn+1. To succeed, we have to impose the fact AdSn+1 is a maximally
symmetric space. Locally, the necessary and sufficient condition is that the Riemann tensor
must assume the following form
R
(n+1)
IJKL = −
1
`2n+1
(
g
(n+1)
IK g
(n+1)
JL − g(n+1)JK g(n+1)IL
)
, (G.3)
Equation (G.3) implies also that the metric (G.2) is Einstein and the curvature scalar is constant
and negative, i.e.
R
(n+1)
IJ = −
n
`2n+1
g
(n+1)
IJ , R
(n+1) = − 1
`2n+1
n(n+ 1) . (G.4)
The non-vanishing Christoffel symbols of (G.2) are:
Γ
(n+1) k
i 0 =
f ′(y)
f(y)
δki , Γ
(n+1) 0
i j = −f(y)f ′(y)g(n+1)ij , Γ(n+1) ki j = Γ(n) ki j . (G.5)
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The non-vanishing Riemann tensor components are:
R(n+1)i0,
k
0 = −f
′′(y)
f(y)
δki ,
R(n+1)i0,
0
` = f(y)f
′′(y)g(n)i` ,
R(n+1)ij,
k
` = R
(n)
ij,
k
` + f
′(y)2
(
δkjg
(n)
i` − δkig(n)j`
)
, (G.6)
and
R
(n+1)
i0,k0 = −f(y)f ′′(y)g(n)ik ,
R
(n+1)
ij,kl = f(y)
2R
(n)
ij,kl − f(y)2f ′(y)2
(
g
(n)
ik g
(n)
jl − g(n)jk g(n)il
)
. (G.7)
The non-vanishing Ricci tensor components are:
R
(n+1)
00 = −n
f ′′(y)
f(y)
,
R
(n+1)
ij = R
(n)
ij +
[
f ′(y)2(1− n)− f(y)f ′′(y)] g(n)ij . (G.8)
The Riemann tensor on AdSn must assume the following form
R
(n)
ijk` = −
1
`2n
(
g
(n)
ik g
(n)
j` − g(n)jk g(n)i`
)
. (G.9)
Now we impose (G.3). The (i0, k0)-components provide the first ordinary differential equation
for f
f ′′(y) =
1
`2n+1
f(y) . (G.10)
The (ij, kl)-components provide the second ordinary differential equation for f
f ′(y)2 − 1
`2n+1
f(y)2 +
1
`2n
= 0 . (G.11)
Since equations in (G.4) are derived from (G.3), they would imply again (G.10) and (G.11), so
there is nothing further to be learned from those conditions. The general solution of (G.10) and
(G.11) is
f(y) = α cosh
(
y
`n+1
)
+ β sinh
(
y
`n+1
)
, (G.12)
where α and β are constants which satisfy
α2 − β2 = `
2
n+1
`2n
. (G.13)
The solution (G.12) leads us to the following conclusions
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1. if y ∈ (−∞,+∞), then locally the AdSn+1 metric can be written as AdSn ×w R.
2. if y ∈ [0, 1], then locally the AdSn+1 metric can be written as AdSn ×w [0, 1] as the warp
factor is not periodic.
3. if y ∈ [0, 1] and force periodicity on y, then the metric of AdSn ×w S1 is discontinuous as
the warp factor is not periodic.
From the perspective of near horizon geometries where n = 2, the first case violates the compact-
ness condition of the partial horizon section. The second case implies that the spatial horizon
section has a boundary. The third case violates smoothness condition since (G.12) is not peri-
odic. Hence all cases violate one or more of the assumptions required to prove that there are no
AdS2 horizons in the heterotic theory.

H
A consistency check for the integral R-matrix
In this appendix, we compute the path-ordered formula (7.41) for the R-matrix on a specific
contour, which is most convenient for the calculation, and check that it reproduces (7.19). We
choose the path of integration γ to be a straight line with initial point (p2, p2) and final point
(p1, p2). Therefore we only need to integrate along the p1-axis as follows
R(p1, p2) = Π ◦P exp
∫ p1
p2
dxΓ1(x, p2) , (H.1)
where P exp is the path-ordered exponential. We begin by expanding out (H.1) as follows
P exp
∫ p1
p2
dxΓ1(x, p2) = 1 +
∫ p1
p2
dxΓ1(x, p2) +
∫ p1
p2
dx
∫ x
p2
dy Γ1(x, p2) Γ1(y, p2) +O(Γ3) .
(H.2)
By using the expression for Γ1 in (7.28), we obtain
R = E11 ⊗ E11 − E22 ⊗ E22 +
(
E11 ⊗ E22 − E22 ⊗ E11
)
sin
∫ p1
p2
g(x, p2) dx
+
(
E21 ⊗ E12 − E12 ⊗ E21
)
cos
∫ p1
p2
g(x, p2) dx , (H.3)
where
E11 ≡
(
1 0
0 0
)
, E22 ≡
(
0 0
0 1
)
, E12 ≡
(
0 1
0 0
)
, E21 ≡
(
0 0
1 0
)
, (H.4)
and
g(p1, p2) ≡ −1
4
√
sin p22
sin p12
1
sin p1+p24
. (H.5)
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In terms of the matrix representation, (H.3) can be written as
R =

1 0 0 0
0 sinσ cosσ 0
0 cosσ − sinσ 0
0 0 0 −1
 , σ ≡
∫ p1
p2
g(x, p2) dx , (H.6)
where we used the fact that a ⊗ b |v〉 ⊗ |w〉 = (−)|b||v|a|v〉 ⊗ b|w〉. After integrating σ, one can
explicitly verify that (H.6) reproduces (7.19), up to the dressing factor.
This proves that the integral expression for the R-matrix, which we found by using the boost
symmetry, exactly reproduces the massless left-left R-matrix which we chose at the beginning.
I
Alternative interpretations of the boost action
In this appendix, we collect some speculative ideas which might provide alternative descriptions
of the q-deformed Poincare´ boost generators JL,JR.
Berry phase
One might conceive regimes where the geometric and quantum mechanical interpretations
we have outlined in the main text converge into a single picture, inspired by the notion of Berry
phase. This might tie in with the link drawn in [242] with the physics of phonons, excitations
created by particles moving in the potential of slowly-vibrating ions in a crystal. From the
viewpoint of the q-Poincare´ algebra, the momenta (p1, p2) cohere as a single phonon [242],
which could be described by a single-particle quantum mechanics. A Berry-phase picture could
link to our fibre bundle, with the momenta pM (τ) as adiabatically-changing variables1.
Lax pairs
If we read the flatness of Γ in terms of a Lax pair, then this could define a classically
integrable system (although it is not a mathematical implication). If this were the case, this
could be yet another subsidiary interpretation. R would then be the solution of the auxiliary
linear problem, therefore connected to the Gel’fand-Levitan-Marchenko equation (reviewed e.g.
in [?]) giving soliton solutions via the classical inverse scattering method. One issue is that
[Γ1,Γ2] vanishes on its own. Such Lax pairs are sometimes called weak [310] - as the momenta
became coordinates, we have no spectral parameter, and conservation laws trivialise. One could
envisage introducing a spectral parameter (baxterisation). This might affect (or perhaps resolve)
some of the singularities of Γ. It could also provide a link with the recent results of [311].
1This might be described by the so-called vacuum bundles [309], pointed out to us by J. McOrist.
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Universal R-matrix
We observe that (7.41) could be rewritten in terms of the superchargesQ and S, by recombin-
ing suitable factors of
√
sin p2 in the exponent. When so expressed, we believe this should provide
equivalent rewritings of the universal R-matrix of the q-deformed Poincare´ Hopf-superalgebra.
Not surprisingly, universal R-matrices are traditionally given by exponential formulas. It would
be interesting to verify this claim from first principles in view of [305], and get an algebraic
expression for the scalar factor [178].
When regarded in this perspective, our approach is very reminiscent of the one developed
in [306]. Here, the standpoint is slightly different, as in our particular case the ordinary classical
r-matrix cannot be defined [242]. Nevertheless, the two procedures become very close in appear-
ance when considering rˇ [242], with the crucial distinction that the latter is not a solution of
the classical Yang-Baxter equation. We feel however that there should be a strong relationship,
given the striking resemblance.
Similarities
It is interesting to mention that ∆(J ) resembles a (deformed) super-Poincare´ generator in
two dimensions, whose typical undeformed version reads in superspace Jαβ = xαP β − xβPα −
1
2Pγ θ¯γ
αβγθ. This would present R as a q-super-translation invariant.
Additionally, (7.27) reminds of Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov (KZ) equations and their quant-
isation [303]. The analogy with the KZ equation becomes stronger if we consider that the
algebraic part of (7.27) is proportional to rˇ of [242]. It would be fascinating to connect this to
q-CFTs [315,316], or form factors in integrable models [304].
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